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Abstract
Decomposition Behavior in Model Ni-Al-Cr-X Superalloys: Temporal Evolution and
Compositional Pathways on a Nanoscale

Chantal K. Sudbrack

In model Ni-Al-Cr-X superalloys, the compositional pathways and temporal
evolution of coherent γ' (L12)-precipitation from an isothermally aged solid-solution,
γ (FCC), is investigated at: (i) 600°C, to study nucleation, growth, and coarsening; and
(ii) 800°C, to study the influence of W on coarsening of a Ni-Al-Cr alloy.
In the quenched Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy, radial distribution functions
establish Ni3(Al,Cr)-type short-range ordering that extends 0.6 nm and is Cr depleted.
Phase separation at 600°C occurs by nucleation and growth, and the γ'-precipitates’
morphology is a mixture of isolated spheroids and spheroids in various stages of
coalescence. Sub-nanometer scale compositional profiles across the γ/γ' interfaces reveal:
(i) transient chemical gradients of Al depletion and Cr enrichment adjacent to the
precipitates; (ii) trapped Cr atoms in the growing precipitates; (iii) the interfacial width is
component dependent; and (iv) increased Al solubility in the γ'-precipitates resulting from
capillarity. For a quasi-steady state, the governing power-law time dependencies during
coarsening are compared to extant models and discussed in light of recent KMC
iv

simulations performed at Northwestern. Independent of the solute diffusivities, the γ/γ'
interfacial free-energy is determined from coarsening data to be 22 to 23 mJ m-2.
In Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr at.%, spheroidal precipitates (5-15
nm diameter) form during quenching. Initially, chemical gradients exist in the γ'precipitates, however, they disappear after 1 h.

After 16 h aging at 800°C, the

precipitates have a cuboidal morphology and align along the elastically soft <100>-type
directions. Particle size distributions and spatial pair correlation functions evolve
temporally, and are discussed in context of the morphological development of the γ'precipitates. The coarsening kinetics of the mean radius and interfacial area per unit
volume obey t1/3 and t–1/3 law, where the addition of W decreases the coarsening rate by a
third. The slower kinetics are attributed to W’s influence on elemental partitioning,
which leads to stronger partitioning of Al to the γ'-phase and Cr to the γ-phase, and to its
smaller diffusivity. Finally, an inflection-point method for determining reproducible
phase compositions from three-dimensional atom-probe data is described, which is
important for determining partitioning ratios.
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Introduction

The initial development boom of creep- and corrosion-resistant metallic alloys
dates back prior to the Second World War, when high performance aircraft engines were
needed. The modern nickel-based superalloys have been primarily developed for hightemperature structural applications for land-based gas turbine and aviation jet engines
[1,2]. In current manufacturing processes, it is common to cast engine components, such
as nozzle guide vanes and turbine blades as single crystals, thus eliminating the potential
for grain boundary embrittlement and the need for grain boundary strengtheners such as
C, B, and Zr. The composition evolution of single-crystal Ni-base superalloys has been
driven by the aim to raise the operating temperature, yet maintain or ideally improve the
mechanical properties for its high temperature use, particularly creep properties.
Towards this end, modern commercial superalloys, such as René N5 or N6, are
comprised of many elements, with many commercial alloys containing more than 10
alloying additions [1]. The research results presented in this thesis are driven by the need
to understand the complex interactions within multicomponent superalloys on a scientific
basis.
Many technologically important properties of alloys, such as their mechanical
strength, creep resistance, and magnetic properties are controlled by the presence of
nanometer-sized precipitates of a second phase. In the solid-state, the process of phase
separation or decomposition often occurs by homogeneous nucleation and growth of
1
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second phase precipitates with the same crystal structure (except for the possible
difference in internal order) and a different composition than the solid-solution matrix,
where the system can accommodate lattice parameter misfits between the two phases of
up to several percent. A recent review of homogeneous precipitation in solid/solid phase
transformations [3] outlines the experimental work to date, as well as the pertinent
theoretical and modeling considerations. Model Ni-based superalloys, as representative
of a technically important system, have warranted extensive interest in the earliest stages
of phase separation. This is particularly true for Ni-Al alloys, where the governing
thermodynamics are well-established, by small-angle and wide angle neutron scattering
[4,5], atom-probe field-ion microscopy (APFIM) [6], conventional transmission electron
microscopy (CTEM) [7,8] and high-resolution electron microscopy (HREM) [9]. But
because of the limited spatial and analytical resolution and other experimental limitations
of these techniques, the experimental understanding of the earliest stages of
decomposition is incomplete. In particular, the phase nucleation and the concomitant
kinetic pathways have not been assessed.
Due to their excellent mechanical and physical properties at elevated
temperatures, Ni-based superalloys based on Ni-Al-Cr compositions are technologically
extremely important alloys [1].

Their strength at high temperatures is a direct

consequence of the presence of coherent, elastically hard L12-ordered precipitates of
Ni3AlxCr1-x (γ') in a face-centered cubic (FCC) chromium-rich solid-solution (γ). The
addition of Cr to the binary Ni-Al system significantly reduces the lattice parameter
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misfit between the precipitate and matrix phase, which in turn decelerates the temporal
evolution of the microstructure. In certain Ni-Al-Cr alloys, the γ'-precipitates are nearly
misfit free [10] and remain spherical or spheroidal to fairly large sizes [11], which is in
contrast to binary Ni-Al alloys where appreciable misfit gives rise to cuboidal-shaped
precipitates [12]. During a recent study of ordering and phase separation in a Ni-5.2 Al14.8 Cr at.% alloy [13], a comparison of the available coarsening rate constants for the
binary Ni-Al and ternary Ni-Al-Cr alloys showed reasonable agreement and the ternary
system was classified as a pseudo-binary alloy. Subsequently, three-dimensional atomprobe (3DAP) microscopy and kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations have been
employed to investigate the compositional evolution of the γ' microstructure on a
nanoscale in model Ni-Al-Cr systems [14,15].
This study focuses on the decomposition behavior in two model Ni-Al-Cr alloys
and one model Ni-Al-Cr-W alloy on a nanoscale. A short background on the properties
of γ/γ' alloys and an introduction to APFIM is presented in Chapter 1. The specimens’
preparation, experimental procedures, and analytical methods are described in detail in
Chapter 2. The characterization of the nanostructure and composition of the earliest
stages of decomposition in a Ni-Al-Cr alloy with moderate supersaturation is the focus of
Chapter 3, while Chapter 4 presents the coarsening behavior in this alloy compared to
predictions for ternary systems by the Kuehmann and Voorhees (KV) model [16]. The
influence of adding 2 at.% W to a Ni-Al-Cr alloy on the temporal evolution of the phase
compositions and the nanostructure are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6,
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respectively. Lastly, suggestions for directions of possible future research are given in
Chapter 7.

Chapter 1
Background

1. The Ni-Al and Ni-Al-Cr systems
Nickel-base superalloys consist of a matrix phase, γ, with a FCC structure and a
dispersion of Ni3Al-type precipitates, γ', with the L12 structure. Along the <100> and
<110> directions in γ', mixed planes of Ni, Al, Cr alternate with nearly pure Ni planes.
Along <001> directions, the distance between planes of the same composition is
approximately the lattice parameter of pure Ni3Al, 0.356 nm [17], and depends on the
solid-solubility of Cr in the γ'-phase. The crystallographic orientation of the two phases
corresponds to the cube-on-cube relationship, that is, (100)precipitate//(100)matrix, and
[010]precipitate//[010]matrix.
The binary Ni-Al phase diagram [18] is shown in Figure 1.1. The solubility of Al
in the Ni solid-solution falls from 21 at.% at 1385°C to 11.9 at.% at 750°C. The γ'/(γ' +

γ) phase boundary is effectively constant over a wide temperature range, and the width of
the narrow γ'-phase field widens with decreasing temperature accommodating 23.3-27.3
at.% Al at 750°C.
The nickel-rich region of the Ni-Al-Cr ternary system has been studied
extensively by Taylor and Floyd (Figure 1.2) [10], and has been reviewed more recently
5
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by Merchant and Notis [19]. Figure 1.2 contains the 750°C and 850°C isothermal
sections determined experimentally by Taylor and Floyd [10]. Phase boundaries were
determined by lattice parameters obtained from X-ray characterization (750°C) and by
microstructural characterization of electrolytically etched specimens by optical
microscopy (750, 850, 1000, and 1150°C). As shown in Figure 1.2a, Taylor’s and
Floyd’s lattice parameter analysis demonstrates that the phases are nearly misfit free over
a wide range of compositions. With decreasing temperature, the phase field of the
disordered solid-solution (γ) contracts, while the solid-solubility lobe of the ordered γ'phase becomes more extended. Compared to the binary Ni-Al phase field, the Ni-Al-Cr

γ'-phase field is wider and contains a significant solubility of Cr. Chromium partitions
preferentially to the γ-phase, and tends to decrease the solubility of Al in γ'. At 1150°C,
the matrix solid-solution can dissolve about 30 at.% Cr, while γ'-phase can dissolve about
15 at.% Cr.

In commercial superalloys, chromium’s solubility in the matrix is

significantly reduced, typically closer to 3-4 at.% at lower temperatures (< 850° C).

7

Figure 1.1. The Ni-Al phase diagram [18]

8

Figure 1.2. Partial isothermal sections of the Ni-rich corner of Ni-Al-Cr
phase diagram at (a) 750°C and at (b) 850°C [10]. Circular symbols mark
the compositions investigated by microscopic examination, where the
open, half, and filled symbols reflect the optical detection of a single, two,
and three phases, respectively. At 750°C, curved lines in γ and γ' phase
fields denote compositions with a constant lattice parameter (Å). In multiphase fields, experimentally determined tie-lies are presented.
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2. Precipitation of γ' in γ
The classical precipitation process of a new phase from a supersaturated solid
solution is commonly divided into a sequence of three stages:
1.

nucleation of the new phase;

2.

growth of the nuclei and accompanying depletion of the matrix; and

3.

Ostwald ripening of the precipitates of the new phase.

Nucleation and growth, however, often occur simultaneously. In nickel-base superalloys,
the nucleation and growth regimes are often short-lived [3], and an equilibrium volume
fraction is achieved in short times. The third stage of classical precipitation, Ostwald
ripening or coarsening, proceeds via the diffusional mass transfer from regions of high
interfacial-curvature (high chemical potential) to regions of low interfacial-curvature
(low chemical potential), and is driven by the reduction in interfacial area in the system.
Precipitate morphology becomes relevant for coherent interfaces. The precipitate
morphology is dictated by minimization of the interfacial free energy and elastic free
energy arising from the misfit in lattice parameters. In Ni-Al systems with larger misfits
than certain Ni-Al-Cr alloys, the coherent precipitates evolve from spheres (spheroids) to
cubes (cuboids) to arrays of cubes (cuboids) to octets (8) or doublets (2) of smaller
precipitates [12,20-24]. As coarsening progresses, for high volume fractions (φ > 35%)
cubes align along the elastically soft crystallographic orientations, <100>-directions. The
characteristic octet formation has been primarily attributed to elastically induced splitting
during the late stages of coarsening [25-27]. Recently, this model has been challenged
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experimentally by Calderon et al. [28], who present evidence, using HREM observations
of γ'-precipitates approximately 200 nm in cube length, that translation order domains
within octet arrays are not always identical. Their findings suggest arrays form by
coalescence resulting from precipitate migration; that is, precipitate motion resulting
from preferred diffusion along specific crystallographic directions.
Two factors influence strongly the magnitude of elastic energy, lattice parameter
misfit and interprecipitate spacing. Elastic energy is proportional to the square of the
lattice misfit parameter δ, where δ= (aβ-aα)/aα; where aβ and aα are the lattice parameters
of the precipitate and matrix phases, respectively; the magnitude of δ governs the elastic
interaction between precipitates and potentially influences the entire coarsening behavior.
The elastic interaction energy has a strong relationship with precipitate radius or
interprecipitate spacing, and therefore becomes significant at larger volume fractions for
a given value of the lattice misfit parameter.

3. Strengthening Mechanisms in Ni-based superalloys
Nickel-base superalloys are strengthened by two basic mechanisms: (a) precipitate
hardening due to the γ'-precipitates and (b) solid-solution strengthening in the γ-matrix.
To achieve optimal yield and creep strengths for turbine engine components, current
commercial nickel-base superalloys contain a high volume fraction, typically 70 %, of
coherent γ'-precipitates having an average edge length of the order of 500 nm. This leads
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to a microstructure of closely spaced cuboidal γ'-precipitates aligned along the <001>type directions with narrow 60 nm γ-channels. When the applied load is small, plastic
deformation is generally confined within the matrix γ-channels. If the temperature is
sufficiently high, dislocations can by-pass the precipitates by thermally-activated climb
processes. At higher loads, precipitate-cutting mechanisms become dominant, which
entail combined deformation in both the matrix and precipitate.
A complex system of air channels within superalloy turbine blades, necessary for
efficient cooling, leads to local hot spots, bending moment, and torsional stresses and a
wide range of temperature (750°C–1000°C) and stress (-50–500 MPa) distributions at a
variety of orientations during operation.

TEM has been widely used to investigate

deformation mechanisms of crept Ni-based superalloy specimens at a range of operating
conditions, and has shown that the precipitate-cutting deformation mechanism is
controlled by dislocation pair movement within γ'-precipitates [29-32], and thus, the antiphase boundary (APB) energy within γ'-precipitates plays a critical role in the
effectiveness of impeding dislocation movement. Also of importance to microstructural
evolution is the rafting phenomenon, where during primary creep along <001>-type
directions cuboidal precipitates coalescence in an extended raft-like structure
perpendicular to the load axis [33].
Because of its electronic structure, nickel has a large solid-solubility for many
other elements [34], and thus there are many possibilities for solid-solution strengthening.
In order to achieve effective solid-solution strengthening, three criteria should be satisfied
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by an element: (i) it should have a wide range of solid solubility in the matrix; (ii) it
should have a large enough dissimilarity in atomic size to distort effectively the lattice;
and (iii) it should have a high melting point. Since a large-range of solid solubility is
achieved only when the atomic size of the metals are similar in size, a trade-off between
solid solubility and lattice distortion is mandated for effective solid-solution
strengthening.

High melting point elements, such as Mo, Re, Ru, Nb and W, which

increase the melting point in nickel-base superalloys, can provide strong lattice cohesion
and reduce diffusion [1], particularly at high temperatures, and are effective solidsolution strengtheners in nickel-base superalloys. Atomic clustering and short-range
order can also strengthen the matrix, but the concentration of refractory elements must be
such that deleterious topologically close-packed phases [35] are not formed.

4. Field-ion microscopy and atom-probe microscopy
The modern atom-probe microscope consists of two parts – a field-ion
microscope (FIM) and an atom-probe (AP) mass spectrometer, which utilize the
phenomena of field-ionization and field-evaporation, respectively, reviewed in detail in
reference [36]. The high electric fields required for field ionization of an imaging gas,
typically He or Ne, and field ionization are obtained by preparing samples in the form of
a sharply pointed needle (a.k.a. a tip) and applying a high DC voltage. The tip, with a
radius of curvature of 10-50 nm, is positively biased at DC voltages ranging from 5-20
kV, and is cryogenically cooled to low temperatures (20-80 K) under ultrahigh vacuum
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conditions (10-10 Torr). Cryogenic temperatures ensure reliable composition data and
good FIM image contrast because the image diameter of an atom is temperature
dependent.
In an AP microscope, surface atoms are field evaporated by means of electric
pulses (ν = 10-1500 Hz) superimposed on a steady-state DC voltage, Vdc, with a pulse
fraction (Vp/Vdc) close to 20 %.

For conventional 3DAP microscopy, only field

evaporated ions from a small selected region, typically 15 x 15 nm2, of the tip’s surface
are mass analyzed. Recently, the development of wide-angle atom-probes, in particular
the local-electrode or atom-probe or LEAP® microscope [37], permits significantly larger
areas, typically 100 x 100 nm2, to be mass analyzed at higher collection rates, at least 600
times faster than conventional 3DAP microscopes.
In an FIM, imaging gas atoms, typically inert gases such as neon or helium, are
field ionized, by the quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons from the gas atoms,
preferentially above surface atomic sites that have an enhanced local field, predominantly
high-index planes and the ledge sites of low-index planes. The field ionization process
leads to a constant stream of ionized gas atoms, which produce a projected image of
atomic ledge site atoms and a ring structure reflecting the crystallographic orientation of
a specimen’s surface; this is known as an FIM image. Additionally, individual atoms on
non-closed packed {hkl} planes are also imaged. The average electric field, Eo, at the
apex of a sharply pointed tip is given by:
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Eo =

Vo
k f ro

;

(1.1)

where Vo is the applied voltage, ro is the average apex radius, and kf is a numerical factor
related to the taper angle and tip geometry, which is typically about 5-7 [38]. In both the
AP and FIM, ions are not projected radially from the surface, but are bent toward the
detector along the electric field lines that are perpendicular to the equipotentials, leading
to a radial compression of FIM image. It follows that the magnification (η) of an FIM
image and the detected area of an AP analysis is given by:

η=

d
;
ξro

(1.2)

where R is the tip-to screen distance, and ξ is a compression factor, whose value is about
1.5 for Ni-alloys [38].
In an AP, surface atoms are field-evaporated atom-by-atom and atomic layer-bylayer, and field evaporated ions are identified uniquely and chemically by time-of-flight
(TOF) mass spectrometry. Since field-evaporation occurs one atomic layer at a time, an
atom probe has a depth resolution equal to the interplanar spacing between atomic planes
and it can be less than 0.1 nm. The mass-to-charge state ratio (m/n) of individual ions can
be obtained by measuring TOFs (t), and employing the following relationship, which is
derived by equating an ion’s potential energy in the electric field to its kinetic energy:
2

t
m
= 2eV TOF2 ;
n
d

(1.3)
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where e is the charge on an electron, V is the accelerating voltage (steady-state DC
voltage plus the pulse voltage), and d is the flight path of an ion. The 3DAP microscope
records the lateral position of an ion’s impact digitally, on a position sensitive detector,
using a CCD camera. The design of Northwestern University’s 3DAP microscope is
based on the energy compensated optical position-sensitive atom-probe (ECOPoSAP) at
University of Oxford, Great Britain [39,40]. Utilizing a reflectron lens as described in
more detail in [40], potential energy deficits of an ion are compensated, thereby
improving the mass resolution of the instrument. The lateral resolution of the microscope
is limited to 0.2 to 0.5 nm by ion trajectory aberrations [41] that occur close to a tip’s
surface.

Chapter 2
Experimental Procedures

1. Alloys preparation and preliminary characterization
The Ni-alloys investigated within this thesis were prepared, isothermally aged,
chemically analyzed, and thermally analyzed by differential thermal analysis (DTA) at
NASA Glenn Research Center (G.R.C.) in Cleveland, Ohio in collaboration with Dr.
Ronald Noebe. The thermal treatments for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% are identical to those
used by Schmuck et al. [13,42] for Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr at.%, unless otherwise specified.
The DTA in conjunction with thermodynamic modeling employing ThermoCalc
(courtesy of Mr. Nathan Jacobson, NASA G.R.C.) provided phase-equilibria detail
necessary to choose appropriate thermal conditions for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7
Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% and to make valuable comparisons to the quantities obtained
experimentally for all alloys. At Northwestern University, the grain sizes were
characterized by optical microscopy. In addition, microhardness measurements gave a
preliminary understanding of the precipitation behavior as it evolves temporally. The
3DAP microscopy data collected for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% was a collaborative effort
with Dr. Kevin Yoon as part of his Ph.D. thesis research [43]. For this particular alloy,
the author collected data for 0.0333 0.1667, 0.25, 4, 16, and 256 h aging states, while Dr.
Yoon collected data for 0, 0.0833, 1, 64, and 1024 h aging states.
16
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1.1. Thermal history
Utilizing two thermodynamic databases for nickel alloys, a database developed at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison [44] and the Thermotech Ltd. database, Ni-DATA
v.4 [45,46], γ and γ' equilibrium phase fractions were determined as a function of
temperature by ThermoCalc1 (Sundman et al., 1985). Standard ThermoCalc procedures
were employed to calculate an equilibrium state at a constant pressure (1 bar). A
comparison of the equilibrium γ'-phase volume fraction at 600 and 800°C, obtained by

ThermoCalc for the nominal compositions is given in Table 2.1, as well as the results of
the DTA and the experimental solutionizing temperature used after homogenization.
Table 2.1. The calculated equilibrium volume fraction of the γ'-phase (φ eq), calculated
solvus temperatures, solvus temperatures determined by differential thermal analysis
(DTA), and the experimental solutionizing temperature after homogenization at 1300°C.
DTA
ThermoCalc
Databasea φ eq
Alloy
Solvus Solvusb, c Solutionizing
φ eq
Nominal
(at.%)
(°C)
T (°C)
(600°C) (800°C) (°C)
Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr

Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W

HC

0.079

0

642

S

0.141

0

707

HC

0.350

0.112

860

S

0.397

0.179

902

S

0.489

0.332

1012

a.

–

850

880

1000

1017

1093

Thermodynamic databases developed for Ni-alloys by Huang and Chang [44] and Saunders [45,46]
are denoted as HC and S, respectively.
b.
DTA experiments were performed at NASA G.R.C. on homogenized samples, at a rate of 10 K min-1
in a helium atmosphere, cycled twice through the temperature range of the reaction.
c.
An exothermic peak was observed for Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr at 450°C during initial heat up. No peaks
were observed during cycling between 500°C and 900°C in this alloy.
1

ThermoCalc version N, ThermoCalc Software, Stockholm, Sweden
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High purity constituent elements (99.97 Ni, 99.98 Al, 99.99 Cr, and 99.98 wt. %
W) were induction melted under an Ar atmosphere to minimize oxidation, and then chill
cast into a 19 mm diameter copper mold, yielding polycrystalline master ingots. Cast
ingots were exposed to three heat treatment steps: (i) homogenization; (ii) solutionizing
anneal; and (iii) an aging anneal, where the latter two steps were followed by a waterquench to room temperature. For the solutionizing anneal, the furnace was stepped down
from the homogenization temperature to above the solvus line in the single-phase region
(Table 2.1). This treatment aims to avoid a high concentration of quenched-in vacancies,
which influence the earlier stages of precipitation and to minimize or eliminate γ'
formation during quenching. Ingot sections, 1 cm in length, were placed in a pre-heated
furnace and aged under flowing argon gas. For Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%, the following
heat treatment steps were used: (i) 1300°C for 24 h (21 h longer than treatment used by
Schmuck et al. [13,42]); (ii) 850°C for 3 h; and (iii) 600°C for 0.033, 0.083, 0.17, 0.25,
1, 4, 16, 64, 256, and 1024 hours. For Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W
at.%, the samples were heat treated at: (i) 1300°C for 20 h; (ii) 1000°C and 1093°C,
respectively, for 0.5 h; and (iii) 800°C for 0.25, 1, 4, 16, 64, and 264 hours. The aging
time was increased by multiples of four, in order to double the root-mean-squared
diffusion distance for each time step. To investigate the onset of nucleation in Ni-5.2 Al14.2 Cr at.% aged isothermally at 600°C, smaller time intervals were used for the shorter
aging times.
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1.2. Chemical analysis
The chemical composition for bulk samples after homogenization was verified
using inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic-emission spectroscopy. The measured
elemental concentrations are listed in Table 2.2. ICP atomic-emission spectroscopy was
also used to determine the elemental concentrations of γ- and γ'-phases separated
electrolytically by standard phase-extraction techniques. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 contain
the phase compositions, the corresponding lever rule volume fractions, and the measured
volume fractions for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% aged for 264
hours at 800°C.

Table 2.2. Average bulk composition (at.%) of the investigated alloys obtained by ICP
atomic emission spectroscopy.
Element

Ni

Al

Cr

W

Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr

80.52

5.24

14.24

–

Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr

81.90

9.76

8.34

–

Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W

79.81

9.74

8.49

1.96
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Table 2.3. Elemental concentrations (at.%) as determined by chemical analysis for
nominal Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr at.% aged at 800°C for 264 hours. Phase fractions are
determined from the measured concentrations using the lever rule, and are compared to
the value determined by phase extraction.
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr

Elemental concentration, at.%

Phase fraction

Overall

γ' (particle)

γ (matrix)

Lever Rule

Ni

81.90

76.60

82.71

0.133

Al

9.76

17.41

8.43

0.148

Cr

8.34

5.99

8.86

0.178

Phase extraction →

0.189

Table 2.4. Elemental concentrations (at.%) as determined by chemical analysis for
nominal Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W at.% aged for 264 hours at 800°C. Phase fractions are
determined from the measured concentrations using the lever rule, and are compared to
the value determined by phase extraction.
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W

Elemental concentration, at.%

Phase fraction

Overall

γ' (particle)

γ (matrix)

Lever Rule

Ni

79.82

76.21

81.75

0.349

Al

9.74

16.85

6.23

0.330

Cr

8.49

3.94

10.48

0.304

W

1.96

3.00

1.54

0.284

Phase extraction →

0.308
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1.3. Metallography
Samples were mounted parallel to the casting direction, mechanically polished to
1 µm, and cleaned ultrasonically in a solution of soap and distilled water and dried
between successive polishing steps. Samples were then etched chemically with
“waterless Kahling’s solution” consisting of a mixture of 2 gm CuCl2, 40 mL HCl, and
80 mL ethanol to reveal the grain structure. Figure 2.1 contains representative images of
the grains from aged samples of the three alloys investigated.

For the two Ni-Al-Cr

alloys, Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% and Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.%, the grains are coarse, nearly
equiaxed, oriented in various crystallographic directions, and slightly twinned. Smaller
grains with 0.5 mm diameter ornament the ingot’s edges, while the central region of the
ingot contains larger grains whose diameter is typically 2-3 mm. In Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0
W at.%, the grain structure is coarse without appreciable twinning. Grains are elongated
along radial directions, and extend 2 to 6 times greater than their width (~ 0.5 mm). Prior
to analysis by 3DAP microscopy, the orientation of the 3DAP tips is imaged by FIM.
FIM imaging revealed that the grains in the prepared Ni-Al-Cr alloys are oriented in
various directions along the casting direction, while the grains in the prepared Ni-9.7 Al8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% have <110> orientations.
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Figure 2.1. Grain structure for: (a) Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%; (b) Ni-9.8 Al8.3 Cr at.% and (c) Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.%.
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1.4. Hardness Measurements
Vickers microhardness values at 500 g load sustained for 5 s were measured on
mounted samples polished to 1 µm using the average value of fifteen independent
measurements made on several grains. Microhardness is an indirect measure of the
precipitation sequence through strength changes, which depend on the precipitate size
and number density. Figure 2.2a displays the temporal evolution of the microhardness
for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C.

Prior to 1 h, the microhardness is constant

(1.25 GPa), after which, it monotonically increases, reaching a value of 2.25 GPa at the
final aging time of 1024 h. For Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% aged at 800°C (Figure 2.2b), the
microhardness for t = 0–264 h varies over a narrow range, 2.15 GPa to 2.5 GPa, with
peak hardness occurring at 4 h. For Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% aged at 800°C (Figure
2.2b), the microhardness varies from 3.0 to 3.5 GPa, with peak hardness occurring at
several times, t = 4-64 h. Peak hardness corresponds to an optimal balance between
precipitate diameter and number density for a given alloy.
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Figure 2.2. Microhardness versus aging time at: (a) 600° C for Ni-5.2 Al14.2 Cr at.% and (b) 800°C for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5
Cr-2.0 W at.%, denoted by closed circles and open squares, respectively.
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1.5. Lattice parameters
As seen in Figure 1.2a, the 750°C isothermal section of the Ni-rich corner of NiAl-Cr phase diagram [10], the lattice parameters of γ and γ' phases are nearly misfit free
over a wide range of compositions. Along the γ / (γ + γ') boundary, the lattice parameter
for the Cr-enriched γ'-phase is essentially constant and is determined by Taylor and Floyd
to be 0.3554 nm [10], which is near the estimate of 0.3556 nm by Hornbogen and Roth
for Ni-6.2 Al-18.8 Cr at.% at 600°C [11], who assume the lattice parameter is equal to
γ'
the lattice parameter for pure Ni3Al. Thus, the lattice parameter of the γ'-phase, a , is

taken to be 0.3554 nm [10] in the Ni-Al-Cr alloys investigated in this study. For the
lattice parameter of the γ-phase, aγ, although the temperature dependence of lattice
parameter between 600 and 750°C is negligible, Taylor’s and Floyd’s assessment
predicts 0.3547 nm for the alloy investigated by Hornbogen and Roth, while they
measure a value of 0.3555 ± 0.0001 nm. With this mind, the aγ in the Ni-Al-Cr alloys
investigated, Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr and Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.%, is estimated to be 0.3552 nm
and 0.3546 nm, respectively, employing Hornbogen’s and Roth’s alloy as a reference and
basing the relative change on Taylor’s and Floyd’s phase diagram in Figure 1.2a. The
lattice misfit parameter (δ) is defined as:

δ =

aγ ' − aγ
;
0.5 ⋅ a γ ' + a γ

(

)

(2.1)
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and is determined to be 0.0006 ± 0.0007 and 0.0022 ± 0.0007 for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%
and Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.%, respectively, where the measurement error is based on
estimates from Hornbogen and Roth [11].

2. Experimental Procedures
2.1. Transmission electron microscopy
Flat rectangular sheets (10 x 19 x 0.25 mm) were cut from the central region of
the ingot section with erosion spark machining. Discs of 3 mm diameter were cut from
the foil with an abrasive slurry cutting saw (South Bay rotary disc cutter), mechanically
ground to 150 µm thickness, and then electropolished in a Struers Tenupol-5 double-jet
polisher with a solution of 8 vol.% perchloric acid and 14 vol.% 2-butoxyethanol in
methanol at –40°C, achieved using a bath of dry ice in methanol. Conventional TEM
(CTEM) was performed employing a Hitachi 8100 TEM (Northwestern University)
operated at 200 kV. Bright-field and centered dark-field imaging techniques with a lowindex superlattice reflection of the Ni3AlxCr1-x phase were used to image the precipitates.

2.2. Field-ion microscopy and three-dimensional atom-probe microscopy
3DAP microscopy tips, with an end radius of less than 50 nm (Figure 2.3), were
prepared by a two-step electropolishing procedure on 250 x 250 µm2 cross-sectioned
blanks, cut with erosion spark machining from the central region of an ingot. To achieve
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a fine taper, a blank was electropolished along its entire length with 10 vol.% perchloric
acid in acetic acid at a 25 V dc. A localized region was then polished with 2 vol.%
perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol to create a necked region and refine the end form, with
voltages varying from 3 to 15 V dc.

Figure 2.3. Optical micrograph of a 3DAP microscopy specimen with a
sharply pointed tip.
3DAP microscopy and field-ion microscopy (FIM) experiments were performed
employing a conventional three-dimensional atom-probe (3DAP) microscope and an
Imago Scientific local electrode atom-probe (LEAP) microscope [37]. FIM imaging was
performed at 40-50 K with background pressures of Ne that varied from 5 x 10-6 to 2 x
10-5 Torr (gauge pressures) and revealed a prominent pole structure allowing for
orientation alignment for the 3DAP microscope analyses (Figure 2.4). Precipitates were
not distinguishable from the matrix by image contrast for the alloys investigated, which is
attributed to the similar field-ionization and field-evaporation behavior of the γ- and γ'phases. Since field-evaporation behavior depends on crystallographic orientation, to gain
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additional compositional consistency, 3DAP microscopy analyses were aligned with the
001 pole along the edge of the analysis region, unless otherwise noted. Analyses were
performed under ultrahigh vacuum conditions (< 2 x 10-10 Torr) at 40 K with a pulse
fraction (pulse voltage/steady state dc voltage) of 19% and a pulse frequency of 1.5 and
100 kHz for the 3DAP and LEAP microscopes, respectively. The average detection rate
in the area of analysis ranged from 0.011 to 0.015 ions pulse-1 for the conventional 3DAP
microscope and from 0.04 to 0.08 ions pulse-1 for the LEAP microscope.
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Figure 2.4. A typical field-ion microscope image for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr
at.% exhibits a prominent pole structure and no image contrast between
the γ- and γ'-phases. The dashed lines approximate the area of ion
detection during 3DAP microscopy. 3DAP microscopy analyses in this
investigation were aligned such that 001 is along the edge of detection
area. The tip displayed was imaged using 3 x 10-6 gauge pressure of Ne at
12,708 Vdc and 40 K.
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2.3. Scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy
The imaging with SEM and atomic force microscopy (AFM) of the nanostructure
in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% was performed primarily by
Ms. Tiffany Ziebell, under the author’s supervision, and partially supported by a Walter
P. Murphy undergraduate research grant from the Materials Research Center at
Northwestern University and the NSF grant that supported this research.
To achieve nanoscale flatness for the SEM/AFM investigation, 1 µm-polished
samples were polished with 0.3 µm alumina abrasive (a dime-size amount was placed in
center of the microcloth and diluted with either deionized H2O or soapy deionized H2O to
lubricate the wheel) followed by Mastermet 0.02 µm colloidal silica suspension diluted
1:5 with deionized H2O. A mixture of HCl, distilled water, and K2S2O5 has been shown
to etch effectively the matrix phase in Ni-Al alloys [47], and was found to be an effective
etchant for the Ni-Al-Cr-X alloys investigated. For the ternary alloy, carefully cleaned
and dried samples were etched with 100 mL HCl / 100 mL deionized H2O / 0.5 g K2S2O5
solution for varying times, 5 and 30 seconds, depending on the aging state. For the alloy
containing W, 100 mL HCl / 100 mL deionized H2O / 1 g K2S2O5 mixture was used for
similar durations, and the overall etching rate for both mixtures was roughly 1 nm s-1.
The nanostructure of the alloys aged at 800°C, Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7
Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.%, was imaged with a LEO Gemini 1525 field-emission gun SEM
operated at 3 kV with a 20-30 µm aperture and 8 to 11 mm working distances. Images
were taken from several grains for each aging time, and each micrograph contained 300-
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850 γ'-precipitates. The polish relief depth was measured with AFM using three to five
independent line trace profiles from several regions of the sample.

3. Data Analysis
3.1. Mass spectrum and the 3D reconstruction of the 3DAP microscopy data
Three-dimensional atom-by-atom reconstructions of the analyzed volumes were
generated utilizing ADAM 1.5 [48], a Northwestern University data analysis program
developed specifically for 3DAP microscopy data. Low-index pole alignment allowed
the depth to be scaled directly to the {001}-type planes. For a detection efficiency of
60%, the lateral dimensions were scaled to 60% of the theoretical density (ρth), ρth = 83.6
atoms nm-3. The scaling errors are assumed to be 10 % in the lateral dimension and 5 %
in the depth scaling. The mass-to-charge state ratio (m/n) of an individual fieldevaporated ion in the 3DAP microscope is given by [38]:

2

+t ⎞
⎛t
⎛m⎞
⎜ ⎟ = (2e )α ' (Vdc + β ' V p )⎜ TOF d ⎟ ;
d
⎝n⎠
⎝
⎠

(2.2)

where tTOF is the measured time-of-flight, d is the flight path from the tip-to-detector, td is
the time offset due to propagation delays in the electronics, e is the elementary charge of
an electron, and α' and β' relate to the energetic transfer of the pulse to the ion, and are
treated as constants as in [49] and are 1.015 and 0.7, respectively. Utilizing procedures
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outlined in [49], the mass spectra were calibrated, and values for td and d are typically
283.5 ns and 618.5 mm, respectively, for our instrument. For our operating conditions as
shown in Figure 2.5, (a) Al, (b) Cr, and (c) Ni atoms ionize predominately in the 2+
charge state with a significant fraction, albeit small, of Al atoms ionizing in the 3+ charge
state (Figure 2.5a). Hydride, helide, and other ionized complexes are not commonly
observed under these field-evaporation conditions.

Pre-peaks (Figure 2.5c) were

detectable prior to the largest peaks, 58Ni2+, 60Ni2+, 52Cr2+, and 27Al2+, with a frequency of
0.3-0.4% of its parent peak, and are included in the detected events. These pre-peaks are
the result of ions impacting and being deflected by the high ion-transparency ( > 95%)
mesh in front of the multi-channel plate detector.

These deflected ions generate

electrons, which are then accelerated rapidly towards the detector at a slightly earlier time
than the heavier ions. From the mass-spectra, the isotopic abundances are measured and
are presented in Table 2.5, and they compare favorably with the standard handbook
values.
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Figure 2.5. A series of mass-to-charge state (m/n) spectra contain: (a)
aluminum; (b) chromium; and (c) nickel peaks, observed for Ni-5.2 Al14.2 Cr at.%. No significant peak overlap is present, and other charge
states, such as singly-charged ions, were not detected for this alloy. Massto-charge states were calculated using Equation 2.2.
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Figure 2.6. A mass-to-charge state spectra containing the tungsten peaks
observed for Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at %.
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Table 2.5. Comparison of the handbook values for the isotopic abundances of chromium
and nickel with the measured isotopic abundances obtained from the mass-to-charge state
spectra displayed in Figure 2.5.
Isotope

a

Mass
(a.m.u.)

m/n, n=2
(a.m.u)

Handbook isotopic
abundance (%)

Measured isotopic
abundance ± 2σ a (%)

50

Cr

50

25

4.435

4.35 ± 0.11

52

Cr

52

26

83.79

83.54 ± 0.21

53

Cr

53

26.5

9.5

9.61 ± 0.16

54

Cr

54

27

2.365

2.51 ± 0.09

58

Ni

58

29

68.27

68.11 ± 0.11

60

Ni

60

30

26.10

26.32 ± 0.11

61

Ni

61

30.5

1.13

1.22 ± 0.03

62

Ni

62

31

3.59

3.45 ± 0.04

64

Ni

64

32

0.91

0.90 ± 0.02

Standard error is calculated from
number of atoms of the element.

x i (1 − x i ) / N , where xi is atomic fraction of isotope i and N is total
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3.2. 3DAP microscopy data of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%
Both the nanostructure and the phase compositions in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%
specimens were characterized by 3DAP microscopy.

The γ/γ' interfaces in the

reconstructed volumes were delineated with 9 at.% Al isoconcentration surfaces rendered
in ADAM 1.5 utilizing efficient sampling procedures [50].

The γ/γ' interface was

delineated employing a 9 at.% Al isoconcentration surface, rendered in ADAM 1.5 by
superimposing a cubic-grid of points onto the reconstructed volume and determining the
concentration values at each point by interpolation. Details of the generation of this
surface and efficient sampling of concentration space within the reconstructed volumes,
as well as a detailed discussion of the balance between statistical error and spatial error
are presented in reference [50]. In addition to a concentration threshold, four additional
parameters are used to render the surface, and they are: (i) cell length; (ii) transfer
function; (iii) delocalization distance; and (iv) confidence sigma. The cell length, the
spacing between the equidistant grid points, is 0.5 nm (0.7 nm for t ≥ 264 h), and it was
adjusted to optimize the smoothness of the surface. The vicinity of a grid point was
sampled with a spline transfer function, with a 2 nm delocalization distance, a measure of
the spatial extension of the transfer function.

This set of parameters leads to

approximately 400 atoms weighted sampling at each grid point for the reconstructed
volume of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%. The last parameter to render the surface, confidence

sigma (cs), displaces the threshold by cs•(0.5x(standard error)) and is taken as +0.25, and
accounts for edge effects associated with limited statistics.
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Precipitates with radii, R, as small as 0.45 nm (20 detected atoms) were resolved,
where the detection efficiency is 60%. To measure R, as well as the precipitate’s position
and composition, a program that included a best-fit ellipsoid algorithm was written in
Turbo Pascal (Appendix 1) for

PRO

program for Macintosh computers.

FIT 5.6.3, a commercial plotting and spreadsheet
Unlike commonly used methods [51], the best-fit

ellipsoid yields 3D information about the precipitates’ elongation. Individual R values
were taken as the volume equivalent radii of their best-fit ellipsoid, and the <R> value
was determined from the arithmetic mean of individual precipitates. For longer aging
times (t ≥ 64 h), the majority of precipitates were not fully contained in the analyzed
volume.

For these datasets, individual R values were determined from the extent of a

precipitate in the analysis direction, for those precipitates whose volume was more than
half contained in the analyzed volume.

Precipitate number density, Nv, is calculated

directly from the number contained in the reconstructed volume, accounting for
precipitates intersected partially by the sample volume. Precipitates connected by a
concave neck region were each counted, such that a coalesced pair added two to the total

Nv count. The error in Nv and R are based on counting errors ( 1/ N ppt ) (Table 3.1) and
the reconstruction scaling errors, where Nppt is the number of precipitates analyzed.
The precipitated volume fraction, φ, is determined directly from the ratio of the
total number of atoms contained within the isoconcentration surface to the total number
of atoms collected. This determination of φ is valid when: (i) an analyzed volume
contains a representative sampling of the microstructure; and (ii) the two phases have the
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same density of atoms per unit volume.

Independent of aging time, and therefore

independent of φ, the overall compositions measured with 3DAP microscopy of the
analyzed volumes are the same within fractions of a percent, confirming that the analyzed
volumes are representative samples. Lattice parameters of γ-phase (0.3552 nm) and γ'phase (0.3554 nm) are very close (§1.5 of Chapter 2), thus the difference in atomic
density is negligible, therefore both criteria are satisfied. Since the dimensional scaling
of the reconstructed volume does not influence φ, the error in φ is based solely on
counting errors, ( 1 / N ppt ). 3D particle size distributions were obtained from analogous

methods as the 2D PSD described in §3.4 of Chapter 2.
Phase compositions are obtained from the plateau region of the proximity
histograms [52], or proxigram for short, which display the average concentrations in
shells of thickness 0.25 nm at a given distance from an interface. The standard error for
the elemental concentrations (Ci) is calculated with sm = Ci (1 − Ci ) / NTOT , where NTOT is
the total number of atoms in the phase (γ or γ'). Following references [13,53], values of
composition were systemically corrected for preferential elemental loss. For the analyzed
Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% specimens, a preferential loss of both Ni and Al is observed near
the 001 pole. To account for this behavior, the overall composition in the reconstructed
volume is scaled to the measured composition by ICP atomic-emission spectroscopy, Cio .
This correction procedure assumes: (i) the analyzed regions are representative; and (ii)
the elemental field-evaporation behavior in the two phases is the same. For a given
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3 DAP
, is not
volume, with no relative loss of Cr, the measured number of Cr atoms, NCr

rescaled. To rescale the measured number of Al and Ni atoms to Cio , the following
definitions for concentration are utilized:
C

o
Al

o
=
C Ni

=

N Alcor

=

cor
N TOT

cor
N Ni
cor
N TOT

=

N Alcor
cor
3 DAP
( N Ni
+ N Alcor + N Cr
)

cor
N Ni
cor
3 DAP
( N Ni
+ N Alcor + N Cr
)

;

; and

(2.3)

(2.4)

where N Alcor and N Nicor are the rescaled number of Al and Ni atoms for a given volume.
Assuming mass conservation and solving the two linear equations for the two unknowns,
it is found that:
⎛ 1 − C Alo
cor
3 DAP
⎜1 +
= N Cr
N Ni
⎜
C Alo
⎝

N

cor
Al

=N

cor
Ni

o
⎞⎛ C Ni
⎟⎜
⎟⎜ 1 − C o
Ni
⎠⎝

o
⎛ 1 − C Ni
⎜
⎜ Co
Ni
⎝

⎞
⎟ ; and
⎟
⎠

⎞
3 DAP
⎟ − N Cr
.
⎟
⎠

(2.5)

(2.6)

Applying this correction procedure to all analyses, yields the preferential loss factors,

α (i) = N icor / N i3DAP , given in Figure 2.7. The solid line in Figure 2.7 marks the boundary
α(Ni) = α(Al). For the majority of analyses, the loss of Ni exceeds the loss of Al. The
quantity α(Ni) varies over a narrow range, 1.06-1.10, while α(Al) varies over a much
larger range, 0.98-1.07. No correlation between volume fraction and α(i) was found.
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1.08
1.06
1.04
1.02
1.00
0.98
1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12

α (Ni)

Figure 2.7. Preferential loss factor of Ni versus the preferential loss of Al
for the Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr specimens analyzed by 3DAP microscopy. The
solid line marks the boundary α(Ni) = α(Al).
In the γ'-precipitates, for t ≤ 64 h, the Cr concentration decreases gradually across
the core region, and γ'-composition assessment is based on the plateau in the Al profile.
Concentration profiles are fit to the hyperbolic tangent function, and the interfacial
widths are determined by the difference between 90% and 10% partitioning values.
Local ordering and clustering effects were investigated with radial distribution functions
(RDFs), where the RDF at a given radial distance, rj, is defined as the average
concentration radial distribution of component i around a given solute species X,

< CiX ( rj ) > , normalized to the overall concentration of i atoms, Cio , as given by:
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RDF (r j ) =

< C iX (r j ) >
C io

;

(2.7)

where < CiX ( rj ) > is determined by:
< CiX (r j ) >=

N i (r j )

∑N
NX

TOT

(r j )

;

(2.8)

and Ni(rj) is the number of i atoms in a radial shell with a defined thickness and centered
at rj, NTOT(rj) is the total number of atoms within this shell, and NX is the solute atom
centers. Here, the average concentration distributions around a given solute species in
radial shells of thickness 0.01 nm were smoothed outside the Fortran code with a
weighted moving average based on a Gaussian-like spline function defined in reference
[52] and with 0.05 nm width at full-width half-maximum. Additional details on the
determination the RDF using a Fortran code are given in Appendix 2.

3.3. 3DAP microscopy data of Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W at.%
Utilizing ADAM 1.5 [48,50,52], atomic reconstructions of the analyzed volumes
were created, where the areal and length dimensions of the reconstructions were
calibrated as described above (§3.2 of Chapter 2). When a region of the reconstruction
was depleted nonuniformly due to ion pile-up effects, because of near proximity to a low
index pole, the affected region was not included in the data analysis. For each aging
time, the phase compositions and partitioning ratios were determined from 3DAP
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microscopy reconstructions. Details of their determinations are presented with the results
in Chapter 5.

3.4. Scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy
A characteristic 2D size for the γ'-precipitates was determined from the SEM
images. Individual precipitates within the images were traced by hand using commercial
software (ADOBE PHOTOSHOP 6.1), and the dimensions of the traced areas were
determined utilizing NIH IMAGE 1.62, an imaging processing program, which fits the
precipitate cross-sectional areas to a rectangular box.

The caliper distance, H', is

determined from the average of the rectangular box’s dimensions, while the 2D radius,

RPS, is calculated from the traced areas using a circular-equivalence, that is
RPS = area / π . The points per unit length, Pl' , were obtained from the intersections of

a cycloid grid with the γ/γ' interfaces. The error in tracing is given by twice the physical
length of an image pixel, which ranged from 1-5 nm depending on the image
magnification, and gives a reasonable estimate for the error in <H'>. The error in the
areal density of precipitates, Na', as well as in Pl' , is determined directly from counting
errors, while the error in areal fraction, Aa', and in RPS are based on standard error
propagation methods [54] of the counting and tracing errors.
For the particle size distributions (PSDs) presented here, the number of
precipitates of a given radius or effective radius were plotted in a histogram versus the
scaled radius, R/<R>where the interval size varied between 0.1 R/<R> and 0.2 R/<R>.
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The distribution was normalized by dividing the count in an individual interval with the
total count, that is the total number precipitates analyzed, and with the scaled size of the
interval width.

The two dimensional pair correlation functions (PCFs) were determined

on lightly etched planar sections, and are referred to as PCFPSs. The PCFPS is defined as
the ratio of the number of precipitates per shell area, N 'a ( r j ) , whose centers are within a
circular shell of radial distance rj of a defined thickness, to the total number of
precipitates per area, N 'a , as given by:
PCF (r j ) PS =

N a' (r j )
N a'

.

As r j → ∞ , PCFPS → 1 for nearly all spatial distributions.

(2.9)

Chapter 3
The earliest stages of precipitation in a model Ni-Al-Cr
superalloy: Nucleation and growth

1. Introduction
The precipitation of the γ'-phase (L12) from an FCC supersaturated solution (γ) in
a temperature range where nucleation and growth is observable has been studied in Ni-Al
alloys by both direct [6,9] and indirect [55] imaging techniques. As compositional
measurements of precipitates with only tens to hundreds of atoms is difficult, these
analyses relied primarily on the measurement of the number density, average precipitate
radius, and volume fraction to understand the earliest stages of decomposition without a
detailed understanding of the compositional pathways on an atomic level. In the seminal
work of Schmuck et al. and Pareige et al. [13,15], experimental work with 3DAP
microscopy, in conjunction with kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, of Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr
at.% aged isothermally at 600°C suggested a detailed atomic-scale picture of the
decomposition pathways of this first-order phase transformation. This chapter, which
focuses on the earliest stages of decomposition, builds on the understanding gained by
Schmuck et al. [13] and Pareige et al. [15] and characterizes in detail a nearly identical
alloy, Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%, isothermally aged at 600°C, with 3DAP microscopy and
44
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complementary KMC simulations by Mao et al. [56,57], while Chapter 4 concentrates on
the coarsening behavior and kinetics of the γ'-precipitation in this alloy analyzed by
3DAP microscopy.

2. Results
2.1. The alloy's homogeneity
The homogeneity of the alloy after quenching was first tested statistically with the
standard binomial distributions χ2-test [58] (Figure 3.1), which compares the solute
concentration distributions with binomial distributions of a perfectly random solidsolution and can be measured with the reduced chi-square parameter, χ P2 , m − n , where P is
probability of exceeding a certain limiting value, m is the number of measurements, and n
is the number of adjustable parameters.

Since χ 02 ( Al ) = 14.79 < χ 02.05, 20 = 31.41 and

χ 02 (Cr ) = 34.2 < χ 02.05,32 = 46.2 , the test did not exclude the possibility that the Al and Cr
atoms were homogeneously distributed. Furthermore, no superlattice reflections were
evident in the TEM diffraction patterns of the as-quenched state [43]. However, the
comparison of the concentration distributions with the binomial distributions, employed
here and also by Schmuck et al. [13,15], simplifies a three-component analysis to two and
does not give direct information about the pair-wise interactions between atoms. An
alternate approach, which is more direct, to test the homogeneity is the radial distribution
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function (RDF), which measures the average elemental concentration around a single
component (Equation 2.7), and does not suffer from the same simplification.

Figure 3.1. Al and Cr concentration distributions in the as-quenched state
of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% compared to the distribution for a perfectly
random solid solution. The analyzed volume was divided into 4924
blocks, equiaxed cubes (1.6 nm)3, containing 200 atoms per block.
The alloy’s homogeneity was tested correctly with RDFs (Equation 2.7), which,
in addition, is more sensitive to small deviations in composition than the binomial
distributions χ 2-test. In an X-i RDF profile, an RDF(r) value of unity (RDF = 1) is
characteristic of a perfectly random distribution of species i at a radial distance r from the
X species, while values that differ from unity describe clustering or ordering tendencies.
An RDF value greater than unity has a positive correlation and denotes a concentration
that is higher than the overall concentration, while an RDF value < 1 has a negative
correlation and lower concentration. Due to the instrumental spatial resolution, at best
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0.06 nm in depth and 0.2 nm laterally for a pure metal [59], the RDF profiles obtained
using 3DAP microscopy data suffer from positional errors, and therefore provide a semiquantitative description of clustering or ordering. To ascertain the significance of these
errors, a specimen of the intermetallic Ni3Al, with extended long-range order, was
analyzed with the RDF technique (Appendix 3).
After quenching, the average distributions of Al and Ni surrounding Al atoms, i.e.
the RDF profiles, deviate clearly from the random state (Figure 3.2). At the 1st NN
distance, Al shows a positive correlation with Ni and a negative correlation with Al.
Oscillations in the Al-Al profile are mirrored in the Al-Ni profile and result from
quenched-in L12-type short-range order (SRO) that extends spatially 0.6 nm, which is
stronger after aging at 600°C for 120 s as the number of regions with SRO increases.
Nearly equivalent Al-Cr and Cr-Al profiles confirm that the volumes were reasonably
sampled. An important aspect of the Al-Cr profiles is the sustained negative correlation
maintained over the distances analyzed (r < 1 nm), which establishes that the identified
SRO regions of the γ'-phase are Cr depleted and therefore the quenching rate was not
sufficient to avoid diffusion of Al away from Cr. In addition, the magnitude of this
negative correlation at the 1st NN distance is significantly larger after 120 s than for the
as-quenched state, and is coupled with a significant increase in positive correlation at the
same distance in the Al-Ni profile. The positive correlation in Al-Ni is associated with
L12 short-range order, while the coupled negative correlation for Al-Cr indicates that Cr
atoms do not prefer to be the 1st NN of Al and that the Cr atoms occupy Al sites within
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the Ni3(Al,Cr)-type SRO domains. In the as-quenched state, a random distribution of Cr
and Ni atoms (the slower diffusing species) relative to Cr is observed. However, with
aging for 120 s, the 1st NN of Cr exhibits a positive correlation with Ni and a negative
correlation with Cr, supporting a Ni-Cr ordering tendency either within Al-rich shortrange order domains or outside.
The RDF can also be used to ascertain the onset of phase separation. Since Al
partitions to γ' and Cr to γ, a shift away from unity for short radial distances in the Al-Al
or Cr-Cr RDF profile is indicative of localized solute-rich regions associated with phase
separation. Figure 3.3 contains a comparison of the RDFs for 120, 300, and 600 s. With
increased aging time, the Al-Al RDF shifts strongly towards higher concentrations, and
the onset of phase separation by nucleation of γ'-precipitates occurs between 300 and 600
s. The strong shift, however, in the Al-Al RDF is not accompanied by a shift of similar
magnitude in the Cr-Cr RDF, hence, phase partitioning of the slower diffusing species,
Cr, is weak for these times during the earliest stages of decomposition. The strong
negative correlation at the 1st NN of the Al-Cr RDF at 120 s becomes less intense at 300
s, which is believed to be an indication that Al is substituting for Cr in the Ni3(Al,Cr)
SRO domains.
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Figure 3.2. Radial distribution functions (RDFs) versus radial distance, r,
out to the seventh nearest neighbor distance (NN) for the as-quenched
(AQ) and 120 s aging states of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C.
RDF is defined as the radial concentration distributions of component i
around a given solute species X scaled by its average alloy concentration
(Equation 2.7).
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Figure 3.3. Radial distribution functions (RDFs) versus radial distance, r,
for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% specimens, aged for 120, 300, or 600 s at
600°C. The temporal evolution of the Al-Al profile demonstrates that the
onset of γ'-phase separation occurs between 300 s and 600 s of aging.
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2.2. Morphological development
After the development of the Ni3Al-type SRO domains, the Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr
at.% alloy decomposes into a high number density of nanometer-sized γ'-precipitates
when aged further at 600°C as evidenced by TEM in Figure 3.4. The nanostructural
evolution of the γ'-precipitation is displayed in a series of three-dimensional images
(Figure 3.5) obtained by 3DAP microscopy. The 9 at.% Al isoconcentration surface
renderings displayed delineate the interfaces between the γ and γ'-phases, and permit
precipitates as small as 0.45 nm (20 detected atoms) to be resolved. After 0.17 h,
precipitates are initially observed with an average radius, <R>, of 0.75 nm and a
spheroidal shape. The observation of precipitation at 0.17 h demonstrates consistency
with the phase separation shift in the Al-Al RDF profiles between 300 and 600 s (0.083
and 0.17 h). As shown in Figure 3.5, qualitatively both the number density, Nv, and the R
increase with aging until 4 h, after which, the precipitates continue to coarsen and the
number density concomitantly decreases. After the longest aging time, 1024 h, <R> is
7.7 nm. The misfit between γ and γ'-phases is 0.06 % (§1.5 of Chapter 2), and the
precipitates are coherent and remain spheroidal for the precipitate sizes (R < 10 nm)
investigated (Figure 3.4).
Upon closer inspection of the three-dimensional images exhibited in Figure 3.5, it
is evident that the morphology of the γ'-precipitates is a mixture of individual spheroidal
precipitates and interconnected precipitates in various stages of coalescence. In Figure
3.6, the aluminum-rich γ'-regions and chromium-rich γ-regions are visualized clearly in
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the reconstructed volume of the 4 h aging state, where the Al atoms in red and Cr atoms
in blue (Figure 3.6a) are displayed. The corresponding γ/γ' interfaces within this volume
(Figure 3.6b) show that a high fraction of the precipitates are interconnected by necked
regions. Recent KMC simulations of the same aging experiment [56] verify that the
observed nanostructure results from coalescence (Figure 3.14), rather than from
precipitate splitting, and that 1st NN vacancy-solute interactions play a crucial role in the
mechanism of coalescence, which is discussed in more detail below. Figure 3.6c displays
one coalesced precipitate pair, denoted by an asterisk and rotated 90°, contained within
the analyzed volume. As this pair of precipitates shows, the necked region of the
coalesced Ni3AlxCr1-x precipitates exhibits characteristic L12 ordering that extends into
the precipitates without the presence of an anti-phase boundary (APB), such that mixed
Ni-Al-Cr planes alternate with nearly pure Ni planes along an <100>-type direction. The
peak number density (3.2 ± 0.6 x 1024 m-3) occurs at 4 h, where the average edge-to-edge
spacing, <λe-e>, determined from Nv using a square regular lattice approximation,
between precipitates with an <R> of 1.27 ± 0.21 is 5.9 nm. Corresponding to this peak
value is a maximum (30 ± 4%) in the fraction of precipitates interconnected by necks, f.
The evolution of f is presented in Figure 3.6d and in Table 3.1. Precipitate coalescence is
detected between 0.25 h and 256 h of aging from 3DAP microscope measurements.
At the instant two precipitates make initial contact to when the neck loses its
concavity has a complex dependence on the precipitates’ sizes, their edge-to-edge spacing
and growth rate, as well as mass transport to the neck region. The rate of initiation of
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contact (that is, new coalescence events) is not measured directly from the fraction of
precipitates interconnected by necks, f (Figure 3.6d), but can be inferred from it. Prior to
4 h where nucleation, growth, and coarsening are operating concomitantly, f increases
with time, indicating that new coalescence events are occurring during this time scale.
After 4 h, f decreases, suggesting that the frequency of new coalescence events is
significantly reduced. Therefore, the highest frequency of new coalescence events occurs
before 16 h, and may be completely terminated by this time.

Figure 3.4. A centered superlattice reflection dark–field image of Ni3Al
precipitates, with g = [020] being the operating reflection, in a Ni-5.2 Al15.2 Cr at.% sample aged for 256 h at 600°C. Image recorded near the
[001] zone axis.
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Figure 3.5. The γ'-precipitates delineated by 9 at.% of Al isoconcentration
surfaces in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% samples aged at 600°C, for a series of
aging times, revealing the temporal evolution of the nanostructure in 10x
10x25 nm3 subsets of three-dimensional reconstructions of the analyzed
volumes containing 125,000 atoms. Individual atoms are not exhibited
for the sake of clarity.
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Figure 3.6. A 15x15x30 nm3 subset of a 3DAP microscope reconstructed
volume of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C for 4 h displaying: (a) Al
and Cr atoms; and (b) same volume as (a) but with γ'-precipitates
delineated by 9 at.% Al isoconcentration surfaces; (c) Al-rich {002}
planes, within a γ'-precipitate pair for the pair indicated by an asterisk in
(b), including the neck region; and (d) The percentage of the precipitates
interconnected by necks, f, reaches a maximum at 4 h, which corresponds
to a minimum in the average edge-to-edge interprecipitate spacing, <λe-e>.
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2.3. Temporal evolution of the nanostructure
Although often treated as distinct processes, nucleation, growth and coarsening
may and can occur concomitantly as the phase evolves [3,60]. The correlation between
the number density, volume fraction and precipitate radius as they evolve temporally
indicates the concomitant processes operating.

Our results [61] on the nanostructural

properties characterized by 3DAP microscopy are summarized in Table 3.1 and are
displayed in Figure 3.7. Three regimes are identified: (i) nucleation (t = 0.17–0.25 h); (ii)
concomitant nucleation, growth and coarsening (t = 0.25–4 h); and (iii) growth and
coarsening (t ≥ 4 h).
A sharp rise in Nv at a constant <R> is observed between 0.17 h and 0.25 h aging
times, and nucleation is the dominant mechanism over this time scale. After aging for
0.17 h (600 s), the γ'-precipitates’ average radius, <R>, and volume fraction, φ, are
determined to be 0.74 nm and 0.11 %, respectively, as displayed in Figure 3.7. Figure
3.8 compares the temporal evolution of the Nv of the γ'-precipitates (L12) determined by
3DAP microscopy with KMC simulations, where the physical time scale of the
simulation profile is scaled to the experimental peak in Nv at 4 h. In both profiles, a
constant positive slope is observed for the shortest aging times between 600 and 900 s for
the 3DAP microscope measurements and between 360 and 720 s for the KMC
simulations, and this regime is classified as steady-state nucleation, that is, when embryos
have attained radii for which the probability of redissolution is small.

Following the

analysis by Hyland [62], the slope of the Nv profile in this time regime yields the steady-
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state nucleation currents, (5.9 ± 1.7) x 1021 m-3 s-1 and (3.6 ± 0.3) x 1021 m-3 s-1 for the
3DAP microscopy and KMC simulation measurements, respectively. The intercept on
the abscissa, based on a linear regression analysis of these data points, corresponds to the
incubation time for nucleation, τ, which are 540 ± 120 s and 225 ± 14 s for the
experiment and KMC simulation, respectively. The shape of the Nv profile for the KMC
simulation is very similar to the experimental curve. Qualitatively, the curve straddles
the experimental data with the onset of nucleation occurring at shorter times, while
during coarsening the equivalent values of Nv are at longer times suggesting that the
direct scaling by a constant factor between the experiment and simulation may not
accurately reflect the kinetics of the reaction. One possible explanation is in the KMC
simulation, the migration and formation energies of the vacancy are constant values,
while, physically these energies depend on the compositional environment, which
changes with decreasing supersaturation. Therefore, the direct scaling of the KMC
simulation results to the experimental results may not accurate capture the compositional
dependence of the diffusion behavior.
Following steady-state nucleation, Nv remains nearly constant between 0.25 and 4
h.

New nuclei are formed during this time period at a rate significantly smaller than

during steady-state nucleation, while stable nuclei grow as <R> and φ are increasing
(Figure 3.7). The peak Nv, (3.2 ± 0.6) x 1024 m-3, is achieved after 4 h of aging, after
which the transformation enters a quasi steady-state regime with a constant power-law
temporal dependence of t–0.64±0.06. In this regime, φ steadily increases (upper panel in
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Figure 3.7), indicating that the transformation is not complete, yet <R> has a temporal
dependence of 0.29 ± 0.05, which is approximately consistent with the t1/3 prediction for
Ostwald ripening of ternary alloys [63]. Physically, the temporal power-law dependence
of 1/3 confirms that the rate-controlling mechanism of diffusion, responsible for the
precipitates’ growth, involves Brownian motion over this time scale. The equilibrium
volume fraction, as defined as the value at the asymptotic limit, t → ∞ , of the t–1/3
extrapolation of compositional evolution in the quasi-steady state coarsening regime
(Table 4.1), 15.6 %, is nearly attained after 256 h.
Figure 3.9 displays the particle size distributions (PSDs) for the noncoalesced
precipitates, where the precipitates’ sizes are scaled by <R>. Although the number of
precipitates analyzed is small (30-72 precipitates per aging time), the temporal evolution
of the PSDs gives an approximate understanding as to which decomposition mechanisms
are operating. The 0.25 h aging state marks the end of steady-state nucleation and a
transition to a shallow positive slope for Nv with increasing <R>, and the system is
decomposing by both nucleation and growth.

The PSD at 0.25 h has a bimodal shape

with a more intense maximum at 0.6 nm than at 1.0 nm, which is characteristic of the
large number of new nuclei appearing with some growth of established nuclei. With
further aging to 4 h, the PSD remains bimodal as the supersaturation is still causing new
nuclei to form; however, the maximum relative to 0.25 h becomes less intense as the PSD
evolves to a unimodal distribution after 4 h. This broad PSD distribution, with growth
and coarsening operating in parallel, narrows with further aging, with the 256 h PSD
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close to the theoretical distribution for the Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW) theory for
dilute binary alloys, which is described in more detail in §1 of Chapter 4. For t ≥ 256 h,
the measured volume fraction, 13.3 ± 1.5 %, is near its equilibrium volume fraction, 15.6
± 0.4 %, and pure coarsening is the dominant decomposition mechanism for these aging
times.

Table 3.1. Temporal evolution of the nanostructural propertiesa, determined by 3DAP
microscopy, of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C.

t
(h)

Nppt b

<R> ± σ
(nm)

Nv x 10–24 ± σ
(m-3)

φ ± σ

0.17

7.5

0.74 ± 0.24

0.36 ± 0.13

0.25

74

0.75 ± 0.14

1

100

4

f ± σ
(%)

<λe-e> ± σ
(nm)

0.11 ± 0.04

NDd

16.0 ± 2.8

2.1 ± 0.4

0.55 ± 0.06

8.8 ± 3.3

8.2 ± 0.8

0.89 ± 0.14

2.5 ± 0.5

2.33 ± 0.23 24.2 ± 6.3

7.4 ± 0.8

173.5

1.27 ± 0.21

3.2 ± 0.6

5.2 ± 0.4

29.7 ± 3.5

5.9 ± 0.8

16

101

2.1 ± 0.4

1.49 ± 0.27

8.8 ± 0.9

21.3 ± 4.1

6.6 ± 1.1

64

46

2.8 ± 0.6

0.49 ± 0.17

10.0 ± 1.5

13.0 ± 4.9

10.1 ± 2.9

256c

81c

4.1 ± 0.8

0.24 ± 0.04

13.3 ± 1.5

2.5 ± 1.7

11.9 ± 2.1

1024

6

7.7 ± 3.3

0.11 ± 0.06

15.6 ± 6.4

NDd

11 ± 7

(%)

Mean radius of γ'-precipitates (<R>), the number density (Nv), precipitated volume fraction (φ), fraction
of precipitates interconnected by necks (f), average edge-to-edge interprecipitate spacing (<λe-e>), and these
quantities’ standard errors (σ); details of their determination are contained in Chapter 2.
b.
Note well, single precipitates intersected partially by the sample volume contribute 0.5 to this quantity.
Hence, the number of precipitates analyzed, Nppt, is smaller than the total number of precipitates intersected
during 3DAP microscopy analyses.
c.
For the 256 h aging state, analyses of 11 and 70 precipitates by the conventional 3DAP and the LEAP
microscopes, respectively, were performed.
d.
ND = not detected
a.
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Figure 3.7. The temporal evolution of the γ'-precipitate volume fraction
(φ), number density (Nv), and average radius (<R>) in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr
at.% aged at 600°C, as determined by structural measurements from
3DAP microscope data. The φeq, 15.6 ± 0.4 %, is determined
independently by a t–1/3 extrapolation of compositional evolution during
coarsening (Table 4.1).
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Figure 3.8. 3DAP microscopy and KMC simulation [57] measurements of
the number density of γ'-precipitates (L12-structure) in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr
at.% aged at 600°C. The steep slopes at the earliest aging times
correspond to steady-state nucleation of the γ'-precipitates.
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Figure 3.9. Temporal evolution of the scaled particle size distributions
(PSDs), excluding coalesced precipitates, for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged
at 600°C. Particle radii are measured in three-dimensions from 3DAP
microscopy reconstructed volumes.
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2.4. Temporal evolution of the phase compositions and concentration profiles
The compositions of both the γ and γ'-phases continually evolve temporally.
With aging time, the far-field concentrations of Al in the matrix decrease, while the Cr
concentration increases (Table 3.2), characteristic of decreasing supersaturations. The
precipitates’ cores are supersaturated with Al (19.1 ± 2.8 at.%) and Cr (9.7 ± 2.1 at.%) at

t = 0.17 h; these supersaturations decrease continuously and at 1024 h the precipitates
contain 16.70 ± 0.29 at.% Al and 6.91 ± 0.20 at.% Cr. In the matrix (Figure 3.10),
consistent with the presence of higher order flux terms in the solution to the timedependent diffusion equation for diffusion-limited growth of spherical particle [64], a
depletion of Al and an enrichment in Cr adjacent to the interface are observed in the 0.25
h aging state that extends nearly 3 nm from the γ/γ' interface. The degree of depletion
(or enrichment) is transient, and disappears after 16 h of aging. Between 4 and 16 h, the
change in solute supersaturation with time, in the matrix, is small (d∆C/dt Æ 0), Table
3.2, implying the system is in a quasi-steady-state.
The precise measurement by 3DAP microscopy of the interfacial widths needs to
be considered carefully as the interface can be artificially broadened by differences in the
field-evaporation behavior of the γ and γ'-phases.

The lack of contrast, in the FIM

images, between the γ'-precipitates and γ-matrix (Figure 2.4) suggests strongly that their
field-evaporation behavior is similar and therefore the interfacial region is not artificially
broadened. Figure 3.11 displays the concentration profiles for 0.17 h, at the onset of γ'precipitation. Cr partitioning is weak between the phases, while Al partitioning is strong.
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The interface width is broad and larger than the <R> value of 0.74 nm.

For the

concentration profiles of the 0.25 h aging state (Figure 3.10), the interfacial widths are
1.1 nm for Ni and Al, determined by fitting the profile to a hyperbolic tangent function
and using the 90%/10% partitioning convention for plateau concentrations.

The Cr

profile exhibits a gradual gradient across the γ/γ' interface through the γ'-precipitate core
that is present until 64 h. With further aging, the Cr profile flattens, and for t ≥ 256 h
(Figure 3.12) it is evident that the width of the interface is component dependent with Ni
having the steepest profile, 0.66 nm wide, while Al and Cr are 1.13 nm and 1.75 nm,
respectively.

To accommodate the wide Cr profile, the steep Ni profile exhibits a

“bump” adjacent to the interface in both phases. In a recent article [65], Grand Canonical
MC simulations at 423°C (700 K) determined the width of a coherent, planar {100}
Ni/Ni3Al interface to be 0.72-1.08 nm wide, in the binary Ni-Al system, which is in
reasonable agreement with our measurements for a convex γ/γ' interface averaged over all
crystallographic directions.
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Table 3.2. Temporal evolution of the far-field concentration in the γ-matrix and the
concentration in the γ'-precipitates’ core in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C

γ'-precipitatesb

γ-matrix
γ
CCr
± 2σ
(at.%)

γ'
CNi
± 2σ
(at.%)

C γAl' ± 2σ

γ'
CCr
± 2σ

0.17 80.59 ± 0.09 5.19 ± 0.05

14.22 ± 0.08

71.3 ± 3.1

19.1 ± 2.7

9.7 ± 2.1

0.25 80.73 ± 0.09 5.07 ± 0.05

14.20 ± 0.08

72.6 ± 1.1

18.2 ± 0.9

9.2 ± 0.7

t
(h)

γ
CNi
± 2σ a
(at.%)

CAlγ ± 2σ
(at.%)

(at.%)

(at.%)

1

80.88 ± 0.10 4.75 ± 0.06

14.36 ± 0.09

73.4 ±0.8

17.8 ± 0.6

8.8 ± 0.5

4

81.01 ± 0.15 3.97 ± 0.08

15.02 ± 0.14

74.3 ± 0.5

17.7 ± 0.4

8.0 ± 0.3

16 81.10 ± 0.06 3.61 ± 0.03

15.28 ± 0.06 75.48 ± 0.26 17.19 ± 0.23 7.33 ± 0.16

64 81.22 ± 0.07 3.45 ± 0.04

15.33 ± 0.07

75.7 ± 0.3 17.17 ± 0.28 7.16 ± 0.19

256b 81.22 ± 0.07 3.30 ± 0.03

15.47 ± 0.07 75.95 ± 0.20 16.96 ± 0.17 7.08 ± 0.12

1024 81.16 ± 0.09 3.27 ± 0.04

15.57 ± 0.09 76.38 ± 0.3 16.70 ± 0.29 6.91 ± 0.20

a.

b.

Standard error is calculated from the elemental concentrations (Ci) of component i using

Ci (1− Ci ) /N , where N is total number of atoms within the volume of interest.

Precipitate composition is determined from an average of several to hundreds of precipitates (Table 3.1)
LEAP microscope data are excluded from the compositional measurements due to some compositional
dependence on crystallographic orientation (Appendix 4).

c.
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Figure 3.10. Concentration profiles of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at
600°C for different times are averaged across the γ/γ'-interface of tens to
hundreds of γ'-precipitates (Table 3.1), which were generated using the
proximity histogram method [52]. The shaded regions emphasize an
enrichment of Cr or a depletion of Al into the matrix, adjacent to the γ'/γinterfaces, that are transient. Solid lines denote the plateau concentrations
in the profile.
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Figure 3.11. Concentration profiles of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged for
0.167 h at 600°C, which were generated using the proximity histogram
method [52]. This aging time denotes the onset of γ'-precipitation, and
these profiles are near the expected profiles for the critical radius of
nucleation.

Figure 3.12. Concentration profiles of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged for
256 h at 600°C, which was generated using the proximity histogram
method [52] and fit to a hyperbolic tangent function.
The average
precipitate radius, <R>, is 4.1± 0.8 nm for this aging state.
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2.5. Metastable Ni3Cr1-x Alx precipitates
Between 0.0833 and 0.25 h, the 3DAP microscope detects metastable Ni3CrxAl1-x
precipitates with limited Al solubility (≤ 4 at.%), which coexist with γ'-precipitates during
steady-state nucleation. This phase consists of precipitates less than 1 nm in radius at low
volume fractions (≤ 0.05 %) and at number densities below the experimental resolution
limit. Figure 3.13 presents a portion of an analyzed volume aged for 0.25 h at 600°C. A
detailed analysis of the chemistry of the Ni3Cr1-xAlx precipitates along a <001>-type
direction reveals the presence of alternating pure Ni and mixed Ni-Cr planes (see inset in
Figure 3.13), which is characteristic of the L12 or DO22 structure. A combined proxigram
concentration profile utilizing a 17.5 at.% Cr isoconcentration surface exhibits Cr
enrichment with a maximum at ~40 % Cr, within the center of the precipitates.
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Figure 3.13. The 10x10x25 nm3 subset of a 3DAP reconstructed volume
of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged for 0.25 h at 600°C shows evidence for
both Ni3Al and ≈“Ni3Cr” precipitation (left). The Ni3Al and “Ni3Cr”
(Ni3Cr1-xAlx) precipitates are detected using 9 at.% Al and 17.5 at, % of Cr
isoconcentration surfaces.
Examination of the atoms within one
precipitate within the volume reveals alternating pure Ni and mixed Ni-Cr
planes along a <001> direction.
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3. Discussion
3.1. Ordering and phase separation
The possible kinetic pathways during the earliest stages of a first-order phase
transformation that involve ordering, such as FCC Æ L12, have been evaluated by meanfield thermodynamic models [66,67], which predict that systems with a low
supersaturation proceed via nucleation and growth of the ordered phase, higher
supersaturation systems heterogeneously order congruently prior to phase separation, and
systems within the spinodal, continuously order. Our results demonstrate that at 600°C,
Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% has a low to moderate supersaturation (Table 3.2) with an
equilibrium volume fraction of 15.6 ± 0.4 %.
For a similar Ni-Al-Cr alloy, Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr at.%, isothermally aged at 600°C,
Pareige et al. [15] utilized KMC simulation to identify that phase separation occurs by
nucleation and growth. Furthermore, these simulations reveal that phase separation is
preceded by two stages: first, a “Ni3Cr”-type SRO phase, followed by the development of
L12-type SRO. Experimentally, our RDF profiles establish L12-type SRO in the asquenched state that becomes stronger after 120 s of aging (Figure 3.2). After the initial
quench, the distribution of Cr and Ni relative to Cr is random, therefore Ni3Cr-type SRO
does not precede the L12-type SRO in the experiment. After 120 s of aging, however, a
slight ordering tendency is observed, suggesting that Ni3Cr-type SRO is established after
L12-type SRO. Furthermore, the presence of metastable Ni3CrxAl1-x precipitates between
300s and 0.25 h (Figure 3.13) establishes that the ordering reaction occurs at later times.
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Out to 1 nm radial distances (Figure 3.3), as a result of the onset of Al-rich γ'-phase
separation, the Al-Al RDF profiles after 300 s of aging contain a positive correlation
significantly shifted above unity. The phase separation is established after L12-type SRO.
A crucial difference between our experiments and the KMC simulation [15,56] is
the thermal history of the t = 0 state. In the KMC simulation the initial state is perfectly
homogeneous because it neglects the influence of a finite quench rate from 850°C to
room temperature followed by up-quenching to 600°C. The influence of quenching is
twofold. First, it leads to a supersaturation of quenched-in vacancies, and, second, phase
separation can occur during both the down- and up-quenching periods, particularly in
alloys with a large supersaturation and/or small interfacial free-energy, where the
nucleation barriers are small and nucleation rates large [3]. It is likely that the observed
regions of SRO in the as-quenched state results from diffusion of Al during the down
quench in our experiments. To determine the significance of excess vacancies, the halflife of excess vacancies, τ1/2; that is, the time for 50% of the excess vacancies to be
annihilated at dislocations, can be calculated from [68]:

τ 1/ 2 =

0.693 ln (Rd / rc )
;
2πN d Dv

(3.1)

where Nd is the dislocation density (approximately 1010 m-2 to 1012 m-2 in a well-annealed
specimen), Rd is the average distance between dislocations (≈ (πNd)-1/2, assuming a
regular array of straight parallel dislocations), rc is the radius of the dislocation core ( ≈
the Burger’s vector, 0.255 nm for γ-phase), and Dv is the diffusion coefficient for the
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vacancies. For a monovacancy, the dominant point defect in this temperature range [69],
its diffusivity, D1v, is given by [70]:
⎛ sm ⎞
⎛ hm ⎞
D1v = a 2 vf c exp⎜⎜ 1v ⎟⎟ exp⎜⎜ − 1v ⎟⎟ ;
⎝ kB ⎠
⎝ k BT ⎠

(3.2)

where a is the lattice parameter, aγ = 3.552 x 10-10 m (§1.5 of Chapter 2), fc is the
correlation factor equal to 0.781 for an FCC lattice, v is the vibrational frequency of the
solid (approximately the Debye frequency for Ni [71], 9.38 x 1012 s-1), s1mv is entropy of
migration for a monovacancy ( ~ 0.5kB), and h1mv is the vacancy’s migration enthalpy,
which for Ni is 1.30 eV [72].

Substituting these quantities into Equation 3.2, D1v is

4.766 x10-14 m2 s-1 at 600°C. Assuming that the dislocations are widely spaced (Nd =
1010 m-2), Equation 3.1 yields an excess vacancy half-life of 7643 s (127 min), while an
Nd value of 1011 m-2 results in a half-life of 791 s (13 min). Suggesting that quenched-in
excess vacancies can play a significant role in decomposition pathways during the shorter
aging times.
Statistically, the number of precipitates analyzed (Table 3.1) is sufficient to
characterize the precipitate composition and to identify the mode of decomposition. As
demonstrated, Figure 3.10, the concentration amplitudes in the precipitate cores are
initially large in extent, and decay with time towards their equilibrium values, which is
unequivocal evidence that the mode of decomposition is homogeneous nucleation and
growth, rather than spinodal decomposition, which requires the concentration amplitude
to grow.
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3.2. Nucleation
Direct observation of the embryo stability, that is, the size of the critical radius of
nucleation, R*, is possible for in situ experiments or KMC simulation. When a rigid
lattice is used in the KMC simulation, which is most often the case, the contribution of
elastic strain energy is not considered in the driving force for precipitation, therefore
estimates based on KMC simulation are only reasonable when the chemical free-energy
associated with precipitation is much larger than the strain energy. As a first-order
approximation of the magnitude of the strain energy per mole, ∆gs, the following simple
relationship derived by Nabarro [73] can be used:

∆g s ≈ 3.8µ shear δ 2 Vmβ (J mol -1 ) ;

(3.3)

where µshear is the shear modulus, and δ the lattice parameter misfit, 0.0006 (§1.5 of
Chapter 2) for the system investigated, Vmβ is the average atomic volume per mol of the
β-precipitate, calculated employing Vmγ ' = NA(aγ')3 /4, where aγ' is lattice parameter of the
γ'-phase (0.3554 nm [10]) and NA is Avogadro’s number, yielding Vmγ ' = 6.7584 x 10-6 m3
mol-1. No elastic constants are available for this alloy, therefore the shear modulus, equal
to the elastic constant C44, 100.9 GPa, of a similar alloy, Ni-12.69 Al at.%, at 600°C [74]
is employed.

Substituting these values into Equation 3.3, ∆gs yields a value of 0.93 J

mol-1, which is about 0.5% of the typical chemical driving force for precipitation, 200500 J mol-1. An R* value can be reasonably deduced from the KMC simulation. The
KMC simulation of the same aging experiment [56], determined by direct observation
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that the number of atoms contained in the critical radius is approximately 40,
corresponding to an R* value of 0.485 nm, which is very close to the feature resolution
limit of 0.45 nm of the data analysis methods employed. To make a theoretical estimate
of the critical radius of nucleation, experimentalists studying low-to-moderate
supersaturated Ni-Al and Ni-Al-Cr alloys [6,9,13] have mostly employed the classical
theory of nucleation, which assumes that the matrix/precipitate interface is sharp.

The

concentration profiles of the 0.17 h aging state (Figure 3.11), just following the onset of
phase separation, demonstrate that the interfacial width of the critical radius for the
system investigated is larger than its radius, and would be poorly approximated by this
classical assumption.

The nonclassical theory of nucleation, developed by Cahn and

Hilliard [75], where the metastable solid-solution contains fluctuations with diffuse
interfaces, is appropriate, but difficult to apply.

3.3. Precipitate coalescence
Although rare, the coalescence between coherent precipitates during precipitation
in the absence of an external stress has been reported in Ni-Al-Cr [76,77], Ni-Al-Mo
[78], and Ni-Al-Co [79] alloys during the intermediate to later stages of coarsening for
aging temperatures ranging from 750° to 850°C and equilibrium volume fractions of
greater than 35%. In the alloy studied, coalescence between nanometer-sized precipitates
occurs in the early stages of decomposition spanning nucleation, growth, and coarsening
at small precipitated volume fractions, e.g. φ = 5.2 % for 4 h. Sequiera et al. [78] suggest
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that the possible driving force for coalescence is the removal of elastically strained matrix
material between the precipitates. Since the lattice misfit in the alloy investigated is
small (δ = 0.06 %) and does not vary significantly over the range of evolving phase
compositions [10], this is most likely not a significant contribution to the driving force.
An alternate explanation for coalescence, suggested to be an important
mechanism during the intermediate stages of coarsening and temperatures below and
around Tc (the critical spinodal temperature), is the cluster-diffusion coagulation (CDC)
theory developed by Binder and Stauffer [80,81], a semi-phenomenological theory based
on reaction rate theory of clusters. In CDC theory, coarsening occurs through the fast
diffusion of entire clusters along precipitate/matrix interfaces that initiates coagulation
between precipitates in near proximity. Binder’s and Stauffer’s analysis yields temporal
exponents for the coarsening kinetics of <R> of 1/6 for T < Tc and between 1/5 or 1/4 for
T at or slightly above Tc. The observed temporal exponent of 0.29 ± 0.05 for the Ni-5.2
Al-14.8 Cr at.% alloy is greater than the prediction for this mechanism and hence it is
probably not operative for this alloy.
For this particular situation, KMC simulation of Mao et al. [56,57] on the same
system yields a deeper insight into why coalescence is occurring. Figure 3.14 contains a
precipitate pair undergoing coagulation and coalescence from their KMC simulation.
Mao et al. [56] demonstrate that 1st NN solute-vacancy interactions play a critical role in
coalescence. In the presence of a 1st NN vacancy-solute interactions, necks containing a
small number of atoms (< 6) are observed between the precipitates, whereas in the
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absence of this interaction no necks are observed. Thus, it is clear that 1st NN vacancysolute interactions play a critical role in the formation of necks. An additional set of
KMC simulations performed by Mao et al. [57] on the mobilities of n-mers containing Al
and/or Cr in pure Ni, shows that dimers have a larger diffusivity than monomers, as do nmers with 3 to 5 solute atoms but to a lesser extent.

The n-mers migrate with the

vacancy in a correlated motion along <110>-type directions for short distances within a
{100}-type plane, and then switch to another trajectory along a different <110>-type
direction in a different {100}-type plane.

Thus, the motion of n-mers is both two and

three-dimensional and both exhibit Brownian motion, with the 2D diffusivity being
greater than the 3D diffusivity in agreement with the experiment.
Four translational variants exist for the L12 structure, where the coalescence
between γ'-precipitates of different variants requires the formation of an APB. Since the
lowest APB energy for the {001}-type plane, 104 mJ/m2 [82], is four to five times greater
than the experimental estimates of the γ/γ' interfacial energies, γ'-precipitates with
different variants would prefer to not coalesce. In a random distribution of nucleation
events, no particular variant would be favored, and each variant would have the same
probability of occurrence, 25 %. If all precipitates, given the opportunity to coalescence,
were within a critical distance, only a quarter would do so. As only a fraction is within
this distance, the 30 % maximum in f at 4 h is above the expected geometric occurrence
value (Figure 3.6d), suggesting that precipitates of initially different variants align prior
to coalescence. KMC simulation [56] reveals that the migration of precipitates over
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distances larger than a unit cell does not occur; therefore, to bring two precipitates into
alignment a small translational and/or rotational movement of one precipitate with
respect to another is needed; the latter may occur via interfacial diffusion. Note that in
Figure 3.14, up to 15 minutes the two neighboring precipitates in the KMC simulation are
approximately spherical. At 20 minutes, the precipitates are elongated along a [100]
direction, providing evidence that the precipitates rearrange to match translational
variants.

Figure 3.14. Two ordered precipitates in near proximity for a KMC
simulation of a Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy isothermally aged at 600°C
[56]
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3.4. Solute-solubility in the precipitates
The γ'-precipitates show an enhanced solubility of Cr that decays with time,
whose physical origin is now addressed. Until 64 h of aging, a gradual gradient in Cr
concentration across the interface through the core region is present. To ascertain the
gradient’s origin, the diffusivity (DCr) of Cr in the precipitate is estimated from data at
256 h, where the Cr profile is flat. The root-mean-squared diffusion distance is taken as
⎛

twice the average γ'-precipitate diameter, 8.2 ± 1.6 nm. Employing DCr = ⎜⎝

⎞2
x 2 ⎟ / 6t ,
⎠

the diffusivity of Cr in the γ'-phase containing 7-10 at.% Cr (Figure 3.10) is (4.9 ± 1.9) x
10-23 m2 s-1 at 600°C, which is 2 to 5 times greater than the measured tracer diffusivity of
Cr in pure Ni3Al, 1.4 x 10-23 m2 s-1 [83].

Since atomic diffusion is concentration

dependent, this estimate is reasonable. Hence, during the formation of a stable nucleus,
Cr atoms are trapped within the small growing γ'-precipitates, until a local equilibrium
can be established after 64 h.

4. Conclusions
3DAP microscopy analyses performed on a Ni-5.2Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy aged at
600°C for various times leads to the following results:
•

Phase separation is preceded by Ni3(Al,Cr) (L12 structure) type short-range order
(SRO) that extends spatially to 0.6 nm (Figure 3.2) and is present in the asquenched state due to the alloy’s thermal history, with decomposition being
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assisted by quenched-in vacancies. Relative to the solid solution, the Ni3(Al,Cr)
SRO domains are depleted in Cr, and with increasing aging time, Al is found to
substitute for Cr within the Ni3(Al,Cr) SRO domains. The overall mechanism of
decomposition is identified as nucleation and growth from the fact that the solute
concentrations in the precipitates are large in amplitude but small in spatial extent,
where the amplitude decays with time (Figure 3.9).
•

After aging for 0.17 h, γ' precipitation is evident, with precipitates (clusters) as
small as 0.45 nm in radius detected at a number density of (3.6 ± 1.3) x 1023 m-3.
Metastable Ni3CrxAl1-x precipitates (Figure 3.13) coexist during the steady-state
nucleation regime of the γ'-precipitation. The peak number density, (3.2 ± 0.6) x
1024 m-3, is reached after 4 h, and the transformation enters a quasi-steady-state
regime for t ≥ 4 h. In quasi-steady-state, the temporal power-law dependence for
the radius is (0.29 ± 0.05) and for the number density is (–0.64 ± 0.06) (Figure
3.7).

•

The morphology of the coherent precipitates is a mixture of spheroidal γ'precipitates and γ'-precipitates in various stages of coalescence (Figure 3.5 and
Figure 3.6). The fraction, f, of γ'-precipitates connected by necks has a maximum
value of 30 ± 4 % (Figure 3.6d), which coincides with the smallest interprecipitate
spacing, 5.9 nm, at 4 h of aging. In light of supporting experimental observations,
the KMC simulation of Mao et al. [56,57] demonstrate that highly mobile clusters
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with 1st nearest neighbor solute-vacancy interactions are responsible for the
observed precipitate coalescence.
•

Concentration profiles across the precipitate/matrix interface (Figure 3.10, Figure
3.11 and Figure 3.12), obtained by the proximity histogram method [52], reveal:
(i) The presence of chemical gradients in the matrix, consistent with higher order
flux terms associated with diffusion-limited growth of a spherical precipitate [64],
which are adjacent to the interface and are transient (Figure 3.10); (ii) A gradual
concentration gradient in Cr from the interface into the precipitate core persists to
64 h and results from Cr being trapped during precipitate growth (Figure 3.10);
(iii) a diffuse concentration profile for the critical radius of nucleation (Figure
3.11); and (iv) An interface width that is component dependent, where the Ni,
Al, and Cr profiles are 0.66 nm, 1.13 nm, and 1.75 nm wide, respectively, at t ≥
256 h (Figure 3.12).

Chapter 4
Coarsening in a model Ni-Al-Cr superalloy

1. Introduction
The third stage of classical precipitation, Ostwald ripening or coarsening,
proceeds via diffusional mass transfer from regions of high interfacial curvature (high
chemical potential) to regions of low interfacial curvature (low chemical potential),
where precipitate growth is driven by the total reduction in interfacial area of the system.
The underlying mechanism for coarsening is frequently assumed to be evaporation of
single atoms from smaller precipitates and their condensation on larger precipitates, the
so-called evaporation-condensation mechanism; the atoms diffuse by a vacancy
mechanism.

In Chapter 3, the earliest stages of γ'-precipitation from a supersaturated

solid solution, γ, in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged isothermally at 600°C is discussed. It is
found that the morphology of the coherent γ'-precipitates is a mixture of spheroidal γ'precipitates and γ'-precipitates in various stages of coalescence, containing a range of
interfacial curvatures.

Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations [56] establish that

coagulation and coalescence occurs when there are vacancy-solute interactions at the first
nearest-neighbor positions.

Furthermore, KMC simulations [57] provide evidence

mobile n-mer clusters (n ≤ 5 solute atoms) are more mobile than monomers, and
contribute to the diffusional mass transport.
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During the temporal evolution of the
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observed first-order phase transformation, the percentage of precipitates that are
coalesced changes significantly with time. The largest percentage, ~30 %, of coalesced
precipitates is observed at peak number density, Nv, coinciding with the smallest
interprecipitate spacing, <λe-e>, between γ'-precipitates. The percentage remains high for
a period of time, and rapidly decreases to a few percent at the longest aging times (Figure
3.6).

In this chapter, the influence of this complex evolving nanostructure on the

coarsening kinetics of Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%, aged isothermally at 600°C, is considered.
The compositional pathways of the matrix, as well as the nanometer-size γ'-precipitates,
are characterized with 3DAP microscopy with atomic-scale resolution.
A comprehensive theory to describe the isothermal kinetics of Ostwald ripening
of second-phase precipitates in binary alloys was first proposed by Lifshitz and Slyozov
[84] and independently by Wagner [85] (LSW). LSW theory is applicable when the
precipitate volume fraction approaches zero and the thermodynamics of each phase can
be described by dilute-solution theory, the system is in steady-state, the diffusion fields of
the precipitates do not overlap, there are no elastic interactions among precipitates, and
implicitly that the evaporation-condensation mechanism is operative. These restrictive
criteria are rarely satisfied, particularly in alloys of technological interest. Calderon et al.
[86] considered the effect of nonzero solid-solubilities and nonideal solution theory for
the case of binary alloys, which are stress-free systems, on the theoretical governing
time-dependent power laws.
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For multi-component systems, several models for the coarsening kinetics remove
the restriction of dilute solution thermodynamics [16,63,87-89]. In the analytical model
of Umanstev and Olson [63], it is demonstrated that independent of the number of
components the exponents of the temporal power laws are the same as for a binary alloy;
only the amplitudes (coarsening rate constants) of the time dependent power laws differ.
Their model assumes, however, that the precipitate composition is fixed at its equilibrium
value, and additionally they neglect the effects of interfacial curvature (capillarity) on the
precipitate composition. Capillarity becomes a significant influence on precipitate
composition when the radius of the precipitates is on the order of the capillary length
(less than several nanometers), and is more significant for systems with high interfacial
free-energies and small curvatures of the Gibbs free-energy surface of the precipitate
phase. Kuehmann and Voorhees [16], in their model for isothermal coarsening in ternary
alloys, include the effects of capillarity on precipitate composition, such that both the
matrix and precipitate compositions can deviate from their equilibrium values. In this
chapter, the early stages of coarsening in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged isothermally at
600°C are analyzed using the Kuehmann and Voorhees (KV) model.
For a ternary alloy, the classical thermodynamic Gibbs-Thomson-Freundlich
equation [90] for the increase in solid-solubility at an interface due its curvature does not
hold. The local equilibrium conditions, as given by the equality of chemical potentials at
the interface, are sufficient in binary systems to establish the composition of the
precipitate-matrix interface [90]; however, in ternary systems, as there are three local
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equilibrium conditions for each component and four unknown concentrations needed to
uniquely define the interfacial composition, an additional condition is required [16]. In
the KV model [16], the fourth condition comes from flux balance (mass conservation) at
the moving precipitate/matrix interface, and the influence of interfacial curvature on the
matrix composition and precipitate composition is described.
The KV model assumes: (i) the system is in a quasi-steady-state, that is, the
matrix supersaturation changes slowly with time; (ii) that the off-diagonal terms of
diffusivity matrix can be neglected; (iii) stress effects are negligible; and (iv) the
precipitates are spherical. The model is valid for a general nonideal and nondilute solidsolution, but the mean-field approach limits it to small volume fractions.

For the

precipitate radii we investigated, as governed by the small misfit between γ and γ' phases
(δ = 0.06 %), the elastic stress effects are not significant. Denoting the diffusivity matrix,
Dii, in a ternary system as:
⎡ D11
Dii = ⎢⎢ D12
⎢⎣ D13

D12
D22
D23

D13 ⎤
D23 ⎥⎥ ,
D33 ⎥⎦

(4.1)

the assumption that the off-diagonal terms can be neglected may be reasonable for Al,
where DAlAl >> DAlCr [91], however, it is questionable for Cr as DCrCr and DAlCr are
approximately the same [91].
In the limit t → ∞, the exponents of the power-law temporal dependencies agree
with the binary case, while the coarsening rate constants for the average precipitate
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radius, <R(t)>, and the matrix, α, supersaturation of solute species i ( ∆Ciα ), KKV and κιKV,
differ. The relationships derived by KV are:

< R(t ) > n − < R(0) > n = K KV t ;

Nv ≅

φ eq
4.74 K

KV

t m ; and

< Ciα , ff (t ) > −Ciα , eq = κ iKV t p ;

(4.2)

(4.3)
(4.4)

where n = 3, m = -1, and p = -1/3 are the temporal exponents;<R(0)> is the average
precipitate radius at the onset of coarsening; φeq is the equilibrium precipitated volume
fraction; and ∆Ciα is the difference between the matrix concentration in the far-field

< Ciα , ff (t) > and equilibrium solute-solubility, Ciα ,eq .
In this chapter, in light of the KV model, the three temporal exponents for
coarsening and the corresponding rate constants are obtained from the coarsening data
measured employing a 3DAP microscope. With knowledge of the Gibbs free-energy of
the γ-matrix from ideal solution theory and two thermodynamic databases for Ni-alloys,
the interfacial free-energy and solute diffusivities are deduced from the measured
coarsening rate constants. A comparison of the temporal dependence of the precipitate
composition is made with Gibbs-Thomson equation for the γ'-phase derived by the KV
model.
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2. Results
2.1. Temporal evolution of γ-matrix composition and supersaturation
Magnetic measurements of the Curie temperature were first employed in Ni-Ti
alloys [92], and later in Ni-Al alloys [93], to determine indirectly the temporal evolution
of the matrix supersaturation during precipitation. The advantage of 3DAP microscopy
over magnetic measurements is the direct determination of concentration values without a
calibration curve; as this technique requires a calibration against standards. Qualitatively,
in the alloy investigated, the decrease in supersaturation with time is clearly discernable
from the concentration profiles extending into the γ-matrix exhibited in Figure 3.10.
Away from the γ/γ' interface in the far-field, the Al concentration decreases with aging
time as the Al atoms partition to the γ'-precipitates, while the Cr concentration increases
as it partitions to the γ-phase.

A quantitative measure of the degree of solute

supersaturation in the matrix requires the value of the equilibrium composition at the γ +
γ'/γ solvus curve. A recent investigation of a ternary Al-Sc-Mg alloy [94] demonstrated
that the equilibrium composition of the matrix, as well as the rate constants κiKV, could be
determined by fitting Equation 4.4 to the temporal dependence of the average far-field
concentrations assuming the theoretical p value of –1/3.

Physically, Equation 4.4

describes the far-field concentrations decaying at a certain rate toward the composition of
a perfectly flat interface at infinite time.
To obtain a meaningful fit to Equation 4.4, the KV model [16] stipulates that a
quasi-steady-state approximation must be valid. A quasi-steady-state is achieved when
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the supersaturation changes slowly with time, that is ∂ < Ciγ , ff > /∂t → 0 . Visually, the
linear temporal dependence of the far-field concentration presented in Figure 4.1a shows
that the profile becomes nearly flat between 4 and 16 h. Furthermore, as shown in §2.4
of Chapter 3, the chemical transients associated with diffusion-limited growth disappear
after 4 h (Figure 3.10); therefore, the system enters a quasi-steady-state between 4 and 16
h. In Figure 4.1b, the matrix far-field concentrations for t ≥ 16 h is fit to Equation 4.4.
The extrapolated values for solute-solubilities for Al and Cr are determined to be 3.13 ±
0.04 and 15.61 ± 0.09 at.%, while the Al and Cr rate constants are determined to be 0.186
± 0.022 and –0.14 ± 0.05 at.fr. s-1/3.

The law of mass conservation mandates that the

relationship in Equation 4.4 holds for the solvent Ni, providing a veracity check for the
fitting procedure used. From the experimental measurements of concentration of Ni in
the far-field region (Figure 4.1b), the equilibrium Ni concentration in the γ-phase is 81.26
± 0.09 at.%, satisfying mass conservation, since the sum of the concentrations of Ni, Al
and Cr in the γ-phase is 100.00 ± 0.11 %. The fitting procedures yielded a goodness of fit
of 70% or better.
For γ'-strengthened Ni-Al alloys, a limited number of experiments [6,93,95] have
measured the temporal dependence of the solute supersaturation in the matrix. Both
magnetic measurements [93,95] and compositional measurements by 1DAP microscopy
[6] confirm that during coarsening the Al supersaturation in the matrix obeys the t–1/3 law.
For multicomponent model alloys, 3DAP microscopy investigations [43,96] demonstrate
that the temporal dependence of the solute supersaturation agrees with or is close to the
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model predictions for fast-diffusing components, however, the temporal exponents for the
slower diffusing components are significantly smaller than –1/3, e.g. for coarsening of
Al3ScxZr1-x precipitates in a dilute Al-Sc-Zr alloy, the temporal exponent of the Zr
supersaturation is determined to be –0.11 [96]. In the γ-phase, Al diffuses approximately
3 times faster than Cr at 600°C (Table 4.6). The temporal power-law dependencies (p) of
the Al and Cr supersaturations in the matrix are determined directly from the double
logarithmic plot of ⏐ < Ciγ , ff (t) > −Ciγ ,eq ⏐ versus t (Figure 4.2), in which, the determined
supersaturations are sensitive to the values of the equilibrium concentrations used. Hence,
great care was taken to standardize the operating conditions and specimen conditions
during 3DAP microscopy. For aging times in the quasi-steady-state, the experimental
slopes are –0.33 ± 0.04 and –0.34 ± 0.07 for Al and Cr, in agreement with the model
prediction for p of –1/3 by the KV model for a ternary alloy [16] and for the Umanstev
and Olson model for multicomponent alloys [63].

This observation marks the first

experimental observation where all the solute supersaturations in a ternary system agree
with the coarsening models for multicomponent systems.
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Figure 4.1. The average γ-matrix concentrations in the far-field regions
for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C on: (a) a linear time scale; and
(b) log10 scale obtained by 3DAP microscopy. The equilibrium phase
composition (Cιeq) and coarsening rate constants (κιKV) are deduced by
fitting the aging states in a quasi-steady-state to Equation 4.4. In (b), the
solid lines denote the fitting, while the dashed line marks the continuation
of the fit to shorter aging times and serve as guide for the eyes.
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Figure 4.2 Temporal dependence of the Al and Cr supersaturation in the
γ-matrix in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C on a double log10 plot as
obtained by 3DAP microscopy. The solute supersaturation temporal
exponent (m) and coarsening rate constants (κιKV) are deduced by fitting
the aging states in a quasi-steady-state (denoted by the solid line) to
Equation 4.4.
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2.2. Temporal evolution of the composition in γ'-precipitates
In the Kuehmann’s and Voorhees’s [16] analysis, they derive a Gibbs-Thomson
relationship (Equation 4.15) that describes the influence of interfacial curvature on
precipitate composition for a growing spherical precipitate (β) of radius R in a ternary
alloy. In the asymptotic limit when both solute supersaturations decay as t–1/3, and
assuming <R> ≈ R, it can be shown that the derived relationship simplifies to:
< C iβ (t ) > −C iβ , eq = κ iβ t −1 / 3 ;

(4.5)

where κ iβ is a rate constant, < Ciβ (t) > is average precipitate concentration, Ciβ ,eq is the
precipitate composition at a flat interface, which is equal to the equilibrium value of the
precipitate composition. Similar to the γ-matrix phase, fitting the measured elemental
concentrations in the precipitates to Equation 4.5 gives the equilibrium composition of
the γ'-phase, as well as the compositional rate constants.
The volume analyzed for each aging time by 3DAP microscopy ranged from
2.5x10-22 to 5x10-22 m3, allowing tens to hundreds of precipitates to be analyzed for each
aging time (Table 3.1). Figure 4.3 exhibits the average concentrations within the γ'precipitates’ cores on a log10 scale. At the onset of the transformation, the γ'-precipitates
are supersaturated with both Al and Cr above their equilibrium values. Utilizing Equation
4.5, the extrapolated values for the equilibrium concentrations of Ni, Al, and Cr are 76.53
± 0.25, 16.69 ± 0.22, and 6.77 ± 0.15% at.%, respectively, while the rate constants are –
0.48 ± 0.13, 0.22 ± 0.11, and 0.26 ± 0.08 at.fr. s-1/3, respectively. The fitting procedures
yielded a goodness of fit of 70% or better.
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From the determined equilibrium phase compositions of each component, the

(

)(

)

eq
lever-rule, φ LR
= Ciγ , eq − C io / Ciγ , eq − Ciγ ' , eq , predicts an equilibrium volume fraction of

15.6 % (Table 4.1). Table 4.1 lists the rate constants determined independently from the
measured concentrations of each component as they evolve temporally. In both phases,
conservation of mass flux constrains the summation of the elemental rate constants to
zero. Within the experimental error, the independent measurements of the rate constants
sums to zero, thereby confirming that the fitting procedures are reasonable. The excess
or deficiency of solute with respect to the equilibrium composition, that is, the
supersaturation, is summarized for both phases in Table 4.2.
The Ni-rich corner of the equilibrium Ni-Al-Cr phase diagram calculated at
600°C is presented in Figure 4.4. An experimental tie-line is deduced from the
compositional measurements, which differs from the tie-line calculated employing
ThermoCalc, utilizing the thermodynamic assessment for commercial Ni-base
superalloys developed by Saunders [46]. Equilibrium concentration predictions by this
method are based largely on an empirical fitting to available experimental data. Although
Ni-Al-Cr has been extensively studied experimentally at 750-850°C [10], at 600°C, such
data is limited, and the calculated tie-line is approximate at best. The KV model predicts
that the trajectory of the matrix composition must lie along the tie-line, while the
precipitate trajectory does not. The slope of the matrix trajectory is predicted to be the
ratio of the difference in elemental partitioning, p2/p3, where pi is C γi ' ,eq − Ciγ , eq . Figure 4.4
exhibits the first direct experimental verification of this behavior. The measured slope of
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the matrix trajectory is 1.53 ± 0.05, and is close to the predicted slope of pAl/pCr=1.36 ±
0.10, from the extrapolated equilibrium phase compositions.
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Figure 4.3. Concentrations in the interior of the γ'-precipitates in Ni-5.2
Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C obtained by 3DAP microscopy on a log10
scale. The equilibrium phase composition (Cιeq) and coarsening rate
constants (κι) are deduced by fitting the aging states in a quasi-steady-state
to Ci(t)= κit–1/3 + Cieq. The solid lines denote the fitting, while the dashed
lines mark the continuation of the fit to shorter aging times.
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Table 4.1. Equilibrium phase compositions, the precipitated volume fractiona, and the
compositional coarsening rate constants for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C as
determined by compositional measurements with 3DAP microscopy.

a.

Ciγ,eq ± σ
(at.%)

Cio ± σ b
(at.%)

i

Ciγ',eq ± σ
(at.%)

κiγ,KV ± σ

eq
φ LR
±σ

(at.% s

(%)

–1/3

)

κ iγ ' ± σ

(at.% s–1/3)

Ni 80.52 ± 0.18 81.26 ± 0.09 76.53 ± 0.25

15.6 ± 4.3

-5 ± 5

-48 ± 13

Al

5.24 ± 0.05

3.13 ± 0.04

16.69 ± 0.22

15.6 ± 0.9

18.6 ± 2.2

22 ± 11

Cr 14.24 ± 0.14 15.61 ± 0.09

6.77 ± 0.15

15.5 ± 1.9

-14 ± 5

26 ± 8

eq
φ LR

(

)(

eq
is calculated using the lever-rule, φ LR
= Ciγ ,eq − Cio / Ciγ ,eq − Ciγ ',eq

)

The overall composition, Cιο, measured by ICP atomic-emission spectroscopy is assumed to have a 1%
standard error in the concentration measurements of the solute species, where standard error propagation
methods [54] are employed to determine the error in Ni concentration.

b.

Table 4.2. Temporal evolution of solute supersaturation in the matrix and in the γ'precipitates for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C as determined by 3DAP
microscopy.
t
(h)

∆C γAl ± σ

γ
∆CCr
± σ

(at.%)

∆CAlγ ' ± σ
(at.%)

γ'
∆CCr
± σ
(at.%)

0.17

2.06 ± 0.03

-1.39 ± 0.06

2.4 ± 1.3

2.9 ± 1.0

0.25

1.94 ± 0.03

-1.41 ± 0.06

1.6 ± 0.5

2.4 ± 0.4

1

1.62 ± 0.04

-1.25 ± 0.06

1.11 ± 0.32

2.03 ± 0.26

4

0.84 ± 0.04

-0.59 ± 0.08

0.96 ± 0.24

1.25 ± 0.17

16

0.48 ± 0.025

-0.33 ± 0.05

0.50 ± 0.16

0.56 ± 0.11

64

0.32 ± 0.028

-0.28 ± 0.06

0.48 ± 0.18

0.39 ± 0.12

256

0.17 ± 0.025

-0.14 ± 0.06

0.27 ± 0.14

0.31 ± 0.10

1024

0.14 ± 0.028

-0.04 ± 0.06

0.01 ± 0.18

0.14 ± 0.13

(at.%)
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Figure 4.4. Partial isothermal section of the Ni-rich corner of the Ni-Al-Cr
phase diagram at 873 K calculated utilizing ThermoCalc [97], employing
Saunders’ thermodynamic database [46]. 3DAP microscope measurements
of γ'-precipitate and γ-matrix compositions as they evolve temporally are
marked with open diamonds and triangles, respectively. Calculated phase
boundaries differ from the experimentally determined points on the solvus
lines. Calculated phase diagram courtesy of Dr. G. Ghosh.
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2.3. Temporal evolution of the volume fraction, average precipitate radius and
number density during coarsening
It is commonly assumed that interfacially driven coarsening begins or becomes
significant only after the completion of the precipitation reaction, that is, when the matrix
solute concentration approaches the Gibbs-Thomson solubility.

The characteristic

feature, however, of coarsening, that is, the number density of precipitates, Nv, decreasing
with time, can commence during the precipitation reaction [98]. This is a result of the
mechanism of competitive coarsening, which entails interfacially driven redissolution of
precipitates with radii smaller than the critical radius, R*, after R* has shifted to a larger
size with decreasing supersaturation. Therefore, the onset of coarsening may occur when
the system still contains a significant supersaturation and the volume fraction is far from
its equilibrium value. In the alloy under investigation, although the phase transformation
is not complete and the volume fraction is steadily increasing, Nv decreases
monotonically after 4 h of aging at 600°C with a temporal dependence of –0.64 ± 0.04
(Figure 3.7), in disagreement with the asymptotic prediction of –1 for a system near its

φeq value (Equation 4.3). As the alloy approaches its φeq of 15.6 % only after the longest
aging time, 1024 h, it is not expected to follow Equation 4.3.
Following an analysis by Ardell, Xiao and Haasen [9] derived the following
relationship for the time-dependent volume fraction φ(t):

φ eq − φ (t ) = k φ (t − t1 ) −1 / 3 ;

(4.6)
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where kφ is the corresponding rate constant and t1 is time at which the matrix
supersaturation in the far-field as described by the Gibbs-Thomson equation, which is
estimated to be 4 h for this study. For the experimental measurements of φ(t) with 3DAP
microscopy, the large error bars in Figure 4.5 arises from counting statistics (Nppt in Table
3.1); the counting statistics can be improved in the future with the advent of the localelectrode atom-probe (LEAP) microscope [37,99]. To account for the magnitude of these
errors, the linear relationship described by Equation 4.6 is tested in Figure 4.5 assuming
the intercept as t → ∞ is zero, corresponding to the physical constraint that the matrix
supersaturation is zero when system has reached its φeq. Within the experimental error,
the linear relationship is valid, confirming that the measured matrix supersaturation for
all times equal to and greater than 16 h follows the t–1/3 relationship.
The KV model predicts for the kinetics of coarsening of a ternary system, that is,
the temporal evolution of average precipitate radius, a temporal exponent, n, of 1/3, while
n = 1/2 for pure diffusion limited growth [100]. For model Ni-Al alloys, the duration of
the pure growth regime is short-lived [3]. In §2.3 of Chapter 3, the temporal exponent
was determined from a log-log plot of <R> versus t (which does not take into account the
average size at the onset of coarsening, <R(0)>) to be 0.29 ± 0.05 for t ≥ 4 h, justifying
the application of Equation 4.2 to the coarsening data for t ≥ 4 h in Figure 4.6. A linear
regression analysis yields a coarsening rate constant of (8.8 ± 3.3) x 10-32 m3 s-1 and a
reasonable value for <R(0)> of 0.97 nm.
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Figure 4.5. Temporal evolution of the time-dependent volume fraction,
φ(t), as a function of the effective coarsening time, (t – t1)–1/3, as measured
by 3DAP microscopy for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged at 600°C. The
equilibrium volume fraction, φeq, is the lever-rule value and t1 is the time
at which the solute supersaturation is first equal to the supersaturation
arising from the Gibbs-Thomson effect.
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Figure 4.6. The temporal evolution of the cube of the average radius of
the γ'-precipitates in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% aged isothermally at 600°C.
The fit by a linear regression of Equation 4.2 is presented on a double
log10 plot for clarity.
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3. Discussion
3.1. Determination of interfacial free-energy and solute diffusivities
The coarsening rate constant, KKV, given in Equations 4.2 and 4.3, for the
precipitate radius evolution in a ternary alloy is given by [16]:
K

KV

=

8σ αβ Vmβ

(4.7)

9Λ

where Vmβ is the average atomic volume per mol of the precipitate phase β, σαβ is the
energy of precipitate/matrix interface , and the coefficient Λ contains thermodynamic and
kinetic information for the alloy as defined by:
Λ=

(

)

(

p
p2
p 2 G,α22 + p3G,α23 + 3 p 2 G,α23 + p3G,α33
D33
D22

)

(4.8)

where G,kij is shorthand notation for the partial derivatives of the molar Gibbs free-energy
of phase k as given by:
G,ki , j =

∂G ( k )
.
∂C i ∂C j

(4.9)

and pi is the magnitude of the partitioning as defined by pi = Ciβ ,eq – Ciα ,eq . While, the
coarsening rate constant, κ iKV , for the evolution of the solute supersaturation for a ternary
alloy is [16]:

κ

KV
i

=

(

(3σ

αβ

Vmβ

)

)

2/3

Λ1 / 3 pi

(

p 2 p 2 G,α22 + p3G,α23 + p3 p 2 G,α23 + p3G,α33

)

.

(4.10)
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There are different models accounting for diffusional field overlap associated with
systems with nonzero volume fractions; see reference [101] for an overview.

The

restriction of small volume fractions can be removed by substituting K(φ) into Equations
4.2 and 4.4 with:
K (φ ) = f (φ ) K KV ; and

(4.11)

κ i (φ ) = ( f (φ ) )−1 / 3 κ KV ;

(4.12)

i

where f(φ) is the ratio of the finite volume fraction rate constant to the rate constant of the
KV model, K(φ)/KKV.

The values of f(0.156) for different models vary over a small

range [101,102], hence the Brailsford’s and Wynblatt’s [103] theoretical value of 2.3 is
chosen as representative.
By measuring independently the coarsening rate constants for the average particle
radius and the evolution of average concentration of solute in the matrix, it is possible to
determine the interfacial free-energy and the solute diffusivity, independently of one
another, as first shown by Ardell [93,95] for a binary alloy. Following Marquis’ and
Seidman’s [94,104] analysis of an Al-Sc-Mg alloy, utilizing Equations 4.7 – 4.12, the
relationship for the interfacial free-energy in a nonideal, nondilute ternary alloy with a
finite volume fraction is given by:

σ

αβ
i

(K )
=

KV 1 / 3

β
m

κ iKV

2V pi

(p (p G
2

2

α
, 22

)

(

))

+ p3G,α23 + p3 p 2 G,α23 + p3G,α33 ;

(4.13)

eff ,i
where the effective diffusion coefficient, D22
, as determined from either κ iKV for the

solute species 2 or 3, is:
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D

eff , i
22

(

)

2/3

( (
( (

)

(

p 2 p2 G,α22 + p3G,α23 + α D p3 p2 G,α23 + p3G,α33
9 pi K KV
=
⋅
4κ iKV f (φ )
p 2 p 2 G,α22 + p3G,α23 + p3 p 2 G,α23 + p3G,α33

)

(

))

))

(4.14)

where αD is defined by D22 = α D D33 . It is important to note after algebraic rearrangement
f(φ) drops out of Equation 4.13, however, it remains in Equation 4.14.
To determine σαβ and Dii from Equations 4.13 and 4.14 requires that the molar
Gibbs free-energy of the γ-matrix be known, as well as the equilibrium phase
compositions, which are obtained from our 3DAP microscopy determinations (Table
4.1). For the general case described by nonideal and nondilute solution theory, such as
the alloy investigated here, CALPHAD methods can be employed to calculate the freeenergy surfaces of the relevant phases.

The Ni-Al-Cr system [44,105], as well

commercial Ni-base superalloys [46], has been the subject of a number of CALPHAD
thermodynamic assessments, accessible with the commercial software ThermoCalc. The
assessments predict lower values of φeq than the experimentally determined value of
15.6%, with 12.34 %, 7.49 %, and 12.83 % predicted by Dupin’s Ni-Al-Cr database
[105], Huang’s and Chang’s Ni-Al-Cr database [44], and Saunder’s Ni-base superalloys
database [46], respectively. As the Dupin and Saunders databases yield reasonable
values of φeq compared to the experiment, these databases are employed to calculate the
curvatures in the molar Gibbs free-energy (Table 4.3) necessary to utilize Equations 4.13
and 4.14. Compared to the free-energy surface for the γ-phase predicted by ideal solution
thermodynamics, the CALPHAD surfaces at the equilibrium composition are more
highly curved with respect to all solute species combinations. To calculate the effective
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solute diffusivity from Equation 4.14, constrained by D22 = α D D33 , requires knowledge of
diffusion behavior in the alloy, which is given for this system by the diffusion assessment
[106] contained in Table 4.4. There is a debate in the literature, discussed in detail by
reference [86], as to whether Vmγ ' is defined as the atomic volume per mol of the γ'-phase
or if it is the molecular Ni3Al volume per mole of the γ'-phase, as proposed originally by
Ardell [95]. The former definition is chosen, and is calculated employing Vmγ ' = NA(aγ')3
/4, where aγ' is lattice parameter of the γ'-phase (0.3554 nm [10]) and NA is Avogadro’s
number, yielding Vmγ ' = 6.7584 x 10-6 m3 mol-1, which results in an interfacial free-energy
four times larger than the definition proposed by Ardell for Vmγ ' when the governing
thermodynamics are defined in the same way. Table 4.5 contains the σ γγi ' calculated from
the experimental values of KKV and κiKV employing Equation 4.13 with the G,ijk contained
in Table 4.3 for several different thermodynamic assessments.

The CALPHAD

assessments take into account the excess free-energies of mixing and the magnitudes of
G,ijk , as shown in Table 4.3, and are 1.5-12 times larger than those for the ideal solution.
Surprisingly, both the CALPHAD assessments and ideal solution theory yield
approximately the same value for the γ/γ' interfacial free-energy, 22-23 ± 7 mJ m-2,
suggesting that the excess contributions are not significant for σγγ' estimate due to
prefactor in Equation 4.13. A theoretical value of the coarsening rate constant for the
average precipitate radius, K(φ), is determined from Equation 4.11 (using Equations 4.78) to be 1.29x10-30 m3 s-1 for the intrinsic diffusivities listed in Table 4.4 and an
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interfacial free-energy of 22.5 mJ m-2, which is approximately 15 times larger than the
measured rate constant of (8.8 ± 3.3) x 10-32 m3 s-1 (Figure 4.6). The coarsening kinetics
is therefore slower than the model predictions. Correspondingly, the effective solute
diffusivities, calculated from the experimental coarsening rates with Equation 4.14, are an
order of magnitude smaller than the predicted intrinsic diffusivities listed in Table 4.4.

Table 4.3. Curvatures in the molar Gibbs free-energy surface of the γ-phase evaluated at
the equilibrium composition obtained from ideal solution theory and CALPHAD
thermodynamic assessments.

G,γAl Al

Thermodynamic models

a.

G,γCr Cr

eq

C
-1

G,γAl Cr

eq

C
-1

C eq
-1

(J mol )

(J mol )

(J mol )

Ideal solution theorya

242,383.30

55,443.18

8,932.48

Dupinb [105]

365,962.25

117,511.87

113,606.62

Saundersc [46]

336,512.41

117,229.52

99,076.303

γ

γ ,eq

γ ,eq

γ ,eq

γ

γ ,eq

γ ,eq

γ ,eq

Ideal solution: G,AlAl = Rg T(1− CCr ) /(CAl ⋅ CNi ) , G,CrCr = Rg T(1− CAl ) /(CCr ⋅ CNi ) ,

γ
γ ,eq
evaluated at the equilibrium composition determined by 3DAP microscopy.
and G,AlCr
= RgT /CNi
b.
c.

Calculated equilibrium γ-composition of 0.0393 at. fr. Al and 0.1490 at. fr. Cr
Calculated equilibrium γ-composition of 0.0362 at. fr. Al and 0.1504 at. fr. Cr

Table 4.4. Intrinsic diffusivities [106] for face-centered cubic Ni-5.24 Al-14.24 Cr at.%
calculated with the thermodynamic database developed by Saunders [46] and the
mobility database developed by Campbell [107] for Ni-based superalloys. The αD is the
ratio of DAlAl to DCr,Cr.
Intrinsic diffusivities (m2 s-1)

˜ γ (Ni,FCC )
D
Al,Al

γ (Ni,FCC )
˜ Cr,Cr
D

αD

2.222 x 10-20

6.999 x 10-21

3.175
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Table 4.5. Free-energy of the γ/γ' interfaces, σ γγi ' , at 600°C in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%
calculated from the experimental values of the coarsening rate constants for the average
precipitate radius and the supersaturation of solute species i employing Equation 4.13
with solution thermodynamics described by the ideal solution and CALPHAD databases.
γγ '
< σ γγ ' >
σ γγAl '
σ Cr
Thermodynamic models
(mJ m-2)
(mJ m-2)
(mJ m-2)
Ideal solution theory

21.1 ± 5.2

23.8 ± 10.1

22 ± 7

Dupin database [105]

22.3 ± 5.5

25.1 ± 10.7

23 ± 7

Saunders database [46]

21.4 ± 5.3

24.1 ± 10.3

22 ± 7

,i
Table 4.6. Effective solute (j) diffusivities, Deff
jj , at 600°C in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%
calculated from the experimental values of the coarsening rate constants for the average
precipitate radius and the supersaturation of solute species i employing Equation 4.14
using αD= 3.175 (Table 4.4) with solution thermodynamics described by the ideal
solution and CALPHAD databases.
eff ,Al
eff ,Cr
eff
eff
DAlAl
< DAlAl
>
>
DAlAl
< DCrCr
Thermodynamic models
10-21 (m2 s-1) 10-21 (m2 s-1) 10-21 (m2 s-1) 10-21 (m2 s-1)

Ideal solution theory

1.6 ± 0.5

1.4 ± 0.7

1.5 ± 0.6

0.49 ± 0.19

Dupin [105]

1.1 ± 0.4

1.0 ± 0.5

1.1 ± 0.4

0.34 ± 0.13

Saunders [46]

1.2 ± 0.4

1.1 ± 0.5

1.2 ± 0.5

0.37 ± 0.15
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3.2. The influence of capillarity on the γ'-precipitate composition
In the alloy under investigation, the γ'-precipitates exhibit an enhanced solidsolubility of Al and Cr that decays with time (Figure 4.3). In §3.4 of Chapter 3, it was
shown that the Cr enhancement results from kinetically trapped Cr atoms in the
nucleation and growth of γ'-precipitates, leading to a gradient in Cr concentration within
the γ'-precipitates. While, the Al concentration within the precipitates, even after the
shortest aging times, has a constant plateau concentration throughout the core. The decay
in Al supersaturation with time, as the precipitates grow, may result from curvature
effects associated with the highly curved interfaces of the nanometer-sized precipitates,
which, for ternary systems, can be tested using the Gibbs-Thomson relationship for the
precipitate phase derived by Kuehmann and Voorhees [16]. The magnitude of this effect
depends strongly on the solution thermodynamics of both phases, σαβ, R, and for a single
precipitate in a nonideal and nondilute ternary alloy is given by [16]:

∆Ciβ = < Ciβ (t ) > −Ciβ , eq =

(p G
–
2

β
,i2

(

(

)(

+ p3G,βi 3 G,α22 G,α33

(G

)

2σ αβ V1β η1i + V2β η 2i + V3β η 3i 1
2
R
G,β22 G,β33 − G,β23 Λ
β

( ))
− (G ) )
⋅
α

( ) )Λ

β
β
, 22 G, 33 − G, 23

2

2

, 23

⎛ p3
p
α , ff
α , eq
⎜
– 2 < C3α , ff (t ) > −C3α , eq
⎜ D < C 2 (t ) > −C 2
D22
⎝ 33

(

)

(

(4.15)

)⎞⎟⎟
⎠
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where Viβ is the molar volume of component i in the precipitate phase, the coefficient Λ
is defined by Equation 4.8, and the coefficients η ij , six in total, of similar form to Λ, are
defined in reference [16].
The curvatures of the Gibbs free-energy surface, for the γ-phase in Table 4.4 and
for the γ'-phase in Table 4.7, are calculated using the Dupin [105] and Saunders [46]
thermodynamic databases for Ni-base alloys.

Unlike the γ-phase, where the two

databases are in near agreement at the equilibrium composition (Table 4.4), the Saunders
database predicts large curvatures in the Gibbs free-energy surface for the γ'-phase (Table
4.7), while the Dupin database predicts curvatures of similar magnitude to those of the γphase.

For γ-phase, since the curvature predictions of both databases are nearly

equivalent, they yield approximately the same value (~ 22.5 mJ m-2) for the γ/γ'
interfacial free-energy determined from the rate constants using Equation 4.13.
For ternary systems, Equation 4.15, unlike the analog equation for the binary case,
contains a second term, denoted ∆CiII γ ' , which is a function of the time-dependent solute
concentrations in the far-field region of the matrix-phase. To determine the overall
contribution of this term to the power-law temporal dependence of the Al supersaturation
with <R>, ∆CAlII γ ' is calculated from < CAlγ , ff (t) > −CAlγ ,eq at each aging time with the
eff
eff
> and < DCrCr
>, and plotted on a double logarithmic
effective solute diffusivities, < DAlAl

plot versus <R> in Figure 4.7. Note, as the relationship in Equation 4.15 depends on R,
and not t, ∆Ciβ is affected by the ratio of the two solute diffusivities, αD, and the two
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diffusivities related by the same αD, independent of their magnitudes, yield equivalent
∆Ciβ values. Figure 4.7 demonstrates that the contribution of the second term to the Al
supersaturation is small for the Ni-Al-Cr alloy studied, but not insignificant for the
smallest precipitates evaluated with the Saunders database, where ∆CAlII γ ' is ~ 0.15 at.% at
an <R> value of 1 nm, while for the Dupin database, ∆CAlII γ ' is ~ 0.03 at.% at the same
<R>. The higher values of ∆CAlII γ ' determined from the Saunders database evaluation
results from the larger free-energy curvatures for the γ'-phase, as ∆CAlII γ ' is directly
β
β
proportional to (p2G,i2
+ p3G,i3
), suggesting that the second term may be a significant

contribution to the supersaturation in the precipitates when the precipitate phase freeenergy surface is highly curved.
Figure 4.8 exhibits the experimental measurements of ∆CAlγ ' compared to the
predictions of Equation 4.15 (including the contribution of ∆CAlII γ ' ) using the Saunders
and Dupin theromodynamic databases. Exceptionally good agreement is found between
the experimental data and the prediction of the KV model employing the Dupin database,
thus providing unequivocal proof that the enhancement of Al solubility in the γ'precipitates with decreasing <R> results from capillarity. Furthermore, the agreement
suggests a shallow free-energy surface for the γ'-phase, as predicted by the Dupin
database, is appropriate for the γ'-phase in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% at 600°C. To the best
of the author’s knowledge, this is the first experimental verification of this aspect of the
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capillarity effect, and has been obtained via the compositional measurements of
nanometer-sized precipitates employing 3DAP microscopy.

Table 4.7. Curvatures in the molar Gibbs free-energy surface of the γ'-phase evaluated at
the equilibrium composition obtained from CALPHAD thermodynamic assessments.
Thermodynamic models

a.
b.

G,γAl' Al

C eq

-1

G,γCr' Cr

C eq

-1

G,γAl' Cr

C eq
-1

(J mol )

(J mol )

(J mol )

Dupina [105]

359,893.91

491,645.8

334,701.72

Saundersb [46]

1,259,600.1

1,010,737.9

968,769.9

Calculated equilibrium γ'-composition of 0.1455 at. fr. Al and 0.0957 at. fr. Cr
Calculated equilibrium γ'-composition of 0.1621 at. fr. Al and 0.0882 at. fr. Cr
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Figure 4.7. For γ'-precipitation in Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%, a double
logarithmic plot of the second term in the Gibbs-Thomson relationship
(Equation 4.15), which describes the Al supersaturation in the γ'-phase,
was calculated from the measured compositions, free-energy curvatures of
both phases, and effective diffusivities (Table 4.6) versus <R>. Note, the
free-energy curvatures are calculated in ThermoCalc with the Dupin [105]
and Saunders [46] thermodynamic databases (DB), and are listed in Table
4.3 and Table 4.7 for the γ and γ' phases, respectively. The power-law
relationships marked with the solid (Saunders) and dashed (Dupin) lines
are the best-fits to the data, and are added to 1st term to obtain the database
predictions for the Gibbs-Thomson relationships in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8. Supersaturation of Al within the γ'-precipitates, as determined
by 3DAP microscopy, are compared to the Gibbs-Thomson relationship
derived by Kuehmann and Voorhees for a ternary alloy (Equation 4.15)
[16] using the thermodynamic assessments of Dupin [105] and Saunders
[46]. For Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% at 600°C. The Dupin and Saunders
databases calculate similar curvatures in the Gibbs free-energy surface for
the γ-phase, yielding almost identical values for the calculated interfacial
free-energy (σ γγ'). For the γ'-phase, however, the Saunders database
predicts larger curvatures in the free-energy surface than the Dupin
database, leading to a shift in supersaturation to lower values.
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3.3. Influence of the coalesced nanostructure on the coarsening kinetics
Following a suggestion of Lifshitz and Slyozov [84], Davies, Nash, and Stevens
(DNS model) [79] modified LSW theory to include the effect of coalescence on the
coarsening kinetics in binary alloys with a finite volume fraction.

The coarsening

kinetics (t1/3) is, however, not affected by this modification, but the particle size
distribution becomes broader and more symmetrical.

The DNS model predicts the

weakest dependence of f(φ) of any model that accounts for finite volume fraction effects.
The model assumes that the coalescence of two particles is a rapid process;
experimentally, however, the coalesced structure observed in our Ni-Al-Cr alloy is
preserved for long times, most likely a result of the high surface area to volume ratio of
the small precipitate sizes investigated, as well as the small elastic strains.
The coarsening behavior in Ni-Al-Cr alloys has been the subject of several
investigations by TEM [11,76,77,108] and by 3DAP microscopy [13], which confirm that
the coarsening kinetics obeys a t1/3 law for <R>. Like in these Ni-Al-Cr alloys, the
coarsening kinetics of our alloy also follows a t1/3 law for <R>. It is found that the
coarsening rate of our Ni-Al-Cr alloy is significantly slower than the theoretical
prediction, consistent with other investigations of Ni-Al-Cr alloys. Comparing four
nearly misfit-free, γ'-strengthened Ni-Al-Cr alloys aged at 750°C [11,76,108], close to the
same tie-line and with varying volume fraction (φ = 0.23-0.42), Chellman and Ardell [76]
reported that, within the experimental error, the coarsening rate constants were the same,
independent of the volume fraction of the γ'-phase. The γ'-microstructure of the large
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volume fraction alloy (φ=0.42) clearly differed, however, from the isolated spherical γ'precipitates within the alloys containing a smaller supersaturation (φ=0.23-0.275) and
consisted of highly agglomerated (coalesced) precipitation. In these Ni-Al-Cr alloys
[76], it appears that the effect of increasing volume fraction due to increased diffusional
field overlap between precipitates to accelerate the kinetics is countered by a deceleration
effect, which may be associated with higher degree of coalesced microstructure and the
presence of an alternate diffusion mechanism becoming more prevalent.
In another model Ni-base superalloy, Fährmann et al. [109] investigated a series
of Ni-Al-Mo alloys over a range of temperatures and found the rate-controlling
mechanism changed from long-range diffusion of Al to long-range diffusion of Mo with
increasing Mo content. For Ni-9.7 Al-17.6 Cr at.% [77] with a small lattice parameter
misfit of 0.01 %, and therefore negligible elastic interactions among the precipitates, an
activation energy of 358 kJ mol-1 is determined from the coarsening kinetics between 750
to 850°C. This value is significantly larger than the activation energies for either the
diffusion of Al or Cr in Ni, which are both about ~270 kJ mol-1. Interestingly, in this
alloy at the two higher aging temperatures, a small fraction of γ'-precipitates was
coalesced, while at 750°C, the aging treatment with the largest supersaturation (φeq =
40%), a significantly larger fraction of the precipitates was coalesced. Slower coarsening
kinetics associated with an alternate diffusion mechanism at this aging temperature would
lead to an effective activation energy higher than the activation energies for either Al or
Cr.
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4. Conclusions
3DAP microscopy analyses performed on a Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy aged at
600°C for different times, 0.033 to 1024 h, leads to the following results:
•

The coarsening kinetics of the γ'-precipitates are analyzed with a model developed
by Kuehmann and Voorhees (KV) applicable to a nonideal and nondilute ternary
alloys with near-zero volume fraction; this KV model is based on the Umantsev
and Olson model of coarsening in multi-component alloys [63]. The analysis was
modified to incorporate finite volume fraction effects based on the Brailsford and
Wynnblatt model [103].

•

In the quasi-steady-state regime, the temporal exponents of the Al and Cr
supersaturations in the matrix are –0.33 ± 0.04 and –0.34 ± 0.07, respectively, in
agreement with the model prediction of –1/3 (Figure 4.2).

•

The composition trajectory of the γ-matrix (Figure 4.4) follows the experimental
tie-line with a slope of –1.36 ± 0.36, while the trajectory of the γ'-precipitate
composition does not follow the tie-line, thereby providing the first experimental
evidence of this behavior predicted by the KV model.

•

Using the experimentally determined rate constants for the average precipitate
radius (Figure 4.6) and the matrix supersaturation (Figure 4.2), the interfacial
free-energy and the effective diffusion coefficients of Al and Cr are determined
independently of one another (Table 4.5 and Table 4.7).

Three different
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thermodynamic databases yield similar values of the γ/γ' interfacial free-energy of
22 to 23 ± 7 mJ m-2 (Table 4.5). The observed kinetics are slower than what is
predicted by the KV model; accordingly, the effective diffusivities (Table 4.6) are
smaller than the anticipated values [106] (Table 4.4).
•

For the fine dispersion of nanometer-sized γ'-precipitates, as shown in Figure 4.8,
an enhancement of Al agrees with predictions of the Gibbs-Thomson relationship
derived by Kuehmann and Voorhees in Equation 4.15 [16], and results from
capillarity effects.

Chapter 5
The influence of tungsten on the chemical composition
of a temporally evolving nanostructure of a model
Ni-Al-Cr superalloy

1. Introduction
To achieve its superior strength and creep properties at elevated temperatures,
modern commercial Ni-base superalloys consist of intermetallic Ni3Al precipitates (γ')
embedded in a solute-rich FCC solution (γ). Due to their potent strengthening abilities,
the mechanical properties and microstructure of alloys containing refractory additions,
such as W, Mo, Ta, and Re have received extensive attention [110-116]. The influence
of refractory additions on the γ'-coarsening kinetics, the volume fraction, the γ' solvus
temperature, and the lattice parameter mismatch can be better understood through
quantitative chemical characterization of the phase compositions, elemental partitioning
between the phases, and the chemistry of the γ/γ' interfaces. As part of a systematic
experimental program of the influence of refractory elemental additions (W, Re, Ta, Nb
and Ru) on the isothermal decomposition behavior of a model Ni-Al-Cr superalloy,
3DAP microscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are employed to study
the effects of tungsten on the chemical composition and coarsening behavior of γ'
117
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precipitates. These phenomena are investigated in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% aged at 800°C for times varying from 0.25 to 264 h. In this chapter,
the influence of the addition of W on precipitate morphology, the overall rate and
mechanisms of phase decomposition, spatially resolved phase chemical compositions,
and the temporal evolution of the partitioning behavior on a nanoscale is investigated.

2. Results
2.1. Microstructural characterization by TEM
Ordered γ'-precipitates were imaged by TEM using centered dark-field (DF) with
a low-index superlattice reflection in a two-beam condition. As shown in Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.2, Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W exhibit a change in γ'-precipitate
morphology with aging time at 800°C. For the shortest times (Figure 5.1a and Figure
5.2a), 0.25 h aging time, the precipitates appear spheroidal and appear to be distributed
randomly. In contrast, for the longer aging times, such as the 264 h, (Figure 5.1b and
Figure 5.2b), the precipitates are cuboidal and show evidence of alignment along the
<001> directions. Both features are common to later precipitation stages in nickel-base
superalloys [1,2]. At 264 h, a qualitative comparison of the two alloys demonstrates that
the addition of W leads to a larger volume fraction of γ'-phase, which is consistent with
0.179 and 0.332 volume fractions predicted by ThermoCalc calculations (Table 2.1) for
Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr and Ni-10 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W, the nominal compositions. The larger
volume fraction reflects a more supersaturated alloy along the isotherm, which affects the
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earliest stages of decomposition and is consistent with the higher solvus temperature for
the W-containing alloy (Table 2.1).
A characteristic size was determined for the precipitates observed at 264 h by
TEM. Images of individual precipitates taken near the <001>-zone axis were traced by
hand using commercial software (Adobe Photoshop 5.5), and the dimensions of the
traced areas were determined utilizing NIH Image 1.62, an imaging processing program
which fits precipitate cross-sectional areas to an ellipse. Stereological corrections [117]
were applied, and precipitate shapes were approximated by cubes, where the size was
characterized by the average of the lengths of the cube edges. The average cube length,
<L>, is found to be 228 ± 24 nm in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr. With the addition of W, the <L>
decreases to 154 ± 14 nm. The standard error, sm, in <L> is determined from error
propagation [54] of the counting errors and an estimated tracing error (∆L) of one
measurement as given by:
2
⎛ ∆L ⎞ ⎛⎜ 1
s m =< L > ⎜
⎟ +
⎝ < L > ⎠ ⎜⎝ N ppt

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

2

(5.1)

where ∆L is taken as twice the physical length of an image pixel, typically 1-2 nm, and
Nppt is the number of precipitates analyzed, 94 and 127, for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr and Ni-9.7
Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W, respectively.
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Figure 5.1. Superlattice reflection centered dark–field TEM micrographs
recorded near a low-index zone axis, showing the morphology and
distribution of γ'-precipitates in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% aged at 800°C for
(a) 0.25 h and (b) 264 h.
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Figure 5.2 Superlattice reflection centered dark–field TEM images
recorded near a low-index zone axis showing the morphology and
distribution of γ'-precipitates in Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% aged at
800°C for (a) 0.25 h and (b) 264 h. With the addition of W to Ni-9.8 Al8.3 Cr (Figure 5.1), a clear increase in precipitate number density is
observed at both aging times.
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2.2. Microstructural characterization by 3DAP microscopy
Atom-by-atom reconstructed subsets of Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr (top) and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5
Cr-2.0 W (bottom) are displayed in Figure 5.3, where aluminum atoms are in red,
chromium atoms are in blue, and tungsten atoms are an orange-yellow color. The nickel
atoms are not shown, allowing the γ- and γ'-phases to be clearly distinguished. These
subsets are three-dimensional and have a 10 nm x 10 nm cross-sectional area
perpendicular to the plane of the page. For these alloys, a typical cross-sectional area of
analysis is approximately 20 nm by 20 nm; hence, the reconstructed subset represents
only a quarter of the total number of analyzed atoms for one sample. The volumes
contain approximately 5200 atoms nm-1 of 100 nm2 cross-section. Note, as demonstrated
by Figure 5.3, hundreds of nanometers in depth are sampled with a single 3DAP
microscopy analysis.
Moreover, Figure 5.3 presents a striking visual comparison of γ'-precipitation as a
function of time. Spheroidal γ'-precipitates, 5-15 nm in diameter, form during quenching
in both alloys and have a high number density (~1023 m-3). For the as-quenched state, the
γ'-precipitates are larger on average in the quaternary alloy, an indication that nucleation
and growth occurred during the quench. Examining the changes in precipitate size for
aging times after 4 hours, the reconstructed volumes obtained by 3DAP microscopy
confirm that the quaternary alloy coarsens more slowly.
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Figure 5.3. Subsets of the 3DAP microscopy reconstructed volumes of
Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% (top) and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% (bottom)
samples aged at 800°C for a series of aging times elucidating the
coarsening behavior in these alloys; the cross-section is 10 nm x 10 nm.
The cross-section of these volumes is perpendicular to the plane of the
page, such that the 3-D reconstructions appear planar. The dots that
represent the atoms in these volumes are larger in the γ' phase to
strengthen the visual contrast between the phases, Cr-rich γ and Al-rich γ'.
Aluminum atoms are represented by dots in red, while Cr and W atoms are
in blue and in orange-yellow, respectively. Nickel atoms, which compose
approximately 80% of the volumes, are omitted for clarity. Each volume
contains approximately 5,200 atoms per nm length of 100 nm2 crosssection. The reconstruction for Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W for the 1 h aging
state has an 8.7 nm x 8.9 nm cross-section.
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2.3. Inflection-point approach to determine phase compositions
In addition to the topological features of the nanostructure, quantitative chemical
information on a nanoscale is obtained from the 3DAP microscopy atom-by-atom
reconstructions presented in Figure 5.3.

Within the reconstructed volumes, the γ/γ'

heterophase interface is delineated using an isoconcentration surface. This surface is
defined by a concentration threshold of a particular element, in this case, Al, and does not
assume a specific topology for the interface. The chemical analyses presented hinge on
carefully defining the γ/γ' interface. Toward this end, the threshold value, η(Al), of the
isoconcentration surface is defined as the average of the mean Al concentration values in
the γ and γ' phases away from the interface. These concentration values are referred to as
plateau concentrations, since a flat composition profile is anticipated for distances away
from the interface. Here, the plateau concentrations of Al are determined by averaging
the values that are part of the flat Al profile in a proximity histogram, described in more
detail below. Concentrations whose distances are typically greater than 1 to 1.5 nm from
the isoconcentration surface and whose standard error is less than 0.7 at.% are included.
Utilizing the average of Al concentrations, a unique value of η(Al), as listed in Table 5.1,
is determined for each analysis, which accounts for systematic composition discrepancies
associated with differences in field-evaporation behavior from analysis-to-analysis.
Note, the first three columns in Table 5.1 contain the aging time, number of γ'precipitates intersected (Nppt) for each time, and η(Al) for both alloys. For one aging
time, a η(Al) value is listed for each 3DAP microscope analysis for this state.
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In 3DAP microscope investigations, the boundary region surrounding the
interface is often excluded from the determination of the overall concentration; that is, the
plateau concentration is used. It is excluded, because: (i) the analytical tools employed
may lack the capability to define the interface (e.g. isoconcentration surface); (ii) the
nanostructure in the data collected, such as artifacts common to the one-dimensional
atom-probe microscope data, may be convoluted; (iii) it has been assumed that the
boundary region does not significantly contribute to the overall concentration; and/or (iv)
field-evaporation of disparate phases may lead to cross-field-evaporation into an adjacent
phase.

In this investigation, since there is a high number density of nanoscale

precipitates, neglecting the interfacial regions violates mass conservation.

The

consequences of this violation are discussed in the context of the proxigram observations
discussed in more detail below. Within 3DAP microscopy reconstructed volumes for
these alloys, large density fluctuations characteristic of local magnification effects
associated with disparate field-evaporation behavior of distinct phases were not observed,
hence cross-field-evaporation is believed to be negligible. FIM images (Figure 2.4)
showed little to no contrast between the γ-phase and γ'-phase indicating no strong change
in local curvature between the two phases. With this in mind, we use an alternate
definition for the overall concentration, which is denoted the inflection-point
concentration. This rubric refers to the point of inflection in a composition profile, which
is characteristic of the interfacial region.

In this analysis, the inflection point is

approximated by the η(Al) value. All atoms on the high-Al concentration side of the
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isoconcentration surface are counted as precipitates (γ'-phase), while those on the lowside as matrix (γ-phase). It follows that all atoms in the data set are included in the
calculation of the inflection-point concentrations of the two phases.
From all 3DAP microscope analyses presented, the overall elemental
concentrations, Ci, are determined by the inflection-point approach. They are listed in
Table 5.1 for both alloys, where Ci is determined by the number of atoms of element i
divided by the total number of atoms in each phase. A preferential loss of Ni atoms was
reported for a 3DAP microscope study of Ni-5.2 Al-14.8 Cr at.% oriented along a [001]
direction [53]. These investigators corrected the compositions to account for this
preferential evaporation effect, which led to an approximately 3 at.% correction in Ni
concentration. The concentrations in Table 5.1 are raw concentrations determined by
3DAP microscopy by the inflection-point approach, and are not corrected for preferential
evaporation effects. Although these effects are minor, care must be taken when reporting
absolute concentrations, since preferential evaporation of Ni along the [001] direction
also occurs in the alloys investigated. The evaporation behavior of γ and γ' phases during
a 3DAP microscopy analysis are similar, and these effects cancel when considering the
ratio of elemental partitioning.
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Table 5.1. The number of γ'-precipitates, Nppt, observed by 3DAP microscopy analyses;
the Al threshold value of the isoconcentration surface, η(Al); the average concentration,
Ci, of element i in precipitate (γ') and matrix (γ); and the calculated elemental partitioning
ratios, κa, for the samples investigated by 3DAP microscopy.
Nppt

Ternary
0h

13

0.25 h

9

1h

3

4h

2

16 h

2

b

Ni

9.01
0.08

Al

Cr

0.935 1.92 0.719
0.004 0.04 0.021

82.24 8.36

9.40

0.9345 2.034 0.654

0.15

0.05

0.04

0.04

0.0019 0.019 0.010

12.82

77.03 17.16 5.82

82.63 8.23

9.14

0.9322 2.08 0.637

12.78

0.19

0.12

0.09

0.09

0.0027 0.03 0.013

12.58

76.91 17.15 5.94

82.57 7.92

9.51

0.9315 2.167 0.624

0.14
0.17

0.11

12.58

0.13

76.87 17.22 5.91

12.51

η(Al)
12.67

0.25 h

3

11.91

1h

16

4 hc

12

0.07

0.11

0.09

12.52

11

γ'

Cr

76.85 17.00 6.15

0h

1

Al

12.78

12.63

264 h

Ni

κ ± 2sm a,

12.77

1

2

Cr

82.33 8.66
0.10 0.08

264 h

64 h

Al

76.94 16.58 6.48
0.31 0.27 0.18

12.61

4

Ni

Ciγ ± 2sm (at.%) b

12.79

1

16 h

a

(at.%)

64 h

Quaternary Nppt

Ciγ ' ± 2sm (at.%) b

η(Al)

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.06

0.0018 0.021 0.009

9.32

0.9283 2.186 0.635

0.10

0.07

0.08

0.0014 0.022 0.007

76.69 17.42 5.89

82.78 7.73

9.48

0.9264 2.253 0.621

0.11

0.09

0.07

0.0017 0.023 0.008

0.10

0.04

0.06

82.81 7.88

0.06

0.06

76.49 17.47 6.04

82.56 7.91

9.53

0.9265 2.208 0.634

0.13

0.12

0.07

0.07

0.05

0.05

0.0018 0.021 0.009

Ni

Al

Cr

Ni

Al

Cr

W

W

Ni

Al

Cr

W

75.51 17.39 4.67
0.17 0.15 0.08

2.43 79.82 7.90 10.37 1.908 0.9460 2.201 0.450 1.27
0.06 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.035 0.0024 0.027 0.009 0.04

76.68 16.58 4.40

2.34 80.64 7.28 10.46 1.630 0.9510 2.279 0.421 1.43

0.20

0.07

0.17

0.10

0.13

0.09

0.10 0.042 0.0029 0.036 0.010 0.06

11.55

75.76 17.12 4.26

2.86 80.31 6.65 11.43 1.613 0.943 2.575 0.373 1.776

11.44

0.15

0.04

13.35c
11.33

0.13

0.07

72.35 20.18 4.31
0.09

0.08

0.04

0.07

0.05

0.06 0.023 0.011 0.031 0.007 0.05

3.16 80.81 7.07 10.38 1.742 0.895 2.854 0.415 1.817
0.04

0.06

0.04

0.05 0.020 0.006 0.019 0.004 0.029

76.65 16.69 4.06

2.60 81.36 5.84 11.44 1.357 0.942 2.856 0.355 1.92

11.11

0.09

0.03

11.12

76.97 16.33 4.05

2.65 81.29 5.89 11.41 1.405 0.947 2.774 0.335 1.89

11.16

0.10

0.04

11.29

0.08
0.09

0.04
0.05

0.07
0.06

0.04
0.03

0.05 0.020 0.008 0.024 0.004 0.04
0.05 0.017 0.008 0.022 0.003 0.04

76.30 17.00 3.91

2.80 81.31 5.83 11.52 1.339 0.938 2.917 0.339 2.09

0.08

0.03

0.07

0.04

0.07

0.04

0.05 0.020 0.007 0.023 0.003 0.04

γ

κ = Ci /Ci and sm, its standard error is determined by standard propagation methods [54].

sm, standard error is calculated for elemental concentrations (Ci) with sm= Ci (1− Ci )/NTOT , where NTOT is
the total number of atoms in the phase (γ or γ').
c
3DAP microscopy analyses were performed on a 111 pole. Field-evaporation behavior along this
direction differs from [001] direction, and thus yields slightly different compositions.
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2.3. Partitioning behavior
By convention, the elemental partitioning ratio (κ) is defined as the elemental
concentration in the γ'-phase divided by the elemental concentration in the γ-phase. The
values of κ listed in Table 5.1 are determined from the raw concentrations. The evolution
of the partitioning ratios of Ni, Al, Cr, and W with respect to time is presented for both
alloys in Figure 5.4. To distinguish between the two alloys, the solid symbols designate

κ for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr, while the open symbols designate κ for Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W.
No preference for either phase is characterized by a κ value of 1, while an element with a

κ > 1 partitions to the γ'-phase and a κ < 1 prefers the γ-phase. The representation by a
log10 plot of κ with time elucidates the nature of the partitioning. For example, the
distance from the κ = 1 line (dashed line in Figure 5.4) to a data point is characteristic of
the strength of partitioning.
In both alloys, nickel shows a slight preference for the γ-phase but its κ value
hardly changes with time. Al and W partition to the γ'-phase, while Cr prefers the γphase. The partitioning of Al and Cr increases with increasing aging time, and both these
components partition more strongly in the quaternary alloy than in the ternary. In Ni-9.7
Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W, larger changes in slope of κ for Al and Cr for the shortest aging times,
indicate that the composition equilibrates more slowly than for the ternary. Overall,
tungsten shows the largest change in κ with respect to time, with the most drastic changes
occurring for short times. It is evident that the partitioning of W evolves more slowly
than the other elements. For Al, Cr and W, the partitioning ratios initially change with
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increasing time, but appear to reach a plateau at longer aging times, characteristic of an
asymptotic approach towards equilibrium.

From the latest stages investigated, an

equilibrium κ for these components is extrapolated by averaging the partitioning ratios
(Table 5.1) when no significant change in κ occurs, that is, after 1 h for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr
and 4 h for Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W. These extrapolated equilibrium values are listed in
Table 5.2. In the W-containing alloy, Al partitions more strongly, by a factor of 1.31, to
the γ'-phase and Cr partitions more strongly, by a factor of 1.80, to the γ phase.
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Figure 5.4.
Calculated elemental partitioning ratios, defined as the
concentration of an element in γ'-phase (precipitates) divided by
concentration of element in γ-phase (matrix), are plotted as a function of
time for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and for Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.%. To
distinguish between the two alloys, the solid symbols designate the ternary
system, while the open symbols are for the quaternary system.
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Table 5.2. Equilibrium partitioning ratios (κeq)a at 800°C

κeq ± 2 σ a

Al

Cr

W

Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr

2.18 ± 0.12

0.630 ± 0.014

––

Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W

2.85 ± 0.12

0.349 ± 0.018b

1.93 ± 0.23

Change by factor ( ± 2 σc)

1.31 ± 0.05

1.80 ± 0.09

––

κeq is determined from averaging κ (Table 5.1) for times longer than 1 h and 4 h in the ternary and
quaternary alloys, respectively, and σ is the standard deviation of an unweighted average [54].
b.
Excludes the κ for 4 h aging time
c.
σ, standard deviation, is determined for κ by standard error propagation [54].
a.

2.4. Proxigram analysis of 3DAP data
Utilizing the proximity histogram [48,52], or proxigram, for short, the chemical
inhomogeneties of the microstructure can be spatially characterized. The proxigram is a
composition profile that extends normally from an isoconcentration surface, such that
negative distances are into the γ-phase and positive distances are into the γ'-phase, with
respect to the interface. At a given distance, the concentration is an average for that
distance for all interfaces in a given data set, because ADAM 1.5 [48] processes all the
data in parallel. The proxigram method is geometrically invariant with respect to the
shape of the interface, and can be employed for all complex interface topologies. The
error bars in the proxigram correspond to two-sigma standard error [54] of the calculated
concentration values.
For both alloys, there are significant differences between the proxigrams for the
as-quenched and the shorter aging states (0.25 h and 1 h) with nominal changes
thereafter. Consequently, only the proximity histogram compositional profiles for the as-
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quenched, 0.25 and 264 h aging states for the ternary alloy and the as-quenched, 0.25, 1
and 264 h quaternary alloy are presented in Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.7.
For the as-quenched state of Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr, the proxigram in Figure 5.5a shows
a gradual decrease of chromium across the interface spanning the length of the profile, - 4
nm into γ-phase to 2 nm into γ'-phase. This is in contrast to the aged states, whose Cr
profiles (Figure 5.5 b & c) show clear partitioning of Cr to the γ-phase characterized by a
sharp rise, approximately 1.5 nm wide. This value has a similar magnitude to the
measured equilibrium γ/γ'-interfacial width of the Cr profile, 1.75 nm, for Ni-5.2 Al-14.2
Cr at.% aged isothermally at 600°C (§2.4 of Chapter 3), suggesting the interfacial region
in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr is in a local equilibrium for Cr as early as 0.25 h of aging at 800°C.
For the quaternary alloy, Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W, in contrast to the ternary, the Cr
concentration profile in the as-quenched state (Figure 5.6a) shows clear chromium
partitioning to the γ-phase. Therefore, it is most likely that the presence of tungsten leads
to a larger driving force for chromium partitioning and for γ-precipitation resulting from
the larger supersaturation established in this alloy.
The behavior of tungsten in the γ' phase is interesting. In both the as-quenched
alloy and the alloy aged for 0.25 h, a concentration gradient of W within the γ'-phase
exists, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5.6, such that the W concentration is lower in
the core of γ' precipitates. These gradients disappear after 1 h of aging as shown in the
proxigram in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.5. For Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 at.% aged at 800°C, a set of proxigrams
derived from 3DAP microscopy analyses characterizes spatially the
evolution of the elemental concentrations for the (a) as-quenched, (b) 0.25
h, and (c) 264 h aging states. The proxigram displays the concentration as
a function of distance with respect to the γ/γ' interfaces, where negative
values are into the matrix (γ-phase) and positives values are into the
precipitate (γ'-phase).
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Figure 5.6. For Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% aged at 800°C, a set of
proxigrams characterizes spatially the evolution of the elemental
concentrations for the (a) as-quenched, (b) 0.25 h, and (c) 264 h aging
states. In the earliest aging times (a & b), as marked by arrows, chemical
gradients of W exist within the γ'-precipitates; the concentration of W is
highest adjacent to the precipitates and decreases moving into the
precipitate cores.
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Figure 5.7. For Ni-10 Al 8.5 Cr-2W at.% aged at 800°C for 1 h, the
proxigram demonstrates that the spatial profile of tungsten is nearly flat in
the γ'-precipitates from the interface toward the precipitate core, in
contrast to earlier aging times, where W gradients exist within the γ'-phase
(Figure 5.6 a & b).
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3. Discussion
Initially in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.%, the γ'precipitates that form during quenching are similar in size, 5-15 nm in radius (Figure
5.3); with further aging, however, the γ'-precipitates within the ternary alloy grow to
larger sizes than those within the alloy containing W, and become noticeably larger at the
longer aging times (Figure 5.3). In particular, after 264 h of aging, the value of <L> is
228 ± 24 nm for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr and 154 ± 14 nm for Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W. This
growth behavior demonstrates that the quaternary alloy containing W has slower
coarsening kinetics. For diffusion-limited coarsening in multicomponent systems, the
coarsening rate depends on the weighted average of the solute diffusivities and the
partitioning behavior [16,63], described for a ternary system by Equations 4.6 and 4.7
[16], hence the incorporation of slower diffusing species can significantly reduce the
coarsening rate. In pure nickel aged at 800°C, calculation of the root-mean-square
diffusion distance,

x 2 = 6 Dt , from diffusion data for Al [118], Cr [119], and W

[120] demonstrates that tungsten is the slowest moving species. For 1 h aging at 800°C,
the

x 2 is 156 nm for W in pure nickel, approximately 2.4 and 4.4 times less than for

Cr and Al, respectively.
The temporal change of η(Al), the inflection-point concentration of Al at the
interface, is a reflection of the evolving nanostructure. As seen in the top portion of
Table 5.1, η(Al) for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% varies within a narrow concentration range,
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12.51-12.82 at.% Al, for all aging states investigated. A much larger variation, 11.1112.67 at.% Al, is observed for Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W. Examining the data closely
reveals that the as-quenched state exhibits the highest η(Al) value, 12.67 at.% Al, and
η(Al) decreases with increasing time until 4 hours aging, after which it fluctuates about
~11.2 at.% Al for longer aging times. Achieving this threshold plateau at a longer time in
the quaternary alloy containing W indicates that it equilibrates more slowly than for the
ternary Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% alloy.
As noted previously, the plateau concentration is calculated by averaging the
concentration values from the proxigram at the plateau.

Note for the γ'-phase the

proxigram averages over all precipitates in the volume in parallel. For Al within the γ'phase, the plateau concentration decreases from 21.5 at.% to 18.9 at.%, and then to 17.57
at.% with increasing aging time. The same trend is found in the γ-phase; that is, Al
decreases from 9.51 at.% to 7.85 at.%, and then to 7.35 at.% with increasing aging time.
This apparent “violation” of mass conservation is explained by the omission of the
boundary region adjacent to the interface when determining the plateau values; as is seen
in Table 5.1, the inflection point concentrations for Al in the γ'-phase increases with
increasing time from 16.58 at.% to 17.00 at.%, and then 17.47 at.% for aging times of 0,
0.25 h, and 264 h, respectively. These trends are simply due to the varying fraction of
mass in the boundary region versus the amount of material contained in precipitates with
aging time. In accordance with mass conservation, the plateau concentration of Cr in the
γ'-phase decreases from 6.9 at.% to 6.09 at.%, and then to 5.98 at.% with increasing aging
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time, while in the γ-phase, the chromium plateau concentration increases from 9.25 at.%
to 9.46 at.%, and then to 9.84 at.% with increasing aging time.
The concentration gradients of W in the γ'-phase observed in both the asquenched alloy and the sample aged for 0.25 h, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5.6,
are lower in the core of γ'-precipitates. This observation may be a result of coring, which
is when nuclei of one composition forms during nucleation and during subsequent growth
another composition is favored; in this case nucleation results in precipitates with Wenriched cores. These gradients disappear after 1 h of aging as shown in the proxigram in
Figure 5.7. Further analysis and investigation by modeling is needed to confirm this
effect in detail and to ascertain the mechanism.

After 1 h of aging, a constant

concentration of W is observed across γ'-precipitates, indicating that W atoms are able to
diffuse from the precipitate core to the interface during this time period. The average
diameter ( d ) of the γ'-precipitates is 18.3 nm, which is determined by averaging the
diameter of five precipitates whose diameters range in size from 16.4 to 20.9 nm. With
this in mind, a reasonable estimate for the
D = ⎛⎜
⎝

x2

at 1 h is 2d . Employing

2

x 2 ⎞⎟ / 6t , the diffusion coefficient of W in Ni3Al is 6.2 x 10-20 m2 s-1 at 800°C.
⎠

Using the diffusion data reported in reference [120], the diffusion coefficient of W in
pure Ni is 1.13 x 10-18 m2 s-1, which is a factor of 18 larger than the calculated diffusivity
for W in γ'-phase at 800°C.
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4. Conclusions
Utilizing 3DAP microscopy and TEM, the temporal evolution of the γ'nanostructure is explored for two alloys, Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0
W at.%, isothermally aged at 800°C, leading to the following results:

•

Spheroidal precipitates (5-15 nm diameter) form during quenching in both alloys.
These precipitates undergo a transition from a spheroidal to a cuboidal
morphology (Figure 5.1 & Figure 5.2). The characterization of the nanostructure
presented in this chapter demonstrates that the addition of 2 at.% W decreases
significantly the coarsening kinetics and leads to a larger γ'-volume fraction for
longer aging times in agreement with ThermoCalc predictions by the Saunders
thermodynamic database for Ni-base alloys [46].

•

A method is developed to determine reproducibly phase compositions from 3DAP
microscopy data, employing an approach that we denote the inflection-point
method. Table 5.1 presents the inflection-point concentrations and partitioning
ratios determined by this method for both alloys as a function of aging time. The
inflection-point method includes the γ/γ' interfacial region in its determination.
An alternate approach, which we refer to as the plateau method, omits the volume
associated with the heterophase interface, [53]. For Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.%, the
plateau concentrations of Al in both γ and γ' phases decrease with increasing
aging time, which is a violation of mass conservation.

The inclusion of
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interfacial regions, as seen in Table 5.1, reverses the trend in γ'-phase, that is,
inflection-point concentrations of Al in the γ'-phase increases with increasing
aging time.

•

The partitioning ratios change initially with increasing aging time (Figure 5.4),
but reach a plateau for longer aging times, that is, after 1 h for Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr
at.% and after 4 h for Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.%. Equilibrium partitioning
ratios for Al, Cr and W are extrapolated from Figure 5.4 and listed in Table 5.2.
In the W-containing alloy, aluminum and chromium partition more strongly by a
factor of 1.31 and 1.80 to the γ'- and γ-phases, respectively, and the partitioning of
W evolves temporally more slowly than that of Al and Cr.

•

For the as-quenched state of the quaternary alloy, Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.%,
pronounced chromium partitioning (Figure 5.6a) to the matrix is observed and is
characterized by a sharp rise within 1.5 nm of the γ/γ' interface. In contrast to the
ternary alloy, where a Cr gradient exists across the entire range (6 nm) of the
spatially resolved concentration profile in Figure 5.5a.

•

Proxigram analyses reveal concentration gradients of W within γ'-precipitates for
the as-quenched and 0.25 h aging times (Figure 5.6), where the precipitate cores
contain a lower W concentration, approximately 2.0 at.% W, than the
concentration within the regions immediately adjacent to the interface,
approximately 2.5 at.% W. These gradients disappear after 1 h aging (Figure 5.7).
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From this data, the diffusion coefficient of W in γ'-phase is estimated to be 6.2 x
10-20 m2 s-1 at 800°C, which is a factor of 18 smaller than the diffusivity of W in
the pure Ni3Al [120].
.

Chapter 6
The influence of tungsten on the nanostructural
temporal evolution of a model Ni-Al-Cr superalloy
1. Introduction
The widespread use of γ'-precipitate strengthened Ni-base superalloys in high
temperature structural applications has warranted extensive experimental studies of its
coarsening kinetics [9,11,12,23,76-78,111,121-124]. To improve its high temperature
use, modern commercial Ni-base superalloys are comprised of a large number of alloying
additions, which influence the operating temperature, the lattice parameter misfit between
the γ'-precipitates and γ-matrix, the phase compositions, and the coarsening kinetics. The
interplay between elastic effects and the rate-controlling diffusion of slower diffusing
species is essential for controlling the coarsening kinetics and extending the operating
service time of Ni-base superalloys.

Toward this end, this research, as part of a

systematic study, aims to understand the influence of refractory element additions on the
coarsening behavior in model Ni-based superalloys.
In the previous chapter, 3DAP microscopy of Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7
Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% samples in the as-quenched state establish that γ'-phase separation
occurs during the quench. The nanometer-sized γ'-precipitates are spheroidal with radii
of 5-15 nm. In this chapter, the precipitate morphology and the coarsening kinetics in
142
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these alloys, isothermally aged at 800°C, is investigated by SEM and AFM for aging
times of 4 h and longer, where the elemental partitioning between the γ- and γ'-phases is
nearly constant (§2.3 of Chapter 5), at precipitate dimensions that can be reasonably wellresolved by these microscopic techniques.

2. Results
2.1. Morphological development
Figure 6.1 displays SEM images of the γ'-precipitates (light) protruding above a
chemically etched γ-matrix (dark) at constant magnification and provides a twodimensional visual representation of the temporal evolution of the nanostructure within
the ternary alloy (upper four-square panel, a-d) and within the quaternary alloy with 2
at.% W (lower four-square panel, e-h). The alloy containing 2 at.% W has a larger
precipitated volume fraction of γ'-precipitates, φ, which is a direct result of the higher
matrix supersaturation, and in qualitative agreement with ThermoCalc predictions of φeq
at 800°C, 0.179 and 0.332 for the ternary and quaternary, respectively (Table 2.1),
utilizing the Saunders’ thermodynamic database. With increased aging time, the areal
density of the γ'-precipitates, N 'a , decreases as their dimensions increase, indicating that
nucleation ends prior to 4 h. Overall, for any given aging time, the γ'-precipitates’ radii
are smaller in the quaternary alloy than in the ternary alloy, in addition, the value of N 'a
is greater. As the rate of nucleation during the earliest stages of decomposition is
extremely sensitive to the supersaturation (classical theory of nucleation, e.g. [125]), the
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higher N 'a results from the large value of the nucleation current (number of nuclei m-3 s-1)
coupled with slower coarsening kinetics (§3 of Chapter 5) in the higher-supersaturated
quaternary alloy.
For the 4 and 16 h aging states of the ternary alloy (Figure 6.1a & b), the γ'precipitates in the 2D images appear spheroidal, isolated, and uniformly distributed
throughout the γ-matrix. After 64 h (Figure 6.1c), the precipitates become slightly
cuboidal, that is, the corners of cubes are significantly rounded, marking the onset of the
elastically-induced sphere-to-cube transition. For the final aging time of 264 h (Figure
6.1d), the corners of the cuboids are more sharply defined as their faces flatten,
establishing a more-faceted cube-like morphology.

For the quaternary alloy, the 4 and

16 h aging states (Figure 6.1e & f) contain a higher number density of spheroidal γ'precipitates that leads to some coalescence between the precipitates. With increased
aging, the spheroids evolve into highly faceted cuboids at t = 64 h, which is retained in
the 264 h aging state (Figure 6.1g & h).

For both alloys, γ'-precipitates with a

nonequiaxed rectangular parallelepiped morphology, that break the four-fold symmetry
of a spheroid or a cuboid and are common to the advanced stages of γ'-coarsening
[12,121], are not observed in significant numbers.
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Figure 6.1. SEM micrographs of the γ'-precipitates (light) protruding from
the chemically etched γ-matrix (dark) in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% after aging
for: (a) 4 h, (b) 16 h, (c) 64 h, and (d) 264 h and in Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W
at.% after aging for (e) 4 h, (f) 16 h, (g) 64 h, and (h) 264 h.
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In the γ/γ' systems, the pioneering work of Ardell and Nicholson [12,121] was the
first to establish experimentally that the cube-to-sphere morphological transition is
accompanied by precipitate alignment along the elastically soft <001>-type directions.
Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 present wide field-of-view images of the nanostructure, after
the onset of this transition, in Ni-9.7 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.%,
respectively.

Although no diffraction information was collected, the observed

nanostructures, presented in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, suggest that the specimens have a
surface-normal near a <001>-type direction. In the 64 h aging state of the lower volume
fraction ternary system (φ eq = 0.189) (Figure 6.2), the cuboidal γ'-precipitates that contain
significantly rounded corners align in long strings along an <001>-type direction with
shallow curvatures. With increased aging to 264 h, the alignment changes and the highly
faceted-cuboids, with a great degree of corner matching, align along two-orthogonal
directions in clustered groups. In contrast to the ternary alloy, the γ'-precipitates in the 64
h aging state of the quaternary alloy (Figure 6.3) are highly faceted. A small edge-to-edge
interprecipitate distance prevents them from aligning in long strings. With further aging
to 264 h, the distance between precipitates increases and a more pronounced alignment in
two-directions is observed, and similar to the ternary alloy, the γ'-precipitates cluster in
groups. The high volume fraction in the quaternary alloy, (φ eq = 0.308), leads to a small
fraction of coalesced precipitates with a high aspect ratio. Typically, the coalesced
precipitates are elongated rectangular parallelepipeds, although other more irregular
morphologies are also present.
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Figure 6.2. SEM micrographs of the γ'-precipitates in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr
at.% after aging for (a) 64 h and (b) 264 h, where the polished surface is
nearly parallel to an {001}-plane.
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Figure 6.3. SEM micrographs of the γ'-precipitates in Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr2.0 W at.% after aging for (a) 64 h and (b) 264 h, where the polished
surface is nearly parallel to an {001}-plane.
.
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2.2. Two-dimensional particle-size distributions (PSDs) and pair-correlation
functions (PCFs)
For all morphologies, the γ'-precipitate dimensions were determined from the
area-equivalent radius of a circle, RPS, yielding one effective quantity [122], and allowing
the 2D particle size distributions, PSDPSs to be measured. Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5
present the temporal evolution of the scaled PSDPSs for the ternary and quaternary alloys,
which are compared to the φ eq = 0.2 and φ eq = 0.3 steady-state predictions of Akaiwa and
Voorhees [126] for coarsening in systems with spherical precipitate geometries. Note
that the steady-state predictions are for volume fractions that are reasonably close to the
measured φ eqs of 0.189 and 0.308 in the ternary and quaternary alloys, respectively.
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 demonstrate that the PSDPSs evolve with time and are not selfsimilar.
For the 4 h aging state of Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr (Figure 6.4), the PSDPS is broader than
the steady-state prediction leading to an extended tail at high RPS /< RPS > values. In
addition, the PSDPS’s maximum appears at a smaller RPS /< RPS > value of 0.9 than the
steady-state prediction of 1.15. Between 16 h and 64 h, the PSDPSs narrow as the height
of the maximum at RPS /< RPS > = 0.9 increases. In the final aging state, the maximum
shifts to the value predicted by AV model, and the distribution is in close agreement with
the steady-state prediction.
For the 4 h aging state of Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% (Figure 6.5), similar to the
ternary alloy, the PSDPS has a sharp maximum at a smaller RPS /< RPS > value, 0.9, than
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the steady-state prediction of 1.15. With further aging, the height of the maximum at 0.9
decreases and the PSDPSs remain skewed towards smaller scaled radii. For the final
aging state, the PSDPS approaches a steady-state but does not match exactly the AV
steady-state prediction, as the values at smaller RPS /< RPS > are still higher than they
should be.
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Figure 6.4. Temporal evolution of the scaled particle size distributions for
a Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% alloy aged at 800°C with φ eq = 0.189, compared to
the steady-state prediction of Akaiwa and Voorhees [126] for φ = 0.2.
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Figure 6.5. Temporal evolution of the scaled particle size distributions for
a Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% alloy aged at 800°C with φ eq = 0.308
compared to the steady-state prediction of Akaiwa and Voorhees [126] for
φ = 0.3.
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The observed microstructural evolution can be better understood from the
temporal evolution of the 2D pair-correlation functions, PCFPSs. The temporal evolution
of the normalized PCFPSs for the ternary alloy is displayed in Figure 6.6. In all the
PCFPSs, an exclusion zone, typically 2<RPS>, exists, and is the region around a precipitate
center that is nearly precipitate free. For the scaled radial distances, r/<RPS>, outside the
exclusion zone, the normalized PCFPSs’ values in the ternary alloy do not deviate
strongly from unity and have approximately the same occurrence probabilities.
However, for the shortest aging time, 4 h, a small peak with 1.2 times the normalized
height occurs at r/<RPS> = 3.25. With further aging the height of this peak decreases
slightly to 1.15 and the peak shifts to r/<RPS> = 2.75, indicating that the exclusion zone
has shrunk. Interestingly, for t ≥ 16 h, the PCFPSs are time-invariant, although the
PSDPSs evolve temporally and the γ'-precipitates undergo a transition from spheroids-tocuboids.
Figure 6.7 exhibits the temporal evolution of the normalized PCFPSs for the
quaternary alloy. For the PCFPSs of t ≤ 64 h, a sharp peak with a normalized height of
~1.4 occurs at r/<RPS> = 2.75, indicating a tendency for the γ'-precipitates to cluster
strongly at this distance, and results from the higher number density and larger volume
fraction in these samples.

Adjacent to the sharp peak, a slight minimum, with a

normalized height of 0.9, at r/<RPS> = 4.25, reflects a smaller probability of finding
precipitates at this distance and is considered to be a measure of the extension of the
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clustering observed in the micrographs. For the final aging state, the height of the
clustering peak decreases significantly to 1.2 as the system approaches steady-state.

Figure 6.6. Temporal evolution of the normalized pair correlation
function for a Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% alloy aged at 800°C.

Figure 6.7. Temporal evolution of the normalized pair correlation
function for a Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% alloy aged at 800°C.
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2.3. Stereological analysis
When the polish relief depth is comparable to the feature size, projection effects
need to be considered. Given that the γ'-precipitates range in size from 10-100 nm, the
polish relief depths (Table 6.1 and Table 6.2) necessary to obtain sufficient imaging
contrast between the γ-phase and γ'-phase are not negligible, and need to be treated
explicitly in a stereological analysis. With this in mind, a surface with significant polish
relief relative to the precipitate size is analogous to a finite section with one transparent
phase and one opaque, as in conventional dark-field TEM imaging.
For a finite section, the φ, Nv, and the interfacial area per unit volume (Sv) are
determined from the following stereological relationships [127]:

⎛1
⎝2

φ = Aa′ − h ⋅ ⎜ Pl′ − N a′ ⋅
Nv =

and

h < H' > ⎞
⎟,
h+ < H ' > ⎠

N a′
,
h+2<R>

S v = 2 Pl′ − 4 N a′ ⋅

h < H' >
h+ < H' >

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

where A'a is the precipitated areal fraction; h is the polish relief depth; Pl' is the points per
unit length; N 'a is the areal density of precipitates; <H'> is the mean caliper
measurement; and <R> the average precipitate radius in 3D.

The prime notation

differentiates these quantities from measurements made on a planar section.

The

measurements on the polish relief surfaces are contained in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2,
while the calculated properties from Equations 6.1-6.3 are contained in Table 6.3 and
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Table 6.4. Note, to obtain a measurement of <R> (Table 6.3 and Table 6.4), the PSDPSs
are converted to three-dimensional PSDs employing methods outlined in reference [128].
This conversion procedure yields values for <R> at t =264 h in agreement with the TEM
measurements presented in §2.1 of Chapter 5.
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Table 6.1. Nanostructural measurementsa obtained from the image analyses of
chemically etched Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% samples

a.

t
(h)

h ± σa
(nm)

<H'> ± σ b
(nm)

A'a ± σ b
(%)

N 'a ± σ b
x 1013 (m-2)

Pl' ± σ b
(µm-1)

4

20 ± 4

41 ± 3

24 ± 4

15.1 ± 0.5

14.3 ± 0.6

16

17.0 ± 1.7

75 ± 6

24.7 ± 1.2

5.06 ± 0.09

7.29 ± 0.17

64

35 ± 4

119 ± 7

27 ± 3

2.56 ± 0.05

5.98 ± 0.14

264

25.8 ± 2.8

384 ± 10

22.7 ± 1.2

1.166 ± 0.027 3.26 ± 0.08

'

'

h is the polish relief depth; <H'> is the mean caliper length; Aa is the areal fraction; Pl is the points per
'

unit length; N a is the areal density of the γ'-precipitates;
Standard deviation of multiple independent AFM measurements
c.
Stand error propagation [54] based on counting errors and tracing errors
b.

Table 6.2. Nanostructural measurementsa obtained from the image analysis of chemically
etched Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% samples

a.

t
(h)

h ± σa
(nm)

<H'> ± σ b
(nm)

A'a ± σ b
(%)

N 'a ± σ b
x 1013 (m-2)

Pl' ± σ b
(µm-1)

4

3.8 ± 0.7

37.0 ± 2.0

39 ± 4

32.3 ± 0.6

23.7 ± 0.5

16

9.2 ± 1.4

56.6 ± 2.5

40 ± 4

14.0 ± 0.3

17.2 ± 0.4

64

7.1 ± 0.7

79 ± 3

36 ± 3

6.41 ± 0.16

11.00 ± 0.25

264

26 ± 3

118 ± 5

37.9 ± 1.6

3.28 ± 0.07

8.00 ± 0.18

h is the polish relief depth; <H'> is the mean caliper length;
'

A'a is the areal fraction; Pl' is the points per

unit length; N a is the areal density of the γ'-precipitates;
b.
Standard deviation of multiple independent AFM measurements
c.
Stand error propagation [54] based on counting errors and tracing errors
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Table 6.3. Temporal evolution of the nanostructural propertiesa of the γ'-precipitates in
Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% aged isothermally at 800°C
t
(h)

Npptb

4

<R>PS ± σ
(nm)

<R> ± σ
(nm)

Nv ± 2σ
x 1020 (m-3)

φ ±σ
(%)

Sv ± σ
x 106 (m-1)

869

20.8 ± 1.8

31.1 ± 2.7

29 ± 5

14 ± 5

20 ± 8

16

3179

37.3 ± 2.9

58 ± 5

6.8 ± 1.1

19.7 ± 1.3

12 ± 4

64

2752

59 ± 4

88 ± 5

2.1 ± 0.5

19 ± 3

9.2 ± 2.8

264

1418

81 ± 6

141 ± 15

0.70 ± 0.13

19.2 ± 1.3

5.4 ± 1.2

a.

The average circular-equivalent radius (<R>PS), the average 3D radius (<R>) determined from PSDPSs by
conversion [128], the number density (Nv), volume fraction (φ), and the interfacial area per unit volume (Sv)
with standard errors determined by error propagation [54].
b.
Nppt is the number of precipitates analyzed for PSD, which excludes precipitates intersected by the image
edge.

Table 6.4. Temporal evolution of the nanostructural propertiesa of the γ'-precipitates in
Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2 W at.% aged isothermally at 800°C
t
(h)

Npptb

4

<R>PS ± σ
(nm)

<R> ± σ
(nm)

Nv ± 2σ
x 1020 (m-3)

φ ±σ
(%)

Sv ± σ
x 106 (m-1)

2585

18.4 ± 1.1

28.2 ± 1.6

101 ± 12

35 ± 4

43 ± 4

16

1691

28.0 ± 1.4

43.3 ± 2.2

26.7 ± 3.0

33 ± 4

30 ± 3

64

1580

40.0 ± 1.9

57.4 ± 2.8

9.9 ± 1.0

33 ± 3

20.3 ± 1.9

264

1989

56.2 ± 2.8

96 ± 9

2.7 ± 0.4

29.4 ± 1.9

13.2 ± 2.5

a.

The average circular-equivalent radius (<R>PS), the average 3D radius (<R>) determined from PSDPSs by
conversion [128], the number density (Nv), volume fraction (φ), and the interfacial area per unit volume (Sv)
with standard errors determined by error propagation [54].
b.
Nppt is the number of precipitates analyzed for PSD, which excludes precipitates intersected by the image
edge.
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Figure 6.8 compares the stereologically calculated φ values (Equation 6.1) with
phase extraction measurement results (Table 2.3 and Table 2.4) for the 264 h aging state,

φPE, which demonstrates that the stereological procedure is reasonable. For both alloys,
for the time-scale investigated, the calculated φ value is constant, within experimental
error, and agrees with φPE, thus φPE is a good measure for φ eq. As the decomposition has
reached φ eq, diffusion-limited growth is finished and the transformation is within a pure
coarsening regime. In the ternary alloy, the calculated φ value for the 4 h aging state is
14 ± 5% and is somewhat lower than φ eq. This particular measurement may be artificially
small due to precipitate fall-out during etching, as h when compared to <R> is relatively
large.

Figure 6.8. The stereologically determined volume fraction measurements
compared to the phase extraction (PE) measurements, denoted by the solid
line, for the 264 h aging state of the Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% and Ni-9.7 Al8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% alloys aged isothermally at 800°C
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2.4. Coarsening kinetics
During steady-state coarsening, <R> decreases as:
< R(t) > 3 − < R(0) > 3 = Kt ,

(6.4)

< Sv (t) >−3 − < Sv (0) >−3 = K S t ;

(6.5)

while <Sv > decreases as [129]:

where K and KS are the coarsening rate constants and <R(0)> and <Sv(0)> are the
pertinent values at the onset of coarsening. For the finite sections under consideration,
the calculated <R> values are confounded by approximations of circular equivalence and
of 2D to 3D conversion, while the measurement of Sv can be made without assuming a
specific precipitate morphology [127].

The quantity Sv provides, however, no

information about the morphology or size distribution of individual precipitates. Based
on Equations 6.4 and 6.5, the coarsening rate constants, K and Ks, are obtained from the
slopes of plots in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10, where the error is determined from a linear
regression analysis of the best-fit of the experimental data. For both <Sv>-3 and <R>3, a
linear relationship with time holds, and the ternary alloy coarsens at rate that is 3.3 times
faster than the quaternary alloy containing W.

During steady-state coarsening,

independent of the number of components, Nv is proportional to t-1 [63].

The

experimental power-law time dependencies (Figure 6.11), –0.84 ± 0.04 for the ternary
and –0.88 ± 0.07 for the quaternary, deviate from the steady-state prediction, which is
additional evidence that the systems have not achieved a steady-state.
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Figure 6.9. The temporal evolution of the average precipitate radius and
interfacial area per unit volume for a Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% alloy aged at
800°C. The coarsening rate constants are determined from the best linear
fit of the data.
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Figure 6.10. The temporal evolution of the average precipitate radius and
interfacial area per unit volume for a Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% alloy
aged at 800°C. The coarsening rate constants are determined from the
best linear fit of the data.
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Figure 6.11. The temporal evolution of the number density of γ'precipitates in Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% alloys
aged isothermally at 800°C.
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3. Discussion
3.1. Morphological evolution
At early aging times, the morphology of γ'-precipitates is spheroidal. With further
aging and increasing <R>, the γ'-precipitates become less rounded and {100}-type facets
form as a cuboidal morphology develops.

The radius at which the microstructure

becomes cuboidal is estimated to be <R> = 88 nm (t = 64 h) for the ternary alloy and <R>
= 50 nm (t ≈ 32 h) for the quaternary alloy from the micrographs in Figure 6.1. The
spheroid-to-cuboid transition can be understood as a competition of the elastic selfenergy and precipitate/matrix interfacial energy [130], which ultimately determines the
equilibrium shape. As the precipitate grows, the elastic self-energy increases as R3, while
the interfacial energy of each precipitate increases as R2. Hence, as coarsening proceeds
in elastically stressed systems the elastic energy becomes more influential.

In a

relationship developed by Thompson et al. [26], the relative magnitude of the elastic
energy to the interfacial energy, σαβ, can be quantified by a dimensionless quantity, L:
L=

ε 2C44
R;
σ αβ

(6.6)

where ε is the misfit strain, defined as ε= (aγ '– aγ)/aγ and C44 is an elastic constant for the
matrix phase. For a misfitting precipitate with a purely dilatational misfit in a Ni matrix,
L = 2 to 4 for the equilibrium shape of a 4-fold symmetric cuboid [26]. Substituting
values for the ternary alloy of ε = 0.0022 ± 0.0007 (§1.5 of Chapter 2), σαβ = 0.023 ±
0.007 J m-2 (§3.1 of Chapter 4), C44 = 95 ± 10 GPa [74], and R =88 nm, the value of L is
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1.8 ± 1.4, which is in near agreement with the model. That the transition from spheresto-cubes occurs at a smaller R value in the quaternary alloy most likely results from the
larger lattice parameter misfit between the γ- and γ'-phases, since L is proportional to ε2.
Precipitate alignment results from the minimization of the elastic interactions
between the γ'-precipitates, where the interaction energy depends on the elastic
anisotropy, as well as the difference in elastic constants between the phases, and the sign
and magnitude of ε [12,25]. The interaction of long-range elastic fields with one another
gives rise to a configurational force that is attractive at long distances and repulsive at
short distances [131,132]. In the ternary alloy, near the spheroid-to-cuboid transition, the
γ'-precipitates, which have significant degree of rounding, align initially in isolated
strings of precipitates along one <001>-direction. As γ'-precipitates increase in size and
become more faceted, they align in two-orthogonal <001>-directions in clusters of
precipitates with limited extension, 3-5 <R>. Voorhees and Johnson [132] demonstrated
that if the negative elastic energy along the <100>-directions and the positive elastic
energy along the <110>-directions are approximately the same magnitude, then the most
favorable three-dimensional spatial alignment for misfitting cuboidal precipitates is an
isolated one-dimensional string.

Further investigation is needed to ascertain the

relationship between the evolving morphology and the magnitude of elastic energies
along the <100>- and<110>-directions. In the quaternary alloy, a similar microstructure
of 2D clusters of precipitates is observed for both the spheroidal and cuboidal
morphologies of γ'-precipitates over the entire time scale investigated. As shown in
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Figure 6.7, these cluster zones of precipitates extend 4.25 <RPS>. Unlike the ternary
alloy, isolated strings of precipitates are not observed in the quaternary alloy (Figure 6.1
e-h and Figure 6.3) and are not possible, even at shorter times, as inter-string interactions
at the higher volume fraction (Figure 6.8) prevent their formation [133]. Recently, Lund
and Voorhees [133] characterized in 3D, on a micron scale, the γ'-microstructure of a Ni24.0 Co-5.0 Cr-2.5 Mo-4.0 Al-4.0 Ti wt. % alloy for φ = 0.272. In their alloy, with a
similar φ to the ternary and quaternary alloys investigated, the γ'-precipitates aligned in
isolated sheets. A two-dimensional slice within an isolated sheet of γ'-precipitates yields
an array of 2D clusters with limited extension [133], consistent with the experimental
observations for the later aging times in the ternary and quaternary alloy investigated.

3.2. Coarsening kinetics
In recent work on the coarsening behavior in Ni-Al alloys [134], it was found,
even at the long coarsening times when the elastic energy is significant and the
microstructure consisted of rod-shaped precipitates, that <Sv > follows a t-1/3 law, and the
coarsening process is interfacially-driven rather than elastically-driven.

The

microstructures in the systems under investigation are not as coarse and the magnitude of
elastic energy effects, which scale as R3, are likely not as large as the Ni-Al alloys
discussed in [134]. Therefore, the ternary and quaternary alloys investigated are expected
to be governed by interfacially-driven coarsening. Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10
demonstrate that the coarsening kinetics of <R> and <Sv > do obey the t1/3 and t -1/3 laws
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for interfacially-driven coarsening. The measured temporal power-law dependencies of
Nv from the stereological analysis of the 2D structure are –0.84 ± 0.04 for the ternary
alloy and –0.88 ± 0.07 for the quaternary alloy (Figure 6.11), and are in good agreement
with each other, but deviate from the steady-state prediction of –1. The PSDPSs (Figure
6.4 and Figure 6.5) of both alloys continually evolve with time verifying that the systems
have not yet achieved a steady-state; however, at the longest aging time, 264 h, the
PSDPSs for both alloys are similar to the steady-state prediction [126].
The coarsening kinetics are significantly affected by the addition of W. The
ternary alloy under investigation coarsens at a rate (K) that is 3.3 times faster than the
quaternary alloy, even though its precipitated volume fraction is smaller than the alloy
containing W. This behavior suggests that the alloy’s chemistry plays a critical role in
the coarsening behavior of these systems. For a stress-free ternary-alloy, as discussed in
Chapter 4, the KV model presents a relationship for the coarsening rate constant, denoted
as KKV, which depends on: (i) the partitioning between the phases, pi = Ciγ ',eq – Ciγ ,eq ; (ii)
the relative ratios of curvatures of the Gibbs free-energy surfaces for the matrix phase
(G,ii); and (iii) the solute diffusivities (Dii) of component i. The quantity KKV is given by:
K KV =

(

p
9 2 p 2 G,α22
D22

8σ αβ Vmβ
;
p3
α
α
α
+ p3G, 23 +
p 2 G, 23 + p3G,33
D33

)

(

)

(6.7)

where Vmβ is the average atomic volume per mol of the precipitate phase β and σαβ is the
interfacial free-energy of the precipitate/matrix interface. Although Equation 6.7 applies
to ternary alloys, the dependence of the coarsening rate constant on the alloy’s chemistry
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has a similar form for a quaternary alloy. In Chapter 5, the compositional temporal
evolution, as investigated by 3DAP microscopy, was reported on. The addition of W
influences the phase compositions for samples aged for 4 h and longer in the following
manner: (i) Cr partitions more strongly to the γ-matrix, by a factor of 1.80 ± 0.09 (Table
5.2), than in the ternary alloy; (ii) Al partitions more strongly to γ'-precipitates, by a
factor of 1.31 ± 0.05; and, (iii) there are approximately twice as many W atoms per unit
volume in the γ'-precipitates than in the γ-matrix (Table 5.2).

In comparison to its

influence on the elemental partitioning, the effect of W on the solute diffusivities is
minor, reducing the Al and Cr tracer diffusivities in the γ-phase by 2-3 % [106,107]. For
the quaternary alloy, the addition of W leads to an additional term in the denominator of
Equation 6.7 that is associated with the W partitioning. The relative magnitude of this
term is significant, even though the pW is an order of magnitude smaller than pAl (Table
2.4), the tracer diffusivity of W in γ-matrix, 4.93 x 10-18 m2 s-1 [106,107], is
approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the tracer diffusivity of Cr, the next
slowest diffusing species, and counters the effect of the small pW. Given that the Dii do
not change significantly for the alloys studied, it is the influence of W on the partitioning
behavior of elemental species, as well as low mobility, that causes the coarsening rate in
the quaternary alloy to be slower than the ternary alloy. A similar coarsening behavior
has been established in Ni-Al-Mo alloys [109,122], where the diffusivity of Mo in Ni is
smaller than that of Al in Mo.
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4. Conclusions
Utilizing SEM and AFM, the morphology and coarsening kinetics of the γ'nanostructure is explored for two alloys, Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W
at.%, isothermally aged at 800°C, leading to the following results:
•

Employing stereological relationships for a 3D section with a finite thickness
(Equations 6.1-6.3), the volume fraction, number density, interfacial area per unit
volume, and precipitate radii (Table 6.2) of the γ'-precipitates protruding from a
chemically etched γ-matrix were precisely characterized through imaging with
SEM combined with AFM measurements of the polish relief depth, which ranged
from several to tens of nanometers with a typical measuring error of 10 % (Table
6.1).

•

Initially, the nanostructure in the Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% alloy evolves temporally
from isolated spheroidal γ'-precipitates uniformly distributed, to strings of
rounded cuboidal precipitates aligned along one <100>-direction, and finally, to
highly-faceted cuboids aligned in two <100>-directions in groups with limited
spatial extension, 3-5 <R> (Figure 6.1a-d and Figure 6.2).

•

For the shorter aging times, 4 h and 16 h, the nanostructure in Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr2.0 W at.% alloy consists of a higher number density (Figure 6.11) of spheroidal
γ'-precipitates (Figure 6.1e-f) than the ternary, where a small fraction of γ'precipitates are coalesced. A sharp peak in the two-dimensional pair-correlations
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functions, Figure 6.7, at a distance of 2.75<R> establishes that γ'-precipitates have
a tendency to cluster at this distance. With further aging, the γ'-precipitates
become cuboidal and align along the elastically soft <100>-directions in groups
with limited extension (Figure 6.1g-h and Figure 6.3). The spheroid-to-cuboid
transition occurs at smaller radii (~50 nm) than in the ternary alloy (~90 nm) and
is attributed to larger lattice parameter misfit between the γ- and γ'-phases.
•

Initially, the two-dimensional particle size distributions in both alloys (Figure 6.4
and Figure 6.5) are skewed towards smaller radii in comparison to the steady-state
prediction of the AV model [126]. With time, the PSDPSs shift and in the final
aging state are in near agreement with the steady-state prediction. Furthermore,
the pair-correlation functions for the quaternary alloy, in agreement with the trend
observed in the PSDPSs, continually evolve temporally (Figure 6.7), indicating the
system is not in steady-state. The pair-correlation functions for the ternary alloy
appear, however, to be time-invariant after 16 h of aging (Figure 6.6), while both
the nanostructure and particle size distributions evolve.

•

The phase transformations investigated are in a pure coarsening regime having
achieved their equilibrium volume fraction at the shortest aging times investigated
(Figure 6.8).

The coarsening kinetics of the average precipitate radius and

average interfacial area per unit volume obey t 1/3 and t -1/3 laws (Figure 6.9 and
Figure 6.10), while the power law dependences of the number density are –0.84 ±
0.04 and –0.88 ± 0.07 for the ternary and quaternary alloys, respectively (Figure
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6.11).

The deviation of these time exponents from the model steady-state

prediction of –1 suggests the systems are not yet in a steady-state.
•

The addition of 2 at.% W to the Ni-Al-Cr alloy reduces the coarsening rate by
more than one-third.

As outlined in §2.3 of Chapter 5, the tungsten influences

significantly the elemental partitioning to the γ- and γ'-phases.

It is shown that

W’s influence on the partitioning, as well as its inherently slow diffusivity, are
responsible for the observed deceleration of the coarsening kinetics.

Chapter 7
Future Work

Possible extensions to this research are multiple. One direction that could add
significantly to the understanding of the mechanisms of decomposition is the
development of additional analytical methods for 3DAP microscopy data. In Chapter 3,
employing the proximity histogram method [52] to obtain statistically averaged
concentration profiles, a measure of the composition within sub-nanometer to nanometersized γ'-precipitates provided the first experimental verification of the effect of interfacial
curvature on precipitate composition in a ternary alloy. As these profiles are averaged
over all crystallographic directions, a powerful extension would be the deconvolution of
the orientation dependence, a tool that could also provide physical insight into interfacial
segregation studies.
In Chapter 3, the RDF analyses of the earliest stages of isothermal decomposition
in the model Ni-Al-Cr alloy established the presence of Ni3Al-type short-range ordering.
The instrumental spatial resolution of 3DAP microscope, however, particularly in the
lateral direction, allowed only a semi-quantitative measure of the magnitude of shortrange ordering. Alternatively, a linear analog of the RDF in the analysis direction [135],
which takes advantage of the superior spatial resolution of the 3DAP microscope data
along its depth, has the potential to measure quantitatively in direct space the Warren172
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Cowley SRO parameters at the nearest neighbor distances, in particular for the wider
spaced 1st-4th nearest neighbor distances in cubic materials. Although, such an approach
greatly reduces the statistics of the measurement over its 3D counterpart, the introduction
of LEAP microscope data, whose typical lateral detections areas are 25 larger than the
conventional microscope, lessens this concern. A possible starting point would be binary
systems, where SRO parameters are established.
Ni-Al-Cr alloys, with small lattice misfits between the γ- and γ'-phases, are
excellent candidates to study nucleation in the solid-state in the absence of elastic effects
(§3.2 of Chapter 3). For Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.%, the duration of steady-state nucleation is
short, roughly 5 minutes, yet observable, at 600°C (Figure 3.8). To extend this time, a
smaller nucleation current (number of precipitates per unit volume per unit time) is
needed, which can achieved by either reducing the supersaturation and thereby moving
closer to the (γ + γ')/γ phase boundary or lowering the aging temperature to decelerate the
aging kinetics.

For the Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy (Chapters 3 and 4), the

characterization of the γ/γ' interfaces and surrounding regions with the proximity
histogram method established a broad interface width, 1.1 nm, relative to the average
precipitate radius, 0.75 nm, during steady-state nucleation, in which the solute
concentration within the precipitate core was enriched in solute above the equilibrium
concentration. Noting the broad interfacial width measured, classical nucleation theory
was not found to be adequate to describe Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% isothermally aged at
600°C. It would be interesting to investigate the nucleation kinetics and the interfacial
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width in Ni-Al-Cr alloys as a function of supersaturation along this isotherm and
isochrone in the context of classical and nonclassical nucleation theories.
Ni-9.8 Al-8.3 Cr at.% (base reference alloy) and Ni-9.7 Al-8.5 Cr-2.0 W at.% are
two alloys out of eleven that are part of a systematic investigation of the influence of
refractory alloying additions (W, Ta, Re [43], Nb, Ru) on the coarsening kinetics and
morphological development of the γ'-precipitates. To aid in design of superalloys for
high temperature structural use, a clear extension of this work would be to characterize
the mechanical properties and deformation mechanisms in these alloys, in particular, to
correlate the rafting behavior to the alloy composition.
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Appendix 1
Code for precipitate properties including best-fit
ellipsoid algorithm
(PRO FIT 5.6.3 for Macintosh computers)

The positions and chemical identities of the atoms contained within an
isoconcentration surface (Al-rich side), within the analyzed volume, are cut and copied
into a new file. A modified cluster search algorithm [94] labels all atoms in this file with
a number identifying to which precipitate each atom belongs. Figure A.1 presents a
visual representation of this labeling procedure and is created by assigning a different
color to each label number. The Turbo Pascal program that follows Figure A.1 and
Figure A.2 determines the center-of-mass, the composition, and the dimensions, which is
based on a best-fit ellipsoid algorithm that measures the major and two minor axes, as
well as the angle of rotation between the initial reference state axes and the set
corresponding to the major and minor axes of the best-fit-ellipsoid.
A schematic of the steps involved in the best-fit-ellipsoid algorithm is presented
in Figure A.2. For a reference space defined by Cartesian axes X1, X2, X3, the major and
minor axes of the best-fit-ellipsoid of a precipitate containing N atoms are determined
directly from its eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3), also referred to as the principle axes [136],
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obtained from the diagonalization of the characteristic length matrix, L in the reference
state by a Jacobian transformation of a symmetric second-rank matrix, as follows:
⎡l11
L = ⎢⎢l12
⎢⎣l13

l12
l 22
l13

l13 ⎤
⎡λ1
Transform
⎥
l 23 ⎥ ⎯⎯ ⎯⎯→⎢⎢ 0
⎢⎣ 0
l33 ⎥⎦

0

λ2
0

0⎤
0 ⎥⎥ ;
λ3 ⎥⎦

(A1.1)

where the characteristic lengths, ljk, are calculated from the positions of ith atom in the
reference space, x1(i), x2(i), and x3(i), relative to the precipitate’s center-of-mass, x1(cm),
x2(cm), and x3(cm), averaged over N atoms, employing:
l kk =

l jk = −

1
N

1
N

∑ (( x
N

j

⎞
⎛ 3
( x j (i ) − x j (cm)) 2 ⎟⎟ ; and,
∑i ⎜⎜ ∑
⎠
⎝ j≠k

(A1.2)

)

(A1.3)

N

(i ) − x j (cm)) 2 ( x k (i ) − x k (cm)) 2 for j ≠ k .

i

The Turbo Pascal code for the diagonalization of the L matrix is adopted from a Fortran
code presented in reference [137]. Defining λ1 > λ2 > λ3, the semi-axes (Si) of the bestfit-ellipsoid are given by:
Si =

5
( λ j + λ k − λi )
2

for i ≠ j ≠ k ;

(A1.4)

where S3 > S2 > S1 are the major semi-axis and two minor semi-axes, respectively. A
more detailed review of matrix transformations is contained in reference [136].
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Figure A.1. An isoconcentration surface defines the boundary between a
precipitate and the matrix phase. Each dot represents an atom and the
atoms within a precipitate (i.e. within the isoconcentration surface). Each
precipitate is labeled with a number, which are not shown, that is assigned
a color.

Figure A.2. Algorithm to determine the best-fit-ellipsoid involves three
steps: (i) for a reference set of axes, first, identify the x1, x2, x3 coordinates
of all atoms in a precipitate and its center-of-mass to obtain a matrix (L) of
characteristics lengths (Equations A.1-3); (ii) transform the axes by
diagonalization of the L matrix employing a Jacobian transformation of a
symmetric matrix; and (iii) obtain major and minor axes of the best-fit
ellipsoid from linear combinations of the eigenvalues of the transformed
matrix (Equation A1.4).
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Turbo Pascal code for PRO FIT 5.6.3
Comments in the program are opened by "{" and closed by "}"
{
After
running
a
data
set
through
the
modified
cluster
search
FlagAtomsByPrecipitate, this module can be used to return }
{ properties of each cluster (i.e. precipitate) identified by a flag number.
To use, have open the "flagged" data set.
Create a new }
{ data window that contains a column with the flag <cluster> number and what
ever additional info you might want, like }

{ number of atoms per cluster. Precipitate properties will place its results for each
cluster in this new data window. }
{ Original 4/02, C. Sudbrack }
{ Modified 8/03 by C. Sudbrack
ellipsoid. }

to

include

precipitate

size

fit

to

best-

{ surface area calculation is valid within 2%, it is a nonintegral approximation
taken from }
{ http://www.physik.astro.uni-bonn.de/~dieckman/SurfaceEllipsoid/SurfEll.html/}
{ you can also do the exact calculation in Mathematica using the semiaxes, a, b,
c }
{
best-fit
ellipsoid
takes
advantage
of
Jacobi
transformation
for
diagonalization of a symmetric matrix }
{ reference: Numerical Recipes- The Art of Scientific Computing (1986) }
program precipitate_properties;
const nmax = 100;
var
dataWin, typeCol, targetCol: integer;
index, thisType, sum1 : integer;
outRow, sum2, sum3, sum0 : integer;
inRow, flagWin, flagnumCol : integer;
k, flagCol, thisFlag : integer;
flagNum : array[1..200] of integer;
{array size must be
larger than total number of clusters/precipitates}
flagrange, size : integer;
c1, c2, c3 : real; {type concentrations of each cluster}
sum11, sum22, sum33: integer;
{tracks total number of atoms of each type in whole analysis}
xCol, yCol, zCol : integer;
sumX, sumY, sumZ : real;
{sum
of x, y, z of each cluster}
x_cm, y_cm, z_cm : real;
{center of masses}
deviance_SQ, rad_gyr, rad_gun : real;
{square of the deviance, radius of gyration, gunier radius}
ppt_density, vol_fromDensity, vol_fromEllipsoid : real;
diffxx, diffyy, diffzz, diffxy, diffyz, diffxz : real;
{ summation needed to determine L matrix for Jacobi transform }
lxx, lyy, lzz, lxy, lxz, lyz : real;
{ symmetric L matrix for Jacobi transform to determine eigenvalues }
a, v : matrix[3];
d, e : array[1..3] of real;
n, nrot : integer;
j, iq, ip, i : integer;
tresh, theta, tau, t, sm, s, h, g, c: real;
b, z : array[1..nmax] of real;
major, minor1, minor2 : real;
{
axes
of
best-fit ellipsoid }
r, SA_fromEllipsoid : real;
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begin
targetCol :=3;
flagnumCol:=1;
SetBoxTitle('Flag properties window');
Input('$WFlag properities window', flagWin, '$CFlag Number in Properties Data',
flagnumCol, '$CStarting Outing Column', targetCol);
SetCurrentWindow(flagWin);
if nrCols < targetCol +23 then
SetDataWindowProperties(window flagWin , nrCols (targetCol + 23) );
flagRange := nrRows;
{ number of flag
points }
for index := 1 to flagRange do
begin
flagNum[index] := data[index, flagnumCol];
end;
SetColName(targetCol, 'data point');
SetColName(targetCol+1, 'c1');
SetColName(targetCol+2, 'c1 error');
SetColName(targetCol+3, 'c2');
SetColName(targetCol+4, 'c2 error');
SetColName(targetCol+5, 'c3');
SetColName(targetCol+6, 'c3 error');
SetColName(targetCol+7, 'Total Atoms');
SetColName(targetCol+8, 'vol nm^3 (density)');
SetColName(targetCol+9, 'rad nm (density)');
SetColName(targetCol+10, 'x (Å)');
SetColName(targetCol+11, 'y (Å)');
SetColName(targetCol+12, 'z (Å)');
SetColName(targetCol+13, 'rad of gyration (nm)');
SetColName(targetCol+14, 'Gunier radius (nm)');
SetColName(targetCol+15, 'ellipsoid major axis (nm)');
SetColName(targetCol+16, 'minor1 (nm)');
SetColName(targetCol+17, 'minor2 (nm)');
SetColName(targetCol+18, 'vol nm^3 (ellipsoid)');
SetColName(targetCol+19, 'surface area nm^2 (ellipsoid)');
SetColName(targetCol+20, 'rad nm (ellipsoid)');
SetColName(targetCol+21, 'major/minor2');
SetColName(targetCol+22, 'major/minor1');
SetColName(targetCol+23, 'minor1/minor2');

data

Input ('$WData Window', dataWin, '$CType Column', typeCol, '$CFlag Number in Raw
Data', flagCol, '$Cx (Å)', xCol, '$Cy (Å)', yCol, '$Cz (Å)', zCol);
Input ('theoretical PPT density (atoms/nm3)', ppt_density);
SetCurrentWindow(dataWin);
typeCol := 3;
flagCol := 9;
index := 1;
sum0 :=0;
sum1 := 0;
sum2 := 0;
sum3 := 0;
sum11 := 0;
sum22 := 0;
sum33 := 0;
sumx := 0;
sumy := 0;
sumz := 0;
k:=1;
outRow := 1;
while outRow < flagRange + 1 do
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begin
inRow := 1;
Writeln(' cluster=', flagNum[outRow]);
while inRow < nrRows do
begin
SetCurrentWindow(dataWin);
thisFlag := flagNum[outRow];
thisType := data[inRow, typeCol];
if thisFlag = data[inRow,flagCol] then
begin
if thisType <> 0 then
begin
if thisType = 1 then
sum1 := sum1 + 1;
if thisType = 2 then
sum2 := sum2 + 1;
if thisType = 3 then
sum3 := sum3 + 1;
sumX := data[inRow,
xCol] + sumX;
sumY := data[inRow,
yCol] + sumY;
sumZ := data[inRow,
zCol] + sumZ;
end;
end;
inRow := inRow + 1;
end;
size := sum1+sum2+sum3;
x_cm := sumX/size;
y_cm := sumY/size;
z_cm := sumZ/size;
deviance_SQ := 0;
diffxx := 0;
diffyy := 0;
diffzz := 0;
diffxy := 0;
diffxz := 0;
diffyz := 0;
inRow := 1;
while inRow < nrRows do
begin
thisType :=data[inRow, typeCol];
if thisFlag = data[inRow,flagCol] then
begin
if thisType <> 0 then
begin
diffxx :=
(sqr(data[inRow, yCol] - y_cm )) + (sqr(data[inRow, zCol] - z_cm ))
diffyy :=
(sqr(data[inRow, xCol] - x_cm )) + (sqr(data[inRow, zCol] - z_cm ))
diffzz :=
(sqr(data[inRow, xCol] - x_cm )) + (sqr(data[inRow, yCol] - y_cm ))
diffxy :=
(data[inRow, xCol] - x_cm )* (data[inRow, yCol] - y_cm ));

diffxx
);
diffyy
);
diffzz
);
diffxy

+ (
+ (
+ (
- (
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diffxz

:=

diffxz

-

diffyz

:=

diffyz

-

((data[inRow, xCol] - x_cm )* (data[inRow, zCol] - z_cm ));
((data[inRow, yCol] - y_cm )* (data[inRow, zCol] - z_cm ));
deviance_SQ:=
deviance_SQ + ( (sqr(data[inRow, xCol] - x_cm )) + (sqr(data[inRow, yCol] - y_cm
))
+
(sqr(data[inRow, zCol] - z_cm )) );
end;
end;
inRow := inRow + 1;
end;
lxx := diffxx/size;
lyy := diffyy/size;
lzz := diffzz/size;
lxy := diffxy/size;
lxz := diffxz/size;
lyz := diffyz/size;
rad_gyr := sqrt(deviance_SQ/size);
rad_gun := (sqrt(5/3) )* rad_gyr;
{ code to determine eigenvalues of symmetric 3x3 matrixfrom a Numerical
Recipes book- Jacobi method}
{ note that some compilers may have an eigenvalue procedure built in their math
library }
a[1,1]
a[1,2]
a[1,3]
a[2,1]
a[2,2]
a[2,3]
a[3,1]
a[3,2]
a[3,3]

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

lxx;
lxy;
lxz;
lxy;
lyy;
lyz;
lxz;
lyz;
lzz;

n := 3;
nrot := 0;
for ip := 1 to n do
begin
for iq :=1 to n do
begin
v[ip, iq]:= 0.0;
end;
v[ip, ip] := 1.0;
end;
for ip := 1 to n do
begin
b[ip] := a[ip, ip];
d[ip] := b[ip];
z[ip] := 0;
end;
for i := 1 to 50 do
begin
sm := 0;
for ip := 1 to (n-1) do
begin
for iq := ip +1 to n do
begin
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sm

:=

sm

+abs(a[ip,iq])
end
end;
if sm= 0 then Leave;

if (i < 4) then tresh := 0.2*sm/sqr(n)
else tresh := 0;
for ip := 1 to n-1 do
begin
for iq := ip +1 to n do
begin
g := 100*abs(a[ip,iq]);
if ( (i > 4) AND ( (abs(d[ip])+g) =
abs(d[ip]) ) AND ((abs(d[iq]) + g) = abs(d[iq]) ) ) then
a[ip,iq] :=0
else if (abs(a[ip,iq]) > tresh) then
begin
h := d[iq]d[ip];
if
((abs(h)+g)= abs (h) ) then
begin
t := a[ip,iq]/h
end else begin
theta := 0.5*h/a[ip,iq];
t := 1.0 /( abs(theta) + sqrt(1+sqr(theta) ) );
if (theta < 0) then t := -t
end;
c := 1.0 /sqrt(1+sqr(t));
s := t * c;
tau := s/ (1+c);
h := t*a[ip,iq];
z[ip] := z[ip]- h;
z[iq] := z[iq]+ h;
d[ip] := d[ip]- h;
d[iq] := d[iq]+ h;
a[ip,iq]:= 0;
for j:= 1 to ip-1 do
begin
g:= a[j,ip];
h:= a[j,iq];
a[j,ip] := g-s*(h+g*tau);
a[j,iq] := h+s*(g-h*tau)
end;
for j:= iq +1 to n do
begin
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g:= a[ip,j];
h:= a[iq,j];
a[ip,j] := g-s*(h+g*tau);
a[iq,j] := h+s*(g-h*tau)
end;
for j :=1 to n do
begin
g := v[j,ip];
h := v[j,iq];
v[j,ip] := g-s*(h+g*tau);
v[j,iq] := h+s*(g-h*tau)
end;
nrot :=nrot +1;
end
end
end
end;
for ip := 1 to n do
begin
b[ip] := b[ip] + z[ip];
d[ip] := b[ip];
z[ip] := 0
end;

if
nrot >= 50 then
begin
writeln('DID NOT CONVERGE-- no eigenvalues found');
end;

if ((d[1] > d[2]) AND (d[1] > d[3])) then
begin
e[1] := d[1];
if d[2] > d[3] then
begin
e[2] := d[2];
e[3] := d[3];
end
else
begin
e[2] := d[3];
e[3] := d[2];
end;
end;
if ((d[2] > d[1]) AND (d[2] > d[3])) then
begin
e[1] := d[2];
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if d[1] > d[3] then
begin
e[2] := d[1];
e[3] := d[3];
end
else
begin
e[2] := d[3];
e[3] := d[1];
end;
end;
if ((d[3] > d[2]) AND (d[3] > d[1])) then
begin
e[1] := d[3];
if d[2] > d[1] then
begin
e[2] := d[2];
e[3] := d[1];
end
else
begin
e[2] := d[1];
e[3] := d[2];
end;
end;

major := 2*sqrt((e[1]+e[2]-e[3])*5./2.);
minor1:= 2*sqrt((e[1]+e[3]-e[2])*5./2.);
if e[3] +e[2] > e[1] then minor2 := 2*sqrt((e[3]+e[2]e[1])*5./2.);
if e[3] +e[2] <= e[1] then minor2 :=0;
vol_fromEllipsoid
(4*PI/3)*(major/2)*(minor1/2)*(minor2/2);

:=

{ surface area calculation is valid within 2%, it is a nonintegral approximation
taken from }
{ http://www.physik.astro.uni-bonn.de/~dieckman/SurfaceEllipsoid/SurfEll.html/}
{ you can also put the semiaxes, a, b, c, into Mathematica and get exact value}
r
:=(arccos(minor2/major))/
(
sqrt(
1(sqr(minor2)/sqr(major)) )) ;
SA_fromEllipsoid := (PI/2)* ( sqr(minor2) + major*minor1*r+
(
(sqr(minor1)-sqr(minor2))/(3*major*minor1)
)*(r^3)*(
sqr(minor2)0.5*sqr(major)+
(r^2)*(major^4*sqr(minor1)+3*major^4*sqr(minor2)12*sqr(major)*minor2^4+8*sqr(minor1)*minor2^4)/(40*sqr(major)*sqr(minor1)) ));

SetCurrentWindow(flagWin);
c1:=sum1/size;
c2:=sum2/size;
c3:=sum3/size;
vol_fromDensity := size/ (ppt_density*0.6);
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,

targetCol] := outRow;
targetCol+1] := c1;
targetCol+2] := sqrt ( (1-c1)*c1/size );
targetCol+3] := c2;
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data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
)^(1/3);
data[outRow,
data[outRow,
data[outRow,

targetCol+4] := sqrt ( (1-c2)*c2/size );
targetCol+5] := c3;
targetCol+6] := sqrt ( (1-c3)*c3/size );
targetCol+7] := size;
targetCol+8] := vol_fromDensity;
targetCol+9] := ( (3*vol_fromDensity)/ (4*PI) )^(1/3);
targetCol+10] := x_cm;
targetCol+11] := y_cm;
targetCol+12] := z_cm;
targetCol+13] := rad_gyr/10;
{ convert to nanometers }
targetCol+14] := rad_gun/10;
{ convert to nanometers }
targetCol+15] := major/10;
{ convert to nanometers }
targetCol+16] := minor1/10;{ convert to nanometers }
targetCol+17] := minor2/10;{ convert to nanometers }
targetCol+18] := 0.001*vol_fromEllipsoid;
{ convert to nanometers }
targetCol+19] :=0.01*SA_fromEllipsoid;
{ convert to nanometers }
targetCol+20]
:=
0.1*(
(3*vol_fromEllipsoid)/
(4*PI)
{ convert to nanometers }
targetCol+21] := major/minor2;
targetCol+22] := major/minor1;
targetCol+23] := minor1/minor2;

sum11 := sum11 + sum1;
sum22 := sum22 + sum2;
sum33 := sum33 + sum3;
outRow := outRow +1;
sum1
sum2
sum3
sumx
sumy
sumz

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;

SetCurrentWindow(dataWin);
end;
Writeln('type1=',sum11,',
total=',sum11+sum22+sum33);
end;

type2=',sum22,',

type3=',sum33,',

Appendix 2
A Fortran code for determining a radial distribution
function (RDF)

A radial distribution function (RDF) at a given radial distance, rj, is defined as the
average concentration radial distribution of component i around a given solute species X,
< CiX (rj ) >, normalized to the overall concentration of i atoms, Cio , as given previously
by:
RDF (r j ) =

< CiX (r j ) >
Cio

;

(2.7)

where < CiX (rj ) > is determined by:
< CiX (r j ) >= ∑
NX

N i (r j )
N TOT (r j )

;

(2.8)

where Ni(rj) is the number of i atoms in a radial shell with a defined thickness and
centered at rj, NTOT(rj) is the total number of atoms within this shell, and NX is total
number of X atoms. Figure A.3 presents a two-dimensional schematic of the RDF, which
is actually three-dimensional. The chemical identities and x,y,z coordinates of all atoms
within the reconstructed volume are exported from ADAM into a text file. This text file is
an input file for a Fortran program, contained within this Appendix and written by Dr.
Zugang Mao, which executes the radial binning of the concentration distributions based
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on Equations 2.7 and 2.8 (Figure A.3). The Fortran program, requires the following input
parameters to be defined: (i) the radial shell thickness; (ii) the number of radial shells;
(iii) the given solute species, X; and (iv) the number of atoms contained in the input file.
Once executed, the program identifies all the X atoms, and counts the number of atoms
within a 0.01 nm thick radial shell around a given X atom and sums over all shells at the
same radial distance. To prevent the inclusion of empty volume, X atoms that are located
within a defined distance (radial shell thickness x number of radial shells) from the
analysis volume’s edge are excluded.

Figure A.3. Schematic of the radial distribution function (RDF), where
filled circles of different shades of gray represent different atomic species.
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Code written by Dr. Zugang Mao, Northwestern University (Spring 2002)
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
C
C
THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO CALCULATE THE RADIAL DISTRIBUTION IN ALLOY
C
C
SYSTEM IN FORTRAN
C
C
THE INPUT FILE IS ATOMLIST FILE TYPE FROM ADAM.
C
C
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CHARACTER HEAD
INTEGER I, J, H, F, LMAX, BIN
PARAMETER (LMAX=1500000)
INTEGER L(LMAX), P(LMAX), N(LMAX), RII, K1,K2
INTEGER ATOMTYPE, TYPE, RI, LMA
INTEGER TYPE1, TYPE2, TYPE3, TYPE4
real NSH(100)
double precision SH(100,4)
REAL M(LMAX), V(LMAX), X(LMAX), Y(LMAX), Z(LMAX)
REAL
DX, DY, DZ
REAL
RSQ, R
BIN = 3
TYPE1=0
TYPE2=1
TYPE3=2
TYPE4=3
OPEN(3,FILE='input.radial',STATUS='OLD')
WRITE(*,*)'HOW MANY BINS YOU WANT TO CALCULATE?'
READ(3,*) H
WRITE(*,*)'WHICH TYPE ATOMS YOU WANT TO CALCULATE?'
READ(3,*) ATOMTYPE
WRITE(*,*)'HOW MANY ATOMS IN YOUR SYSTEM?'
READ(3,*)LMA
close(unit=3)
OPEN(1,FILE='output.ADAM',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(2,FILE='RADIAL.DIS',STATUS='unknown')

c
c
c

10

15
5

READ (1,*) HEAD
DO 10 I = 1,LMA
READ (1,*) L(I), P(I), N(I), M(I), V(I), X(I), Y(I), Z(I)
CONTINUE
write(*,*)'complete reading data'
F = 0
K1 = INT(BIN)
K2 = INT(H*BIN)
DO 5 I = 1,4
DO 15 J =K1, K2, BIN
SH(J, I)=0.0
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 20 I = 1, LMA
IF (N(I)/=ATOMTYPE) GOTO 20
F=F+1
DO 30 J= 1, LMA
IF (I==J) goto 30
IF (N(J)==TYPE1) GOTO 30
DX=abs(X(I)-X(J))
DY=abs(Y(I)-Y(J))
DZ=abs(Z(I)-Z(J))
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IF (DX>REAL(K2)) GOTO 30
IF (DY>REAL(K2)) GOTO 30
IF (DZ>REAL(K2)) GOTO 30
RSQ=DX*DX+ DY*DY+DZ*DZ
R=SQRT(RSQ)
RI=INT(R+1.0)
TYPE= N(J)+1
if (R<real(K2)) THEN
RII=int(real(BIN)*(1.0+real(INT(R/real(BIN)))))
SH(RII,TYPE)=SH(RII,TYPE)+1.0
ENDIF
30
20
c
c
c 50

100

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 50 I = K1, K2, 2
NSH(I)=SH(I,2)+SH(I,3)+SH(I,4)
CONTINUE
WRITE(2,*)'SHELL TYPE1 TYPE2 TYPE3
TOT_NUMBERS'
DO 100 I=K1, K2, BIN
NSH(I)=SH(I,2)+SH(I,3)+SH(I,4)
WRITE(2,*)I,SH(I,2)/NSH(I),SH(I,3)/NSH(I),SH(I,4)/NSH(I),NSH(I)
CONTINUE
CLOSE (UNIT = 1)
CLOSE (UNIT = 2)
END

Appendix 3
Radial distribution functions (RDFs) in an alloy with
long-range order
To ascertain the impact of the spatial resolution of the 3DAP microscope on the
radial distribution function (RDF) profiles, a conventional 3DAP microscope analysis,
employing the operating conditions described in §2.2 of Chapter 2, was performed on the
an intermetallic Ni3Al alloy previously investigated by van Bakel, Hariharan, and
Seidman [138] with APFIM and kindly supplied by Dr. C. T. Liu of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. The APFIM experiments [138] verified the L12-structure and established the
degree of long-range order in this alloy. By comparing the RDF values, which were
determined using the procedure outlined in Appendix 2, to the values of a perfectly
ordered alloy, assuming 100% of the Ni atoms occupy the Ni sites and 100% of the Al
atoms occupy the Al sites, the influence of instrumental resolution on is assessed. The
investigated volume contained 295,705 atoms including trace amounts of Ta, Cr and B,
where the composition of the Ni3Al lattice was measured to be CNi = 73.93 ± 0.16, CAl =
25.29 ± 0.16, CTa = 0.51 ± 0.03, and CCr = 0.27 ± 0.02 at.% with an additional 456 B
atoms occupying interstitial sites within the analyzed volume. For a pure metal, the
instrumental spatial resolution is 0.06 nm in depth and 0.2 nm laterally under optimal
conditions [59]. The first four nearest neighbor (NN) distances in pure Ni3Al [17] are
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0.2514, 0.3556, 0.4355, 0.5029 nm and the corresponding distances between successive
NNs are 0.1042 nm, 0.0799, and 0.0674 nm, which are of the same order as or smaller
than the spatial resolution limit of a 3DAP microscope, suggesting the instrument’s
spatial resolution will influence an RDF profile. The procedures used to generate the
RDF profiles are described in detail in §3.2 of Chapter 2 and in Appendix 2.
The RDF is a normalized concentration measurement relative to the average
concentration of the system under investigation, Cio , (Equation 2.7). An RDF value of
unity describes a radial distance whose concentration is equal to the average
concentration of the system under investigation, hence the absolute concentration
difference at a given distance is equal to the RDF value times Cio . Around the Al atoms
in pure Ni3Al, where CAlo = 25 at.%, the nearest neighbors alternate, with Ni at the 1st NN
position, Al at the 2nd NN position, Ni at the 3rd NN position, etc. The Al-Al profile for
pure Ni3Al should therefore exhibit RDF values of 0, 4, 0, etc., while RDF values for the
Al-Ni profiles should alternate as follows: 4/3, 0, 4/3, etc.
The experimentally determined RDF profiles for Al-Al and Al-Ni are presented in
Figure A.4, where the RDF = 1 is indicated by a dashed line. The oscillations in the AlAl profile are clearly mirrored in Al-Ni profile, however the profiles’ amplitude with
respect to unity is significantly smaller than the theoretical values, where the amplitude,
A, is defined as A = RDF(r) – 1. As is expected for an alloy exhibiting long-range order,
the RDF profiles oscillate and vary from unity over the range of radial distances
investigated (r < 1 nm). For the 1st NN distance, the A of the experimental RDF profiles
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are approximately nine times smaller than the theoretical values (Table A.1). Due to the
closely spaced nearest neighbors, the strict alternation of positive and negative correlation
is not observed, and, after the 1st NN, the magnitude of A is significantly smaller than the
value at the 1st NN position (Figure A.4). In the Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy (§2.1 of
Chapter 3), which exhibits short-range order, the oscillations in the RDF profiles (Figure
3.2) extend a shorter distance, r = 0.6 nm, which is interpreted as a measure of the radial
extension of the SRO domains present within this alloy.

For r < 0.6 nm, these

oscillations in the Al-Al RDF profile (Figure 3.2) exhibits qualitative agreement with the
profile for the long-range ordered alloy (Figure A.4). Although the Al-Ni RDF profiles
are similar in shape, the Al-Ni RDF profile for the alloy with SRO (Figure 3.2) does not
exhibit values less than unity as the profile for the Ni3Al ordered alloy (Figure A.4) does.
This marked difference in the Al-Ni profile for the Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy is
attributed to the coexistence of SRO domains and purely disordered regions within the
alloy.
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Figure A.4. The Al-Al and Al-Ni radial distribution function (RDF)
profiles versus radial distance, r, out to the tenth nearest neighbor distance
(NN) for a nearly stoichiometric Ni3Al alloy. RDF is defined as the radial
concentration distributions of component i around a given solute species X
scaled by its average alloy concentration (Equation 2.7).
Table A.1. The RDF profile amplitude, A = RDF – 1, at the first nearest neighbor
distance, 0.2514 nm, in theory for a pure Ni3Al alloy and as measured by the 3DAP
microscopy for a nearly stoichiometric Ni3Al alloy.
A(1st NN)
A(1st NN)
Ratio
Theory
Measured
Al-Al

-1

-0.109

9.2

Al-Ni

0.33

0.0375

8.8

Appendix 4
Preferential evaporation effects in wide-angle atomprobe analyses as obtained from local-electrode atomprobe microscopy

Compositional variations across an analyzed area are characterized with a dataset
from a Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at. % specimen aged at 600°C for 0.25 h obtained with a localelectrode atom-probe (LEAP) microscope, which is a wide-angle 3DAP microscope,
employing the operating conditions described in §2.2 of Chapter 2. The reconstructed
volume contains 4.6 million atoms, where the box dimensions are laterally 77x77 nm2
and 22 nm in depth. In a LEAP microscope, unlike a conventional 3DAP microscope,
the cross-sectional area of the detector is circular and spans a much larger solid angle (~
50°) than the conventional microscope (~ 9°). Therefore, due to the LEAP microscope’s
larger field-of-view and the approximately hemispherical shape of a tip, a range of
crystallographic directions are analyzed simultaneously (Figure 2.4).

To measure

composition within volumes of dimensions comparable to a conventional 3DAP
microscope analysis, the LEAP microscope reconstructed volume under consideration
was divided into 49 square cross-section parallelepipeds (11x11x22 nm3) with the long
dimension parallel to the depth direction. As many as 180,000 atoms were contained in
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a single parallelepiped, and parallelepipeds that contained less than 50,000 atoms were
not taken into account. These excluded parallelepipeds were at the edge of the analyzed
volume.
Concentration maps of Cr and Al projected into the depth of the analysis were
generated from a linear interpolation of the measured concentrations between the
neighboring parallelepipeds, and are presented in Figure A.5. In this LEAP microscope
analysis of a Ni-5.2 Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy, the concentration of Al and Cr varied
significantly across the analyzed volume.

All measured solute concentrations were

higher than the alloy composition of 14.2 at.% Cr and 5.2 at.% Al, where the Cr
concentration varied from 15.1 to 17.3 at.%, while the Al concentration varied from 6.1
to 7.5 at.%. The higher measured solute concentrations than the overall composition
results from the preferential loss of Ni, while the compositional variation results from the
disparate field-evaporation behavior of different crystallographic orientations.

As is

shown in Figure A.5, regions of high Cr concentration coincide with regions of high Al
concentration. These regions likely correspond to low-index poles. The concentration
maps in Figure A.5 suggest a significant variation across the volume, and therefore care
must be taken in the compositional analyses of datasets obtained using wide-angle atomprobe microscopes.
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Figure A.5. Concentration maps of (a) Cr and (b) Al projected in the
depth direction of a LEAP microscope reconstructed volume of a Ni-5.2
Al-14.2 Cr at.% alloy, where the volume’s lateral dimensions are 77x77
nm2 and its depth dimension is 22 nm.
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